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HOWARD H. STONE, Chief
CHESTER GUILLOW WILLIAM ROLLINS
HARRY WORCESTER CECIL R. PLUMMER
Forest Fire Warden
HARRY L. DUNHAM
Old Home Day Committee
CHARLES J. HANRAHAN CLARA GOMARLO
WILLARD THOMPSON
Trustees of Carpenter Home
FLORENCE T. BELD1NG HAROLD J. ADAMS
GEORGE R. CUTHBERT
Board of Adjustment
HOWARD II. STONE RALPH A. BLAKE
JOSEPH KERSHAW STANLEY J. GOMARLO
ALDEN G. CLARK
Members of Planning Board
RALPH A. BLAKE MARGARET S. GOODNOW
MARION W. HASKINS EDWIN V. deMOYA
MORRIS W. WILBER CECIL R. PLUMMER
DAVID M. PERRY
Auditors
GLADYS E. STARKEY MILDRED B. CROSS
SUMMARY OF INVENTORY
Land and buildings $2,807,780 00
Electric plants 185,084 00
30 Horses 1,485 00
375 Cows 42,735 00
30 Neat stock 2,945 00
45 Sheep 450 00
8 Hogs 160 00
10,255 Fowl 10,805 00
4 Vehicles 3,700 00
3 Portable mills 1,800 00
Road machinery 25,500 00
Wood and lumber 1,410 00
Gasoline pumps and tanks 2,970 00
Stock in trade 391,900 00
Mills and machinery 166,700 00
Total valuation $3,645,424 00
Soldiers' exemptions $213,525 00
Net valuation $3,431,899 00
Polls number 1,262 @ $2.00 $2,524 00
National Bank Stock taxes $215 50
Taxes committed to collector $166,023 43







State Aid, apportionment B
Town Road Aid
Town maintenance
New construction, E.S. $6,500
Simonds Corner $400







Town poor, soldiers' aid



































OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
IN CHESHIRE COUNTY
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1953
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is complete to










In hands of treasurer $14,312 96
Accounts due to town:
Due from state:
Bounties 17 25
Forest fire return 228 00
Other accounts due to town:

























Total assets $31,157 69
LIABILITIES
Accounts owed by town:
East Swanzey road $6,132 65
Reserve a/c Future Yield Tax loss 744 40
Due to state
:
State Head taxes—1953 (Uncollected
$1,005.00) (Collected—not remitted
to State Treas. $1,446.75) 2,451 75
Total liabilities $9,328 80
Excess of assets over liabilities 21,828 89
Grand total $31,157 69
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description
:
Town ball, land and buildings $20,000 00
Furniture and equipment 1,000 00
Whitcomb Hall, land and buildings 23,000 00
Furniture and equipment 1,000 00
Libraries, land and buildings 20,000 00
Furniture and equipment 5,000 00
Fire department, land and buildings 24,000 00
Equipment 12,000 00
Highway department, land and buildings 1,200 00
Equipment 4,000 00
Parks, commons and playgrounds 5,000 00
Schools, land and buildings 270,000 00
Equipment 23,000 00
Carpenter Home, gift to town 10,000 00
Total $419,200 00















Adams, Harold J. 1 Chaisson, Raymond F. 1
Adams, Harry L. 1 Cheney, Arnell R. 1
Alexander, Leon C. 1 Christo, Louis J. 1 1
Armstrong, Albert 1 Clark, Alden G. 1
Aron, Edwin J. 1 Clement, Robert B. 1
Baker, Frederick S. 1 Coburn, Wm. F. 2
Ballou, Charles H. 1 Cole, Benj. N. 1
Barden, Donald A. 1 Cole, Mrs. Jessie 1
Barden, Mrs. James 1 Cole, Mildred H. 1
Bardwell, Walter L. 1 Cole, Stacey 1 1
Barkley, Donald H. 1 Coleman, Alma H. 6 1
Batchelder, Clarence H. 1 Coleman, Herbert D. 1
Bedard, Alleyre J. 1 Coles, Clifford S. 1
Bedaw, Robert F. 1 1 Colvin, Robert L. 1
Belding, Mark C. 1 Conboy, John E. 2
Bell, Antonio 1 Cook, David 1
Bent, Ellsworth 1 Cookson, Loystern G. 1
Besaw, Beatrice A. 1 Crosby, Wendell H. 1
Black, August 1 Cross, Mildred B. 1
Blain, Wilfred 1 Crossman, Roy G. 1 1
Blake, Ralph A.
1
2 1 Cummings, Richard S. 1
Bolles, H. Herman 5 Curtis, Martin J. 1
Boulay, Ernest J. 1 Curtis, Merle H. 1
Bowman, Lee D.
|
1 Cuthbert, George R. 1
Boyd, Rheual A.
|
1 Cutter, Lloyd J. 1
Boyer, Christine A.
|
1 Daniels, Bert E. 1
Boyer, Mrs. Cleon E.
|
1 Daniels, George H. 1
Bragg, Harold F. 1 Dardani, H. M. 1 1
Brewer, Edwin F. 1 Davis, Alvin E. 1
Bridge, Evelyn M. 1 Davis, Josephine 1
Bridge, Gordon F. 1 Denico, Wrn. J. 1 1
Bridge, Roland L.
|
1 1 DeRosier, Bernard F. 1
Brink, Max H. 1 Derby, Clarence A. 1
Britton, Mrs. Paul P.
|
1 1 DeVoid, Howard J. 1
Brooks, Wm. F.
|





1 Dinagan, Virginia M. 1
Brown, Gordon K.
j





1 1 Dubois, Joseph A. 1
Budzik, Joseph S.
1















Dubruiel, Julian P. 1





Calkins, Geo. E., Sr.
|












2 Dunham, Carroll L. 2
Canterbury, Louis H. | 1
1










1 Duquette, Raymond V. 1
Casey, Gloria M. Ken. Lie. Durham, Roland W. 1
Cass, C. L. (Eva) 1111 Eastman, Russell 1
Chadwick, Henry J. 1
1 1
Emerson, Cleon L. 2
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Locke, Kenneth W. 1 Plummer, Ralph E. | 1
Lounder, Harold L. 1 Piummer, Vivian M. 1 1
Madden, Edgar J. 1 Pollard, L. R. & Eliz. L. 1
Madden, John F. 1 Poreda, Wm. A. &; Mary | 1
Manning, Harry D. 1 Pratt, Perley G. | 1 1
Martin, Harold E. 1 Proulx, Nelson J. 1
Martin, Natalie 1 Quintillio, Tullio | 1 1
Maslen, Charles H. 1 Ramsay, Chas. F. 1
Matson, Rudolph E. 1 Randall, Rodney M. | 1
Mattingly, Leonard B. 1 Read, Karl A. 1
Maxfield, Kenneth H. 1 Reynolds, Albert C. | 1
Maynard, Harrison G. 1 Reynolds, Clifford S. | 1
McCullough, Charles 1 Reynolds, Sarah Alice 1
McLellan, Wm. 1 Rice, Carroll F. 1 1
Metcalf, Mrs. Chas R. 1 Rice, Harry | 1
Metcalf, Joseph H. 1 Richardson, Eugene 1
Metivier, Neil J. 2 Richardson, Theodore M. 1
Miller, Charles H. 1 Riley, Earl H. | 1
Miller, Guy C. 1 Rines, Ralph T.
1
3 2
Miller, Leo J. 2 Rinta, Walter | 1
Moe, Theodore H. 1 Rixford, Cora T. | 1
Moon, James D. 1 Robb, Mrs. Walter | 1
Moore, Ellen M. E. 1 Robb, Winfred E.
1
1
Morris, Mrs. Bernice 2 2 1 Roberts, Lawrence W. | 1
Morris, Ruth 1 Roberts, Theresa P.
1
2
O'Brien, Karl & Edw. C. 1 Robinson, Cecil J. 1
O'Brien, Evelyn 1 Rogers, Leona & Peter
O'Brien, Kenneth 1 R. | 1
O'Brien, Mrs. Leon D. 1 1 Rollins, Selma |Ken.Llie.
O'Brien, Merton 1 Roscoe, Mattie L. | 1
Ollis, Luke S. 1 Ross, James M.
I
1
Olmstead, Paul D. Rose, E. Roy
1
2
(Geo. W.) 1 St. John, Rose A. | 1
Packard, Mrs. Glenroy 1 Sanderson, Selena I. 1
Page, Douglas E. 1 Sausville, James S. | 1 1
Page, Kendell C. 1 Savard, Winfred | 1
Page, Mrs. Leander Sr. 1 Schwartz, Isaac 1
Paquette, Neree 1 Seaver, Burt G. | 1
Parent, Robt. F. 1 Selecky, John 1
Parker, Carl R. 1 Shortlidge, R. J.
1
2
Parker, George G. 1 Simonds, Harold L. | 1
Parker, Robert M. 2 Sloan, J. Richard | 1
Parsons, Emily B. 1 1 Small, E. S. | 1
Patnode, F. Victor 1 Smith, Clarence &
Patnode, Gene R. 1 Edythe | 1
Patnode, Joseph A.
I
1 Smith, Mrs. Louis A. | 1
Peabody, H. Benj.
1
2 Smith, Mrs. Robt. J.,
Pelkey, Ernest R.
|
1 Sr. | 1
Perra, Andrew G.
I
1 Smith, Wm. M. 1
Perreault, Ludger J. 1 Spears, Mrs. Martha 1
Pickett, Francis E. 1 Spencer, Richard T. | 1
Pierson, Waiter J.
|
1 Spring, Rolland K. | 1
Piper, Robt. E. 1 Staubach, J. Norman | 1
Pitcher, Francis B. 1 Stone, Chester L. 1
Plante, Wm. J.
|





























































Total number of dogs,
449
Total number of kennels,
4 284 69 196
12
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
LAUEA G. FITZGERALD, Town Clerk
From January 1, 1953 to December 31st, Inclusive
1952 DOG LICENSES FEES RECEIVED AFTER BOOKS
WERE CLOSED DECEMBER 31, 1952
*Calkins, George E., Jr. M
*Aron, Edwin J. F
*Spencer, Richard T. M
*Mattingly, Leonard B. SF
#Daniels, George H. M







*Proportionate part of year.
Dog licenses:
1952-1953 licenses (May 1, 1952 to May 1, 1953) :
1 male dog at $2.00 $2 00
1 male dog at $1.00 1 00
1 male dog at $.83 83
1 spayed dog at $.83 83
1 spayed dog at $.33 33
1 female dog at $1.67 1 67
1953-1954 licenses (May 1, 1953 to May 1, 1954)
:
188 male dogs at $2.00 $376 00
90 male dogs at $2.50 225 00
2 male dogs at $2.33 4 66
1 male dog at $1.95 1 95
1 male dog at $1.58 1 58
1 male dog at $1.50 1 50
1 male dog at $1.25 1 25




29 female dogs at $5.50
1 female dog at $4.60
1 female dog at $2.92
76 spayed dogs at $2.00






3 kennel licenses at $12 00










455 dog licenses at 20 cents
4 kennel licenses at 20 cents
$1,226 12
$91 80




Registration of motor vehicles:
1952 permits:
Series No. 235,605 to 235,650 inc.
Series No. 250,701 to 250,708 inc. $72 10
1953 permits:
Series No. 230,106 to 231,600 inc.
Series No. 257,051 to 257,092 inc. 11,021 93
1954 permits:
Series No. 231,651 to 231,661 inc. 56 34
Total receipts $11,250 37
Amount due treasurer $11,250 37




PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1953
DR.
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $163,283 91
Poll Taxes 2,524 00
National Bank Stock Taxes 215 50
Total warrant $166,023 41
Yield Taxes 1,369 12
Added Taxes:
Property Taxes 302 93
Poll Taxes 54 00
Yield Taxes 12 00
Interest Collected 52 16
Total Debits $167,813 62
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer:
Property Taxes $162,967 22
Poll Taxes 2,254 00
Bank Stock Taxes (Nat.) 215 50
Yield Taxes 1,275 80
Interest Collected 52 17
Abatements 54 92
Uncollected Taxes as per Collector's
List:
Property Taxes 596 46
Poll Taxes 294 00
Yield Taxes 103 60
Total credits $167,813 67
15
Less Excess Credit 05
$167,813 62
SUMMARY OP WARRANT
PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1952
DR.
Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1953
:
Property Taxes $16,418 53
Poll Taxes 522 00
Yield Taxes 632 36
$17,572 89
Added Taxes 18 00
Interest Collected During 1953 309 15
Total Debits $17,900 04
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal
Year Ended December 31, 1953:
Property Taxes $16,368 93
Poll Taxes 460 00
Yield Taxes 514 20
Interest Collected During Year 308 76
Abatements made during year 56 38












Total Credits $17,900 04
16
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OP 1951
DR.
Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1953:
Property Taxes $ 40
Poll Taxes 18 00
Yield Taxes 24 74
$43 14
Interest Collected 4 80
Total Debits $47 94
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal





Interest Collected During Year
Uncollected Taxes as per Collector's List
Total Credits $47 94
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1950
DR.
Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1953
:







Total Debits $14 36
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1953:
Poll Taxes $2 00
Interest Collected 36
Abatements Made During Year 2 00
17
Uncollected Taxes as per Collector's
List:
Poll Taxes 10 00




Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1953
:
Poll Taxes $8 00
Interest Collected 48
Total Debits $8 48
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1953:
Poll Taxes $2 00
Interest Collected 48
Uncollected Taxes as per Collector's
List:
Poll Taxes 6 00




Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1953:
Property Taxes $5 09
Poll Taxes 2 00
Interest Collected 68
Total Debits $7 77
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1953
:
Poll Taxes $2 00
Interest Collected 68
18
Uncollected Taxes as per Collector's List:
Property Taxes 5 09




Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1953:
Poll Taxes $2 00
Interest Collected 84
Total Debits $2 84
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1953:
Poll Taxes $2 00
Interest Collected 84





State Head Taxes Committed to Collector:
Original Warrant $7,985 00















Uncollected Head Taxes as per
Collector's list






Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1953 $1,807 69
Added Taxes During 1953 115 00
Penalties Collected During 1953 163 00
Total Debits $2,085 69
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During 1953:
Head Taxes $1,642 95
Penalties 163 00
Abatements During 1953 135 00
Uncollected Head Taxes as per Collector's
list 144 74





Uncollected Taxes as of
Jan. 1, 1953 $20 00
Added Taxes During 1953 5 00
$25 00
Penalties 1 00
Total Debits $26 00
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer During 1953:
Head Taxes $10 00
Penalties 1 00
Uncollected Head Taxes as per Collector's
List 15 00
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LIST OF UNCOLLECTED POLL TAXES AS OF
DEC. 31, 1953 ON ACCOUNT OF LEVIES OF:
1953 1952 1951 1950 1949

































































2 00 2 00 2 00 $2 00 $2 00






Curry, Richard 2 00
Curry, Mrs. Richard 2 00
Daniels, Albert J. 2 00
Denico, Mrs. Warren 2 00
Desrosiers, Ernest 2 00
Desrosiers, Mrs. Ernest 2 00
Devoid, Mrs. Howard 2 00 2 00
Dickinson, Lucy 2 00
Duquette, Kenneth 2 00
Duquette, Fred 2 00
Duquette, Mrs. Fred 2 00
Earle, Raymond 2 00
Earle, Mrs. Raymond 2 00
Faulkner, Francis 2 00
Faulkner, Olive 2 00
Flanders, Mrs. Philip 2 00
Francoeur, Mrs. Clarence 2 00
Frazier, Alan 2 00
French, Ernest 2 00
French, Mrs. Ernest 2 00
Gerald, Fred 2 00
Gerald, Mrs. Fred 2 00
Getty, Mrs. Ernest 2 00 2 00
Girard, Mrs. Edgar 2 00 2 00
Goodell, Chester 2 00
Goodell, Mrs. Chester 2 00
Goodnow, Theron 2 00
Handy, Arthur C. 2 00
Harris, Leslie 2 00
Harris, Mrs. Leslie 2 00
Hodsdon, Harriet 2 00
Jardine, Mrs. Bernard 2 00
Jefts, Mrs. Russell 2 00 2 00
Jefts, Mrs. Douglas 2 00
Jefts, Gale 2 00
Jefts, Mrs. Gale 2 00
Jennison, Mrs. Lome 2 00
Johnson, Alfred 2 00 2 00
Kenney, Leroy J., Mrs. 2 00
2 00 2 00
28
Kennedy, Robert 2 00
Kennedy, Mrs. Robert 2 00
Kingsbury, Mrs. Earl 2 00
Kingsbury, Leslie 2 00
Keith, Charles 2 00
Kowalski, Katherine 2 00
Lamere, John 2 00
Lamere, Mrs. John 2 00
Lane, Russell 2 00
Lane, Mrs. Howard 2 00
Langill, William 2 00
Lapoint, Mrs. Parker 2 00
Lapoint, Dean 2 00
Lawrence, Leonard 2 00
Lawrence, Mrs. Leonard 2 00
Lemieux, Mrs. Edmund 2 00
Lewis, Fred 2 00 2 00 2 00 2 00 2 00
Lewis, Frank 2 00
Lewis, Mrs. Frank 2 00
Lorette, Verne, Mrs. 2 00
MacQuarrie, Douglas 2 00
MacQuarrie, Mrs. Douglas 2 00
Martin, Hilda 2 00
Martin, Chester 2 00
Martin, Herbert 2 00
Martin, Mrs. Herbert 2 00
Mathers, Olein 2 00 2 00
Mathers, Mrs. Olein 2 00 2 00
MacWha, Gertrude 2 00
McKnight, Mrs. Fred 2 00
McLennan, William 2 00
McLennan, Mrs. William 2 00
Metivier, Mrs. Neil J. 2 00
Parker, Mrs. Robert 2 00
Parenteau, Katherine 2 00 2 00
Pellerin, Romain 2 00
Piper, Mrs. Robert E. 2 00
Reindeau, Mrs. Jesse 2 00
Robb, Mrs. Walter 2 00
29
Rogers, Leona 2 00
Rose, Mrs. Edward 2 00
Sherman, Ernest 2 00
Sherman, Mrs. Ernest 2 00
Short, Emma 2 00 2 00
Smith, Cassius 2 00 2 00
Stevens, Mrs. Kenneth 2 00
Sweeney, Orlo 2 00
Sweeney, Mrs. Orlo 2 00
Simonds, Mrs. Harold 2 00
Tedford, Mrs. Robert C. 2 00
Tetreault, T. G. 2 00
Tetreault, Mrs. T. G. 2 00
Tetreault, Mrs. Raoul 2 00
Tolman, Harry 2 00
Travis, Russell 2 00
Travis, Mrs. Russell 2 00
Trombley, William 2 00
Trombley, Mrs. William 2 00
Underwood, Mrs. Raymond 2 00
Vincent, Anna 2 00
Way, Mrs. Prank, Jr. 2 00
Webster, James 2 00
Webster, Mrs. James 2 00
Wellington, Mrs. Preston 2 00
Wilcox, Shirley 2 00
White, Mrs. Leander 2 00
Whitney, George E. 2 00
Whitney, Mrs. George E. 2 00
Willis, Mrs. Ronald 2 00 2 00
Wilson, Francis 2 00
Wilson, Esther 2 00
Wilson, Clayton 2 00
Wilson, Mrs. Clayton 2 00
Wyman, Elmer 2 00
Wyman, Mrs. Elmer 2 00
York, Mrs. Harry 2 00
Lenois, Mrs. George 2 00
Thompson, Mrs. Donald 2 00
30
LIST OF UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY TAXES AS OF
DECEMBER 31, 1953 ON ACCOUNT OF LEVIES OF:
1953 1952 1948
Aubin, Joseph $185 60
Curry, Richard 17 48
Guyette, Joseph 13 92
Kingsbury, Earl 72
Lafountain, Arthur $5 09
Waterman, Frank $16 38












I hereby certify that the above lists showing the name
and amount due from each delinquent taxpayer, as of De-




2 32 2 73
52
46 40






Balance on hand January 1, 1953 $12,127 97
Receipts, fiscal year ending December 31, 1953 290,906 24
$303,034 21
Payments, fiscal year ending December 31, 1953 288,721 25







from local taxes: (collected and
remitted to treasurer)
Property taxes—current year $162,952 22
Poll taxes—current year @ $2.00 2,258 00
National Bank Stock taxes 215 50
Yield tax 1,275 80
State Head taxes @ $5.00 8,991 45
Total current year's taxes collected
and remitted $175,692 97
Property and poll taxes previous years i 17,380 27
Interest on taxes 531 51
Tax sales redeemed 4,209 16
From state:
Interest and dividend tax $7,572 24
R. R. tax 243 52
Savings Bank tax 412 39
Forest fire returns 363 50
Bounties 9 75
Return on Blister Rust Control 85
Motor vehicle road toll refund 110 27
Recovery Old Age Assistance (Barnard) 01
From local sources, except taxes:
Dog licenses 1,134 32
Motor vehicle permits 11,250 37
Rent town property 392 00
Business licenses, permits 448 00
Total current revenue receipts $219,751 13
32














Winchester Fire Dept., fire
Cheshire Fair Asso., firemen
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co., refund on phones
Clark Ins. Agency, refund on ins.
Town of Jaffrey, fire
Sale cemetery lots
Keene Sand & Gravel, refund on
sand, gravel
International Salt Co., refund on freight





















Total receipts from all sources
Cash on hand January 1, 1953
$290,906 24
12,127 97




Town officers' salaries $3,767 41
Town officers' expenses 2,677 79
Election and registration expenses 46 00
Whitcomb hall 784 59
Town hall, insurance en town buildings 998 03
33
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police department 1,022 80
Fire department, including forest fires 7,946 56
Blister Rust control 400 00
Bounties 17 25
Damage by dogs 85 50
Health
:
District Nurse Association 2,000 00
Elliot Community Hospital 2,000 00
Dumps 1,331 94
Highways and Bridges:
Town road aid 709 67
Town maintenance (Summer, $14,484 38)
Winter ($1,745.05) 16,229 43
Street lighting 3,484 43
General expenses highway dept. 7,290 80
Town trucks, including insurance 2,108 17





Old age assistance 3,691 75
Town poor 3,031 68
Patriotic purposes:
Memorial Day, Old Home Day, Swanzey
Float 500 00
Soldiers' aid 126 07
Recreation
:





Damages and legal expenses 350 00
Monadnock Region Asso. 291 00
34
Taxes bought by town 12,523 99
Refund on taxes 163 44
Paid tax collector yield tax deposit 225 40
Outlay for new equipment:
Truck 3,200 00
Total current maintenance expenses $80,081 48
Interest
:
Paid on temporary loan in anticipation
of taxes $784 58
Total interest payment $784 58
Indebtedness payment:
Temporary loan $69,215 42
Total indebtedness payment $69,215 42
Payments to other governmental divisions
:
State of N.H., Head tax, '52-53 $10,385 21
County tax 7,553 79
Precinct 4,660 00
Treas. State of N.H., T.R.A.,
Apportionment B 2,490 00
School district 113,550 77
Total payments to other governmental divisions $138,639 77
Total payments for all purposes $288,721 25
Cash on hand December 31, 1953 14,312 96
Grand total $303,034 21
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
David M. Perry, selectman $399 00
Lester F. Harris, selectman 392 50
Jacob M. Hackler, selectman &
bookkeeping 716 50
35
William N. Sparhawk, treasurer
Margaret A. Boyer, tax collector
Laura G. Fitzgerald, clerk, motor
vehicle permits
Howard Goodnow, sexton
Gladys E. Starkey, auditor
David M. Perry, expenses
Lester F. Harris, expenses
Jacob M. Hackler, expenses
Gladys E. Starkey, expenses
Margaret A. Boyer, tax sale costs 1952
Tax sale costs 1953
Supplies
W. N. Sparhawk, envelopes
Joseph Kershaw, typing warrant
Sentinel Printing Co., supplies
Town reports
Advertising
The Union Leader Corp., advertising
Archie D. Jennings Agency, treas. bond 25 00
Mason Ins. Agency, town officers' bonds 217 51
Asso. N. H. Assessors, dues 3 00
Mildred E. Devoid, stamps, envelopes 95 20
Wheeler & Clark, license book & tags 41 34
W. M. Chaplin, transfer cards
Tax sale mortgage list
Geo. G. Philbrook, plans Davis Manor
Public Service Co., lights Lookout Sta.
W. L. Goodnow Co., supplies
Sargent Bros., prop. & poll tax bills
Chase's Book Store, supplies
Brown & Saltmarsh, binders, index
Ida M. Horner Sec, tax coll. Asso. dues


































ELECTION AND REGISTRATION EXPENSES
Homer S. Bradley, moderator $10 00
H. J. Adams, asst. moderator 6 00
A. R. Downing, ballot clerk 6 00
M. H. Carlton, ballot clerk 6 00
Florence T. Belding, ballot clerk 6 00
Maude M. Bell, ballot clerk 6 00
Myrtie S. Hackler, ballot clerk 6 00
WHITCOMB HALL
Public Service Co., lights $105 04
Wilfred Lambert, janitor 218 00
David Whittemore, wood 180 00
R. W. Lynch, repairs 80 00
Wilmer L. Pickett, care clock 18 00
C. L. Haskell, flameproofing 52 00
R. L. McShinsky, mowing, labor 72 00
Howard Goodnow, labor, moving rubbish 23 00
Well cover 10 00
C. K. Guillow & Son, labor 23 05
Peter Nikiforakis, snow removal 3 50
TOWN HALL
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone
Public Service Co., lights
G. Elwin Fairbanks, janitor
Clark Ins. Agency, ins. town buildings
Palmer Ins. Agency, ins. town buildings
C. L. Haskell, flameproofing
David Whittemore, wood
Ernest C. Dunham, snow removal
Spencer Hdwe. Co., supplies
















C. H. Miller, police duty $493 83
Hanford Phair, police duty 176 00
Randolph E. Lavigne, police duty 78 72
Wesley Braley, police duty 68 20
Alfred Guymond, police duty 45 00
R. Jefts, police duty 36 00
E. J. Bergeron, police duty 31 00
Robert Cornwell, police duty 30 05
Max H. Brink, police duty 25 00
David Whittemore, police duty 13 00
John Dennis, police duty 10 00
Ralph Rines, police duty 6 00
Donald Duquette, police duty 5 00
Dr. G. E. Prevost, prof, services 5 00
$1,022 80
WEST SWANZEY FIRE DEPARTMENT
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone
Public Service Co., lights, power
Plantinga Heating & Air Conditioning,
labor & parts
Harry Worcester, light bill
Freight on Banox
Draining hydrant
Knowlton & Stone Co., axe bit
H. G. Maynard, labor pump house
Labor, hydrant
Peter Nikiforakis, snow removal
Farrar Co., wire cutters
Bay Nash, supplies
Socony Vacuum Oil Co., gas
Calgon Inc., Banox W. T.
Paul G. Kennett Inc., fuel gas
Cheshire Oil Co. Inc., fuel oil
Bernard J. Lambert, snow removal























Willis Ballon, oil 18 00
Zerone 8 40
R. McShinsky, labor hydrant 20 29
Charles G. Holton, building gate Westport ; 10 38
E. F. Tetreanlt Sec., Tri-state Mutual Aid 5 00
Robertson Motor Co., parts 10 38
N. H. Fire & Safety Eqnip. Co ., ladder 243 75
Booster hose 35 70
Foam charges—battery 11 75
Battery 4 25
Red rail lights 30 00
W. W. Unox penetrate 34 00
Case batteries 16 00
Booster reel 77 03
Johnson Motor Parts, lock washers 1 05
Wire 1 40
Supplies 1 57
H. J. Lovell Co., hose 513 00
W. S. Food store, dnst bane 8 99
Sargent Motor Co., starter motor 23 28
C. K. Guillow & Son, supplies. labor on
fire station 3 15
Repairs hydrant 4 75
Leonard Roy, sec, Stowell, Hurd, Morse,
Cornwell fires 136 75
Beckman, Rixford fires 56 00
Mutual Aid, Keene 15 00
Jardine-Hamlin fires 42 00
Granger, Stevenson, Ollis fires 201 00
Mutual Aid 15 00
Clarence Smith fire 25 00
Brown barn fire 265 00
Sec. Treas. fees 50 00
P. Chamberlain, steward 50 00
Loading hose, fires 43 25
Henry T. Prevost Sec, State Firemen's
Asso. dues 26 00
Dues 1 member 1 00
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Henry & Johnson Inc., installing siren 21 86
American-La France Foamite Corp.,
double hydrant connection 38 03
Hose 800 00
Holbrook Gro. Co., bicarbonate of soda 4 75
SWANZEY CHEMICAL CO.
Public Service Co., lights $19 57
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone 70 54
Malcolm R. Green, repairs, fire station 58 60
Stone's Service Sta., gas, oil, supplies 62 73
A. B. Perry, coal 104 00
Nims Plumbing Co., smoke pipe, elbows 4 41
N. H. Fire Safety Equip Co., carpenter
light 16 27
H. L. Dunham, Sec, Handy, N. S.
Community House fires 53 75
Ballou, Grant fires 6 00
Dunnell fire 6 00
Firemen at Fair, supplies 110 76
Davis fire, tryouts 42 50
Tyo fire, roll call, first driver's pay 129 00
Ernest C. Dunham, snow removal 20 00
Perkins-Bassett-Wright, packing 2 16
G. Elwin Fairbanks, janitor & supplies 181 00
Morris Auto Parts, starter 4 00
Mirror & arm 2 45
Mirror & bracket 2 50
H. T. Prevost Sec, firemen's Asso. dues 26 00
Woodwards Chevrolet Inc., Sector paint
& rod 1 51
Knowlton & Stone Co., pipe wrench 7 78
Oliver Lefebre, cutting trees 6 50
CHAMPION FIEE CO.
Nims Plumbing Co., fuel oil $153 39




E. E. Ridley, Sec, Curry, Blackmore fires 22 00
Bergeron, Whitney fires 49 50
Fires 20 50
E. Ballou, E. Blackmore fires 19 00
Tryouts 27 50
Steward, Sec., treas. fees, 1 member 33 00
N. H. Fire & Safety Equip. Co., hose 840 00
Ray Rice, labor & parts 8 35
Knowlton & Stone Co., bolts 2 52
Sanel Auto Parts of Keene
Parts for grease gun 2 65
Harold Lewis Jr., snow removal 14 00
Water Holes Appropriation ($500.00)
A. Whitcomb Inc., digging water hole $53 70
Shovel 71 80
Keene Sand & Gravel Inc., fill for water
hole 32 70
Merrimack Farmers' Exg., fence posts,
wire 16 11
Benjamin Cole, labor 10 00
E. Ridley Jr., labor 3 00
Wm. Rollins, labor 14 00
$1,234 91
$201 31
FOREST FIRES, H. L. DUNHAM, WARDEN




Fires, Seaver, Metcalf, Wesley, Pratt
















CITY OF KEENE FIRE DEPARTMENT
A. Handy fire $75 00
N. Swanzey Community House fire 40 00
Dardani grass fire 15 00
Packard fire 30 00
Metcalf fire 15 00
Elmo Thayer fire 15 00
Hanson, Davis fires 30 00
Whittemore fire 15 00
Bruno fire 15 00
BLISTER RUST CONTROL
Wm. H. Messeck Jr., state forester $400 00
BOUNTIES
David M. Perry $10 25
Lester F. Harris 50
Jacob M. Hackler 6 50
DAMAGE BY DOGS
Ralph Rines, dog constable $85 50
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
District Nurse Association $2,000 00
Elliot Community Hospital 2,000 00
TOWN DUMPS
Charles H. Ballou, fill $41 00
State of N. H., grader 48 01
R. C. Cameron, bulldozer, trucks 139 50
W. S. Pendleton, rent 25 00
H. Worcester, burning dump 5 00







Herbert Coleman, care of dump 100 00
A. Whitcomb Inc., shovel, dozer 264 20
L. Roy, Sec, dump fire 58 25
H. L. Dunham, Warden, dump fires 550 75
E. Ridley Jr., lumber,, labor 5 00
D. M. Perry, labor 8 00
C. L. Emerson, sand, paid C. H. Ballou 65 00
TOWN ROADS, SUMMER
$1,331 94
State of N. H., tarring $353 73
C. L. Emerson, tractor, shovel 1,096 00
C. L. Emerson, highway agent 1,541 00
C. L. Emerson, truck time 1,856 30
Cleon Emerson Jr., labor 817 00
Earl Wing, labor 1,555 00
Earl Wing Jr., labor 252 00
Earl Seaver, labor 615 00
Herbert Coleman, labor 45 00
Allen Hood, labor 45 00
Carl Jefts, labor 289 00
Robert Austin, labor 90 00
Howard Smith, labor 47 00
Bernard Jardine, labor 750 00
James Jackson, labor 316 00
Hanford Phair, labor 410 50
H. Austin, labor 36 00
Morris Auto Parts, pipe 9 00
Front end for scraper 7 00
E. C. Dunham, mowing brush 86 00
Trimount Bitu. Pro. Co., asphalt 4,984 80
J. P. Dubois, digging 36 00
James Jardine, labor 17 00
James Whipple, labor 12 00
Clifford Jardine, labor 9 00




Less East Swanzey road labor
Less Simonds Corner
TOWN ROADS,
C. L. Emerson, highway agent
C. L. Emerson, truck





Merrimack Farmer's Exg., salt
Sunshine Stores Inc., salt
D. M. Perry, plowing sidewalks
Less withholding
TOWN TRUCK MAINTENANCE
Homestead Woolen Mills Inc., gas, oil,
lube $799 68
Wymans' Sales & Service, tires, tubes,
repairs, vulca. 533 06
Keene Mfg. Co., labor, supplies, welding,
parts 64 55
Roy Rice, labor, supplies 36 30
Sargent Motor Inc., labor, parts,
repairs, inspection 158 75
Johnson Motor Parts, parts 4 40























Spencer Hdwe. Co., spikes $3 03
Cement, lime 5 52
W. S. Food store, shovels 6 50
Coll. Internal Rev., withholding tax 270 10
Arthur Whitcomb Inc., shovel 289 50
Keene Sand & Gravel, sand, gravel,
mix, patch 4,630 58
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., shoes, bolts 37 05
Labor, parts 51 60
The Keene Mfg. Co., repairs snow plow 403 55
C. F. Rhoades, lumber 68 25
Gale Hill, repairs snow plow 3 00
Mason Ins. Agency, Workmen's Comp. 190 20
Kenneth Cornwell, stringers 25 00
Johnson Motor Parts, penetrating oil 56
International Salt Co., salt, freight 692 32
Wilson Welding Service, welding 20 50
Sheet Metal Specialties Co., signs 10 81
C. L. Lane Co., lumber 34 90
Bulldozer, gravel 99 00




R. Buckley, welding road roller 10 00
Cutting tank 4 00
G. H. Lawrence, bridge plank 265 27
C. H. Lawrence, bulldozer 31 50
Merrimack Farmers' Exg., fence posts 3 15
State of N. H., load limit signs 9 00
STREET LIGHTING





Wm. N. Sparhawk, treas., Stratton
Free Library $400 00
Mary G. Lane, treas., Mt. Ceasar Library 300 00
Ellis H. Wyman, treas., East Swanzey
Community House Library 150 00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
State of N. H. $3,691 75
TOWN POOR
Cedarcrest Inc., care Gary Weeks $30 00
Mrs. Walter Sweet, care Wm., Sandra,
Joanne Frazier; Ann, Alice, Eugene
Thompson 2,340 00
Florence Kellom, care R. Thompson 300 00
W. S. Food store, aid Lucy Kennedy 40 00
County of Cheshire, care H. Yardley 188 00
Elliot Community Hospital, care
Charlotte Frazier 68 77
W. L. Goodnow Co., supplies for
Charlotte Frazier 35 08
Irving's Clothing Store Inc., supplies for
Charlotte Frazier 16 56
Keene Oil Co., fuel oil M. Wellington 8 62




MEMORIAL DAY AND OLD HOME DAY
Lester Faulkner, Memorial Day Comm. $150 00
Clara Gomarlo, Float Comm. 200 00




Wilber's I.G.A. store, aid $24 99
State Cancer Comm., prescription 86 18
Keene Fuel Oil, fuel oil 14 90
PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
Public Service Co., lights $79 10
Merrimack Farmers' Exg., fence 20 25
H. M. Randall, labor, supplies 19 27
Knowlton & Stone Co., cement, clamps 9 05
Gale E. Hill, welding wheel-gate w. p. 29 50
Irah H. Ballou, repairs, wheel-gate w. p. 113 09
R. W. E. MacKenzie, care lawn 36 75
MONADNOCK REGION
Daniel Eneguess, Sec. $291 00
CEMETERIES
Jim Bolles, bulldozer $141 00
G. N. Fairbanks, labor 52 15
G. Elwin Fairbanks, labor 350 52
Peter Nikiforakis, snow removal 3 00
Howard Goodnow, labor 267 89
C. L. Applin, hauling gravel 7 50
Keene Sand & Gravel, gravel 15 75
George Owens, labor, parts for mower 23 60
Gate 20 00
Merrimack Farmers' Exg., posts, fencing 98 01
W. E. Day, labor 8 00
L. B. Bogue, labor hearse house 62 00







W. H. Andrews, Hearing $75 00
Glenn Britton, Hearing 75 00
Ernest Ball, Hearing 75 00
W. H. Watson Jr., Atty. for special board 125 00
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
Margaret A. Boyer, collector 1952 $5,176 73
Margaret E. Boyer, collector 1953 7,347 26
TAX REFUNDS
Margaret A. Boyer, collector, Jenness
yield tax, 1st Nat'l. Bank of Rochester,
overpayment to treas. $114 93
Paul A. Benoit, car tax refund 2 39
Fred Sharkey, tax refund 11 92
Cortland Putnam, timber tax refund 34 20
INTEREST
Harriman Ripley & Co. Inc. $784 58
STATE AID CONSTRUCTION
State of N. H., T.R.A. $709 67
TOWN CONSTRUCTION
Geo. Philbrook, survey East & Flat Roof
Mill roads $79 00
Chase's Tree Service, removing trees,
East Swanzey 100 00
C. L. Emerson
Simonds Corner 200 00









M. A. Boyer, collector, C. Putnam
timber tax $15 40
C. Rhoades, timber tax 200 00
Leo Short, timber tax 10 00
$225 40
NEW EQUIPMENT
Sargent Motors Inc., truck $3,200 00
$3,200 00
TEMPORARY LOAN
Harriman Ripley & Co. Inc., loan $69,215 42
$69,215 42
HEAD TAX
Treasurer State of N. H., Head taxes $10,385 21
$10,385 21
COUNTY TAX
Stafford M. Boardman, treas., county
tax $7,553 79
Treasurer State of N. H., T.R.A.




Precinct tax, hydrant rental $4,660 00
$4,660 00
SCHOOLS
William N. Sparhawk, treasurer $113,550 77
$113,550 77
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TOWN OF SWANZEY TRUST FUNDS
Balance Paid Balance
Fund 12/31/52 Interest Out 12/31/53
Edgar C. Emery $160 22 $4 54 $4 50 $160 26
Ibie A. B. Avery 209 80 6 06 5 00 210 86
Hinds Cemetery Fund 101 39 3 03 3 00 101 42
Walter R. Hewes & Frank J.
Domina 100 02 3 03 2 90 100 15
Addie J. Faulkner 152 29 4 54 4 50 152 33
Stephen Faulkner 152 54 4 54 4 50 152 58
Lizzie Rixford 101 56 3 03 3 00 101 59
Joseph & Betsey Whitcomb 102 45 3 03 1 90 103 58
Howard & Harvey Fund 256 40 7 56 6 00 257 96
Albert Barber 149 21 3 78 2 90 150 09
Clark B. Holbrook 2nd 221 30 6 06 2 80 224 56
William Knight 100 53 3 03 2 90 100 66
Albert G. Read 265 05 6 06 3 40 267 71
Jessie Murphy 105 16 3 03 2 20 105 99
Asa Healey 102 55 3 03 3 19 102 39
Joseph & Sally Whitcomb 105 38 3 03 2 20 106 21
Manning Hunt 104 41 3 03 2 30 105 14
Capt. Peter Holbrook 185 46 4 54 2 30 187 70
William & Susanna Read 232 56 6 06 2 60 236 02
Clark B. Holbrook 1st 182 50 4 53 2 10 184 93
Charles W. Graves 236 81 6 06 5 30 237 57
Albert R. Ballou & Benj. Mason 170 98 4 54 3 60 171 92
Jessie E. Tuttle 102 53 3 03 3 00 102 56
Lorenzo R. Holbrook 150 56 4 54 5 00 150 10
Albert B. Read 164 62 4 54 3 30 165 86
Hattie & Leon Allen 101 13 3 03 2 40 101 76
Clara S. Whitcomb 103 99 3 03 3 00 104 02
Bullard-Lamb-Field 207 11 6 06 7 00 206 17
George Dolby 102 94 3 03 3 00 102 97
George Graves & Henry Files 132 65 3 78 2 30 134 13
Angeline A. Woodbury 110 76 3 03 2 50 111 29
George H. Allen 109 85 3 03 1 80 111 08
Josiah E. Parsons 77 32 2 27 2 20 77 39
Mary A. Crouch 106 18 3 03 2 30 106 91
Giles & Fannie Taft 106 35 3 03 2 40 106 98
Herbert C. Taft 100 30 3 03 2 84 100 49
Harvey M. Carleton 213 27 6 06 2 90 216 43
O. E. Parsons 175 12 4 54 4 53 175 13
L. E. Dickinson 105 98 3 03 1 80 107 21
Martha J. Bailey 100 64 3 03 2 75 100 92
Charles H. Holbrook 107 35 3 03 2 60 107 78
Jeremiah Hale 103 12 3 03 2 90 103 25
Edwin C. Curtis & Arthur R.
Martin 209 41 6 06 4 30 211 17
Chiron Holbrook 106 29 3 02 2 10 107 21
Susan A. Black 103 96 3 02 2 75 104 23
Luther S. Lane 103 62 3 02 2 60 104 04
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Balance Paid Balance
Fund 12/31/52 Interest Out 12/31/53
A. A. Woodward 102 63 3 02 2 75 102 90
Ruth Hovey Knowlton 104 35 3 02 2 40 104 97
Frank Hovey & John Mathews 211 66 6 06 5 20 212 52
Robert Hovey 104 06 3 02 2 40 104 68
George G. Page 100 00 3 03 3 00 100 03
W. Alexander & Harriett A.
Palmer 208 58 6 06 6 00 208 64
Homer Evans 102 52 3 02 3 00 102 54
Olsson-Holbrook 102 52 3 02 3 50 102 04
Henry T.. Rixford 206 09 6 06 3 50 208 65
Henry P. Read 77 63 2 26 2 25 77 64
Hannah & Elton Read 79 13 2 26 2 50 78 89
Lewis R. Cass 101 35 3 02 3 00 101 37
Walter S. & Nellie L. Alexander 264 05 7 55 2 75 268 85
George G. Page 50 01 1 51 1 00 50 52
Frank L. Snow 354 34 9 07 7 00 356 41
Barlow Cemetery Fund 151 02 4 53 4 50 151 05
Walter E, & Minnie Day 153 31 4 53 3 60 154 24
Lester Harris 175 26 4 53 179 79
Charles O. Hewes 100 02 3 02 3 00 100 04
Ira Kenney 116 00 3 02 119 02
William H. Williams 128 29 3 78 2 10 129 97
Frank O. Dodge 104 51 3 02 3 00 104 53
Joseph G. Dickinson 106 51 3 02 3 00 106 53
Edward A. & William H. Nelson 31 95 9 07 7 90 319 12
Ephriam & Ray BeDorr 203 12 6 06 6 00 203 18
George W. Richardson 109 96 3 02 2 25 110 73
Solon Snow 101 71 3 02 3 00 101 73
Fernando P. Hinds 104 78 3 02 3 00 104 80
Mary H. Bancroft 130 72 3 02 3 00 130 74
Joseph Trombley 101 73 3 02 3 00 101 75
O. W. Capron 110 93 3 02 3 50 110 45
Aaron R. Hammond 111 38 3 02 3 00 111 40
John F. Stratton 254 25 6 06 6 00 254 31
George I. Cutler 102 53 3 02 4 00 101 55
Ella A. Ware 50 75 1 51 1 50 50 76
Maria Lawrence 116 74 3 02 3 00 116 76
Harold W. Lander 103 78 3 02 3 00 103 80
Nelson A. Collier 155 07 4 53 4 00 155 60
George A. Whitcomb 158 86 4 53 2 60 160 79
Fred Kenney 102 89 3 02 2 20 103 71
Lovell & Elvira Taft 157 86 4 53 3 40 158 99
Seth L. & Elvira H. Aldrich 159 52 4 53 13 00 151 05
George L. Ballou 162 10 4 53 13 40 153 23
Nettie Stone 231 09 6 06 2 70 234 45
Nettie Stone 111 21 3 02 1 30 112 93
George E. & Clara Emery 223 17 5 43 7 00 221 60
Edward B. Holbrook 109 28 3 02 3 50 108 80
J. G. Huntley 76 78 2 27 2 25 76 80
Earl L. Leach 112 81 3 02 3 00 112 83
Helen Doolittle 114 34 3 02 3 00 114 36
George O. Capron 119 03 3 02 3 00 119 05
Harriet Lawrence 299 36 6 06 6 00 299 42
Emma Hammond 51 77 1 51 1 50 51 78
Julius E. Wilson 243 50 6 06 6 00 243 56
Daniel McCormick 50 52 1 51 1 50 50 53
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Balance Paid Balance
Fund 12/31/52 Interest Out 12/31/53
Charles Sparhawk 117 57 3 02 120 59
J. O. Howard 115 28 3 02 3 00 115 30
J. Madden 107 28 3 02 3 00 107 30
Florence S. Martin 103 68 3 02 3 00 103 70
Isaac Stratton 112 43 3 02 5 00 110 45
John Stratton 103 62 3 02 3 00 103 64
Herschel J. Fowler 105 78 3 02 3 00 105 80
Emerson & Ruffle 177 88 4 53 4 50 177 91
George B. Whitney 103 95 3 02 3 00 103 97
Julia A. Stratton 543 87 15 11 15 00 543 98
Warren H. Ellis 107 35 3 02 3 00 107 37
Addie J. Eaton 178 24 4 53 4 00 178 77
Charles L. Ball 108 61 3 02 3 00 108 63
Flora E. Buflum 103 92 3 02 3 00 103 94
Sanford S. Hardy 107 92 3 02 3 00 107 94
Daniel Greenleaf 104 02 3 02 3 00 104 04
Norris Carter 102 02 3 02 3 00 102 04
George W. Ward 105 95 3 02 3 00 105 97
Ellen V. Marvin 170 83 4 53 4 00 171 36
Emma A. Faulkner 234 54 6 05 6 50 234 09
James E. Handy & Joseph
Ware 101 19 3 02 3 00 101 21
Clara E. Lane 187 20 4 53 3 10 188 63
Herbert E. Carter 105 44 3 02 3 00 105 46
Hattie R. Ramsdell 138 19 3 02 141 21
Webster D. Derby 104 94 3 02 3 00 104 96
Randall-Bolles 103 67 3 02 3 00 103 69
Laura A. Cheever 101 14 3 02 3 00 101 16
G. H. Stephenson 104 89 3 02 3 00 104 91
Flora E. Newall 100 67 3 02 2 00 101 69
William E. Hildreth 205 42 6 05 5 00 206 47
Charles Marsh 204 01 6 05 6 50 203 56
Chas. A. Barden & Fred A.
Carter 330 05 9 07 339 12
Carl R. & Bertha B. Ramsdell 203 59 6 05 6 00 203 64
Walter H. & John H. Streeter 317 76 9 06 3 40 323 42
Willard A. Putnam 102 43 3 02 3 00 102 45
Lorenzo N. Hewes & Flora M.
Hutchins 100 04 3 02 3 00 100 06
Alfred G. Graves 152 82 4 53 3 90 153 45
John H. & Mary A. Bolles 310 36 9 06 6 00 313 42
Roy E. Eastman 206 56 6 05 3 50 209 11
Thomas Parkinson 152 79 4 53 3 00 154 32
Alfred Talbot 103 03 3 02 2 00 104 05
Lewis S. & Flora A. Talbot 206 79 6 05 2 90 209 94
John Hill 105 89 3 02 3 00 105 91
J. E. Belcher 105 64 3 02 2 50 106 16
Russell Hill 105 89 3 02 3 00 105 91
Joseph Hill 105 89 3 02 3 00 105 91
Clarence F. & Carrie E.
Worcester 152 64 4 53 3 20 153 97
Orrin F. Oakman & Henry C.
Howes 100 75 3 02 3 00 100 77
Herman F. & Lulu Lewis 200 75 6 05 2 10 204 70
Joseph Long & Ellery Leborveai]L 150 00 4 53 2 60 151 93
Herbert & Florence Kendrick 203 50 6 05 4 50 205 05
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Balance Paid Balance
Fund 12/31/52 Interest Out 12/31/53
Marshall Putnam 152 25 4 53 4 00 152 78
Lyle E. Beal 101 00 3 02 2 60 101 42
Lizzie A. Taft 151 50 4 53 6 03 150 00
Lillias S. Stone 201 50 6 05 207 55
Cleveland Cemetery Fund 200 00 6 05 5 00 201 05
Winfield Hinds 100 00 3 02 3 00 100 02
P. A. White 103 15 3 02 3 00 103 17
Arlon R. Downing 200 00 5 50 5 50 200 00
Yost-Newell 5 88 2 80 128 08
Lee W. Burke 1 88 151 88
Amos M. Hill 107 69 3 02 3 00 107 71
Smith & Foster 102 11 3 02 3 00 102 13
Una B. Ballou 153 18 4 54 3 40 154 32
Josiah P. & Edwin F. Read 213 53 6 05 3 70 215 88
John Holbrook 210 73 6 05 3 10 213 68
Mellon R. Holbrook 300 73 9 07 2 90 306 90
A. A. Ware 328 11 9 07 8 40 328 78
Grace M. Williamson 101 90 3 02 2 92 102 00
Andrew J. LaFountain 2 00 202 00
Nettie Stone (Pavillion) A 1,009 04 27 20 1,036 24
Frank L. Snow (School) B 5,075 00 150 00 150 00 5,075 00
Frank L. Snow (Sidewalk) C 2,568 17 2,345 85 *50,267 77
Lucy J. W. Carpenter D 23,806 44 1,105 78 3,052 52 **30,279 70
Samuel E. Read (East
Swanzey) E 12,123 66 422 37 355 67 12,190 36
Operating Fund 959 16 90 68 50 00 999 84
$70,324 47 $4,848 20 $4,193 05 $125,228 37
Balance 12/31/53 includes new funds $475.00, plus stock evaluation







$900 00 Savings Bank
$5,000 00 Savings Bank
200 Shares Union Pacific R. R.
100 Shares B. & O. R. R.
100 Shares So. Pacif. R. R.
64 Shares Amer. Tel. & Tel.
$700 00 Amer. Tel & Tel. Bonds
$20 34 Savings Bank
$45,353 75 Purchase valuation above stocks.
$2,700 00 Amer. Tel. & Tel. Bonds
$1,000 00 U. S. Treasury Bond
$4,747 98 Savings Bank
$20,270 00 Purchase valuation on stocks below
36 Shares Amer. Tel. & Tel.
100 Shares Chase Nat. Bank
100 Shares Nat. Shawmut Bank
100 Shares Bank of Manhattan
$5,880 49 Savings Bank
$5,887 50 Purchase valuation on stock below
50 Shares Bank of Manhattan
50 Shares Chase Nat. Bank
50 Shares Nat. Shawmut Bank
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REPORT OF CARPENTER HOME TRUSTEES
Jan. 1, 1953—Jan. 1, 1954
RECEIPTS
1953
Jan. 1 Cash on hand $34 21
Feb. 2 Check from Trust Fund 2,100 00
April 6 Check from Trust Fund 300 00
Oct. 27 Checks from Clark Insurance Co. 95 76
Dec. 17 Check from Trust Fund 500 00
DISBURSEMENTS
1953
Feb. 2 Oscar E. Dube, drilling well
300 ft. $2,100 00
April 7 Stickney Plumbing & Heating,
connecting & disconnecting
tanks & elec. pump for
water brought in while
spring was dry 84 93
April 7 Robert Goodale, hauling water 40 00
June 9 J. P. Pratt, moving tanks for
water 10 00
June 9 Clark Insurance Agency, fire
insurance 93 00
Fred H. Hamblet, convenience
outlets in patients' rooms 36 85
Elmo Thayer, window
screens 10 98
Wright Brothers, window shade 3 25
Town of Westmoreland, taxes 6 10
Fred H. Hamblet, light repair 6 23
Joseph A. Beaulieu, digging










Dec. 17 Elmo Thayer, repairs to
pantry & floor up-stairs 57 51
Dec. 17 Foster Martin, building
well house 153 99
Dec. 17 Herman C. Rice, paper & paint
up-stairs 22 56
12 months Public Service Co. of N. H. 12 00
12 months Bank Service charges 3 96








Note : 1952 report, error, Sept. 12 Elmo Thayer, Bal. of
acc't $243.62, amount of check $143.62 was not printed. How-







Balance January 1, 1953 $111 05
Received from Town Treasurer 400 00
Fines collected at library 25 00




Rosetta A. Purmort, librarian
Mary J. Perry, librarian
Mildred R. Holt, librarian
Personal Book Shop, books
Doubleday & Co., books
Moore-Cottrell Agency, magazines
Gaylord Bros., supplies
D. J. Williams, wood
New England Box Co., kindling
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights
Mary J. Perry, janitor
Guy W. Purmort, janitor
Ivan L. Scribner, janitor
A. R. Benoit, labor and materials
$489 79
Balance in Cheshire National Bank,




























Feb. 1, 1953 Cash on hand $3 00
Apr. 2, Received from Town 300 00
DISBURSEMENTS
















SWANZEY COMMUNITY HOUSE LIBRARY
Report of 1953
RECEIPTS
Town appropriation $150 00
EXPENSES
Mary E. Whittemore, librarian $75 00
Personal Book Shop, books 38 91
National Geographic Society 5 25





REPORT OF SWANZEY DISTRICT
NURSE ASSOCIATION
December 31, 1952 to December 31, 1953
RECEIPTS
Private visits $1,353 70
Memberships 538 21
Town appropriation 2,000 00
Swanzey School District 500 00
Richmond School District 125 00
Extra telephone calls 8 14
Director of Internal Revenue-
Refund F.I.C.A. 20 55
Receipts $4,545 60
Bank balance December 31, 1952 1,658 30




Catherine C. Napsey, R.N. $2,875 04
Ebba L. Ballou, R.N. 254 40
$3,129 44
Income tax withheld $485 60
F.I.C.A. withheld 35 92
$521 52
Salaries paid $2,607 92
Director of Internal Revenue
:
4th Quarter 1952 $114 50
3 Quarters 1953 353 30
F.I.C.A. 2 Quarters 1953 21 78
58
District Nurse Assoc. FICA
—
2 Quarters 1953 21 72
$511 30
Miss Catherine C. Napsey, refund
FICA 1952 $19 50
1953 #3 25
$22 75
Garage rent 30 00
Gasoline & Oil 294 92
Telephone 54 23
Office supplies 46 04
Medical supplies 155 00
Automobile maintenance 60 43
Town automobile tax 19 20
State automobile registration 18 90
Tires 63 76
Automobile insurance 119 45
Total expenditure $4,003 90
Bank balance—December 31, 1953
Less: Income tax & FICA withheld
Income tax 4th quarter
1953

















I have examined the report of the Treasurer of the Dis-
trict Nurse Association for the year ending December 31,
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We have examined the accounts of the Selectmen, Town
Treasurer, Collector of Taxes, Town Clerk, Trustees of Trust
Funds, and Trustees of Carpenter Home, and have found them













JULY 1, 1952—JUNE 30, 1953
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OFFICERS, TEACHERS AND EMPLOYEES
OF SWANZEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
School Year 1953-1954
HOMER S. BRADLEY, Moderator
LAURA G. FITZGERALD, Clerk
WILLIAM N. SPARHAWK, Treasurer
GLADYS E. STARKEY, MILDRED B. CROSS, Auditors
SCHOOL BOARD
LEE D. BOWMAN Term expires 1954
THEODORE M. RICHARDSON Term expires 1955




CARROLL K. DUNHAM, Principal
Cutler School:
Roger L. Sundstrom, Grade 8.
Winifred B. Sargent, Grade 7.
Margaret S. Freeman (Mrs.), Grades 5 and 6.
Adelaide W. Niles (Mrs.), Grades 4 and 5.
Anne V. Luoma (Mrs.), Grade 3.
Eileen Guilbeault (Mrs.), Grade 2.
Eileen Duchesneau (Mrs.), Grade 1.
Swanzey Center School:
Donald P. Carle, Grade 8.
Edward A. Fairbanks, Grade 7.
Florence G. Stone (Mrs.), Grade 6.
Florence S. Kellom (Mrs.), Grade 5.
Florence C. Thompson (Mrs.), Grade 4.
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Dorothy H. Story (Mrs.), Grade 3.
Evelyn I. Osborn (Mrs.), Grade 2.
Rose F. DuBois (Mrs.), Grade 1.
Barbara S. Oles (Mrs.), Grade 1.
TRUANT OFFICERS
HARRY WORCESTER CLEON BOYER
TRANSPORTERS
CHESHIRE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
ROLAND PLUMMER CECIL R. PLUMMER
MRS. GEORGE CHICKLAS
JANITORS
Cutler School—Cecil R. Plummer
Swanzey Center School—Joseph DuBois
SCHOOL NURSE
CATHERINE C. NAPSEY, R.N.
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District in the town of
Swanzey qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
district on the eighth day of March 1954, at 8 o'clock in the
afternoon to act upon the following subjects
:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
4. To choose a member of the School Board for the
ensuing year.
5. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees,
or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors, Committees in relation
to any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sum of money the district will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of
school district officials and agents, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the district, and to authorize the
application against said appropriation of such sums as are
estimated to be received from the state equalization fund to-
gether with other income; the school board to certify to the
selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue and the
appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes by the
town.
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9. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate
three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) for the teacher's salary,
supplies and equipment for the additional first grade at the
new school, this sum to be used during the school year 1953-
1954.
10. To see if the district will vote to authorize the School
Board to sell the Westport School or take any action thereon.
11. To see if the district will authorize the School Board
to exchange a parcel of land at the new school for a parcel of
land owned by Dr. Helff, thereby accomplishing the straight-
ening of the boundaries of the school land and increasing its
area.
12. To see if the school district will instruct the school
board to employ a full time teacher to teach music in the two
Swanzey schools and to raise and appropriate the sum of three
thousand dollars ($3,000.00) for that purpose in addition to
the regular school budget.
(Inserted by Petition)



















1. Salaries of district officers $400 00 $550 00
2. Superintendent's salary (local share) 1,170 00 1,270 00
3. Tax for state wide supervision 1,164 00 1,194 00
4. Salaries of other administrative
personnel 950 00 1,025 00
5. Supplies and expenses 790 00 800 00
Instruction
:
6. Teachers' salaries 45,955 00 53,075 00
7. Books and other instruction aids 1,000 00 1,000 00
8. Scholars' supplies 1,800 00 1,800 00
10. Other supplies and expenses 600 00 600 00
Operation of school plant:
11. Salaries of janitors 4,000 00 4,500 00
12. Fuel or heat 2,400 00 3,000 00
13. Water, light, supplies and expenses 1,700 00 2,000 00
Maintenance of school plant:
14. Repairs and replacements 1,000 00 2,000 00
Auxiliary activities:
15. Health supervision 750 00 750 00
16. Transportation 9,000 00 10,400 00
17. Tuition, high school 37,960 00 49,248 00
18. Special activities 300 00 300 00
Fixed charges
:
19. Retirement 3,121 00 4.000 00
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20. Insurance, treasurer's bond, and
expenses 1,900 00 1,900 00
Total current expenses $115,960 00 $139,412 00
Capital outlay:
23. New equipment $1,000 00 $1,000 00
Debt and interest:
25. Principal of debt 15,000 00 15,000 00
26. Interest on debt 3,540 00 3,260 00
Total school appropriation $135,500 00 $158,672 00
RECEIPTS
Balance, June 30, 1953 (less liabilities) $4,396 80 *$6,204 03
State aid 27,768 43 24,982 24
Tuition (estimate) 2,100 00 1,800 00
Total receipts other than district
assessment $34,265 23 $32,986 27
District assessment 101,234 77 125,685 73
Total school appropriation $135,500 00 $158,672 00






FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SWANZEY
SCHOOL DISTRICT
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1952—June 30, 1953
RECEIPTS
Federal Aid:
(a) National School Lunch $2,192 22
State Aid:
(a) Foundation aid 19,562 75
Local Taxation:
(a) Current appropriation $98,376 00
(b) Special appropriations 13,940 00
Total $112,316 00
Other Sources:
(a) Sale of bonds $175,000 00
(b) Other 731 54
Total $175,731 54
Total net receipts from all sources $309,802 51
Cash on hand at beginning of year, July 1, 1952
:
(a) General Fund 2,708 63




Salaries of District Officers:
Gladys E. Starkey (Auditor) $10 00
William I. Ide Estate (Treasurer) 52 08
Edward J. Hanna, Jr. (School
Board chairman) 150 00
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T. H. Moe (School Board) 50 00
Lee D. Bowman (School Board) 50 00
William N. Sparhawk (Treasurer) 72 92
Laura Fitzgerald (Clerk) 5 00
Homer S. Bradley (Moderator) 5 00
*Superintendent's salary (local share)
Tax for state wide supervision
Salaries of Other Administrative Personnel:
Supervisory Union Secretary $787 59
Sadie D. Carleton (Census) 40 00
Mrs. Joseph Evans (Census) 40 00







Supervisory Union Office $239 19
William I. Ide Estate 2 50
Office equipment 116 68
William N. Sparhawk 24 99
Edward J. Hanna, Jr. 2 86
District expenses 86 44
Superintendent's travel 291 70
764 36
Total administration $4,261 28
Instruction
:
Teachers' Salaries $41,788 28
Books and other instructional aids 1,081 47
Scholars' supplies 1,614 30
Supplies and Other Expenses:
New England Telephone & Telegraph
Company $340 73
Reference books 76 50





Total instruction $45,055 19
Operation of School Plant:
Salaries of janitors:
G. Elwin Fairbanks $218 40
Charles Holton 91 00
William Rollins 273 00
Joseph DuBois 1,309 80
Cecil R. Plummer 1,849 82
Robert Goodale 7 50
Richard Goodale 7 50
Fuel or Heat:
LaPlant Trucking Company (Wood) $39 00
Richard Pollard (Wood) 7 50
Arthur B. Perry (Coal) 408 00
Keene Oil Company (Oil) 1,001 44
Davis Transport, Inc. (Oil) 1,519 32
Don J. Williams (Wood) 30 00
Robert J. Dick (Wood) 18 00
Water, Light, Supplies and Expenses:
Central Paper Products Company,
Inc. $350 52
Knowlton & Stone 16 20
North Swanzey Water & Fire Precinct 23 77
Mt. Kilburn Paper Company 94 73
Public Service Company of New
Hampshire 1,463 91
J. I. Holcomb Manufacturing
Company 77 00

















Total operation of school plant $9,837 12
Maintenance of School Plant:
Repairs and Replacements:
Robertson's, Inc.




N. H. Fire and Safety Equipment
Company
J. L. Hammett Company
G. Elwin Fairbanks
Robert Goodale
Knowlton & Stone Company
Chester K. Guillow & Son
Rivers and Henry









United Chemical Company, Inc.
404 12


























Percy D. Mclntire, M.D. $175 00
Swanzey District Nurse Association 500 00
Bullard & Shedd Company, Inc. 17 03
Postindex Company 12 73
Keene Clinic 3 00
Transportation
:
Cheshire Transportation Company $1,826 18
Cecil R. Plummer 2,738 65
Ellis H. Wyman 2,337 48
Mrs. George Chicklas 375 20
Mrs. Fred Trombley 288 40
Mrs. Albert Reynolds 8 50
Tuition
:
Union School District of Keene
(High School) $34,090 08
N. H. Dept. of Public Welfare
(Elementary School) 173 38
Special Activities and Special Funds:
School lunch reimbursement $2,192 22
Joseph A. DuBois 13 86
Lynch's Sports Equipment Company 237 27
Chase's 9 00
Paul G. Kennett, Inc. 53 00
Perley F. Safford 76 50
Southwestern New Hampshire









Insurance, Treasurer's Bonds and Expenses:
Mason Insurance Agency $1,418 15
A. D. Jennings Agency 34 32
Barton Insurance Agency 456 58
Fraser Insurance Agency 620 12
East Swanzey Community Association 180 00
Clark Insurance Agency 13 37
New Hampshire School Boards
Association 5 00
2,727 54

















Total debt and interest $18,820 00
Total net expenditures (General Fund Account) $130,282 77
Building Account:
Lands and New Buildings $164,628 09
New equipment 9,464 08
Total net expenditures (Building Account) $174,092 17
Total payments for all purposes $304,374 94
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Cash on hand, June 30, 1953














Cash on hand, June 30, 1953 (including building
fund) $8,136 20
Total assets
Net debt (excess of liabilities over assets)
Grand total
LIABILITIES
Notes and bonds outstanding
Amounts reserved for special purposes:
Building Account
Power mower, new school
Painting, Cutler School














STATUS OF SCHOOL NOTES AND BONDS




July 1, 1952 $20,000 00 $20,000 00
Issued during year 175,000 00 175,000 00
Total $20,000 00 $175,000 00 $195,000 00
Payments on princi-
pal of debt 5,000 00 10,000 00 15,000 00
Notes and bonds out-
standing at end of
year, June 30,
1953 $15,000 00 $165,000 00 $180,000 00
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE





REPORT OF THE DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1953
Cash on hand, July 1, 1952 $2,708 63
Received from Selectmen:
Current appropriation $98,376 00
Special appropriations 13,940 00
Received from State Treasurer:
State funds 19,562 75
Federal funds 2,192 22
Received from trust funds 150 00
Received from sale of bonds 175,000 00
Received from all other sources 1,192 89
Total receipts $310,413 86
Total amount available for fiscal year $313,122 49
Less School Board orders paid 304,986 29





This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouch-
ers, bank statements and other financial records of the treas-
urer of the school district of Swanzey, of which the above
is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1953,






CUTLER SCHOOL ADDITION NOTES
Payments due Interest Principal
Oct. 15, 1953 $120 00 Winchester National Bank
Apr. 15, 1954 120 00 $5,000 00 Winchester National Bank
Winchester National Bank
5,000 00 Winchester National Bank
Winchester National Bank
5,000 00 Winchester National Bank
Oct. 15, 1954 80 00
Apr. 15, 1955 80 00
Oct. 15, 1955 40 00
Apr. 15, 1956 40 00
$480 00 $15,000 00
SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS
Swanzey Center School Bond Issue
$175,000. Swanzey School District, Swanzey, New Hamp-
shire, School Bonds payable $10,000 on June 1 in each of the
years 1953 to 1967 inclusive and $5,000 on June 1 in each of
the years 1968 to 1972 inclusive at 2%.
Principal Interest Total Due
December 1, 1953 $1,650 00 $1,650 00
June 1, 1954 $10,000 00 1,650 00 11,650 00
December 1, 1954 1,550 00 1,550 00
June 1, 1955 10,000 00 1,550 00 11,550 00
December 1, 1955 1,450 00 1,450 00
June 1, 1956 10,000 00 1,450 00 11,450 00
December 1, 1956 1,350 00 1,350 00
June 1, 1957 10,000 00 1,350 00 11,350 00
December 1, 1957 1,250 00 1,250 00
June 1, 1958 10,000 00 1,250 00 11,250 00
December 1, 1958 1,150 00 1,150 00
June 1, 1959 10,000 00 1,150 00 11,150 00
December 1, 1959 1,050 00 1,050 00
June 1, 1960 10,000 00 1,050 00 11,050 00
December 1, 1960 950 00 950 00
June 1, 1961 10,000 00 950 00 10,950 00
December 1, 1961 850 00 850 00
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Principal Interest Total Due
June 1, 1962 10,000 00 850 00 10,850 00
December 1, 1962 750 00 750 00
June 1, 1963 10,000 00 750 00 10,750 00
December 1, 1963 650 00 650 00
June 1, 1964 10,000 00 650 00 10,650 00
December 1, 1964 550 00 550 00
June 1, 1965 10,000 00 550 00 10,550 00
December 1, 1965 450 00 450 00
June 1, 1966 10,000 00 450 00 10,450 00
December 1, 1966 350 00 350 00
June 1, 1967 10,000 00 350 00 10,350 00
December 1, 1967 250 00 250 00
June 1, 1968 5,000 00 250 00 5,250 00
December 1, 1968 200 00 200 00
June 1, 1969 5,000 00 200 00 5,200 00
December I, 1969 150 00 150 00
June 1, 1970 5,000 00 150 00 5,150 00
December 1, 1970 100 00 100 00
June 1, 1971 5,000 00 100 00 5,100 00
December 1, 1971 50 00 50 00
June 1, 1972 5,000 00 50 00 5,050 00
$165,000 00 $29,500 00 $194,500 00
FINANCIAL REPORT
Swanzey Center Elementary School
RECEIPTS
Special appropriation $6,000 00
Sale of bonds 175,000 00
Premium on bonds 262 50
Interest on bonds 369 45
Total $181,631 95
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EXPENDITURES THROUGH DECEMBER 16, 1953
Arlon Downing $5,500 00
George G. Philbrook 92 00
Winfield M. Chaplin 2 38
Cheshire Signs 16 00
John R. Holbrook 9,122 40
James J. Viette (General Contract) 152,212 20
James J. Viette (Interest) 216 32
Layne-New York Company, Inc. 1,805 50
Chester K. Guillow 609 70
Mason Insurance Agency 547 78
Laura G. Fitzgerald 6 25
State of New Hampshire 4 00
Fred Green 22 96
Georgia Strom 43 35
Merchants National Bank 502 25
Edward J. Hanna, Jr. 21 53
Sentinel Printing Company 3 20
Supervisory School Union No. 25 8 65
Baker's, Inc. 298 00
United Chemical Company 455 89
Underwood Corporation 117 50
H. A. Johnson Company 1,578 31
Central Paper Products Company 36 98
Cascade Paper Company 6,085 37
New Hampshire Fire and Safety
Equipment Company 130 00
H. W. Taylor Hardware & Plumbing
Company 408 54
J. L. Hammett Company 40 20
Milton Bradley Company 49 66
Cecil R. Plummer 75 00
Public Service Company of New
Hampshire 96 22
Loyal Appliance Company 95 18
Chase's 192 50
Clyde Lower 37 00
Carroll K. Dunham 7 60
Joseph A. DuBois 13 40
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Beckley-Cardy Company 104 10
Cheshire Landscape Service 378 00
Total $180,935 92
Balance on hand, December 16, 1953 $696 03
FINANCIAL REPORT
Sale of the Hopkins and East Swanzey Schools
RECEIPTS
Receipts from public auction held on
June 20, 1953 at Hopkins School $179 95
Expenses, Howard W. Kirk, Auctioneer 30 00
Net receipts, auction $149 95
Other receipts:
Sale of Hopkins School (Elmer B.
Barton) $4,553 00
Sale of East Swanzey School (Philip L.
Woodward) 1,625 00
Sale of desks and shades to Winchester
School District 100 00
Sale of desks to Gilsum School District 60 00
Insurance refund on sold schools
(Barton) 15 80
Insurance refund on sold schools (Mason) 29 30
$6,383 10
Total receipts $6,533 05
Other Expenses
:
Carroll K. Dunham $11 40
Mark H. Carlton 2 00
Joseph A. DuBois 8 00
Larry Martin 19 50
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Cecil R. Plummer 38 12
Homer S. Bradley 250 00
$329 02
Net receipts $6,204 03
REPORT OF THE SWANZEY SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
The year 1953 has been a successful one for our lunch
program both financially and in benefits derived by the boys
and girls.
Because of an increase in enrollments in both schools
in September, it was necessary to purchase some additional
equipment. In addition, a bench type, twenty quart mixer
was added to the facilities at Cutler School.
During the 1952-53 school year, 39,725 Type "A" lunches
were served to the children and teachers in both schools. Par-
ticipation at Cutler School is approximately 50% of the en-
rollment and at the Center it is a little less than 90%. The
difference is due largely to the fact that more children are
transported to the new school and are unable to go home
for warm lunches at noon.
Mrs. Cecil Plummer, assisted by Mrs. Ruth Pratt, pre-
pares and serves the lunches at Cutler. Due to illness it was
necessary for Mrs. Jennie Talbot to resign during the year.
Mrs. Mildred Willard was assisted during the spring months
by Mrs. Edna Stone. Mrs. Bessie Kneeland joined Mrs. Wil-
lard in September as our second cook. We are deeply in-
debted to these ladies for their fine work and sincere in-
terest in our program.
To those who have helped as volunteers and to those who
have given vegetables and other food, we wish to express our
appreciation.
Our lunch price has been maintained at twenty-five cents
per meal. The United States Department of Agriculture is
at present reimbursing our program at the rate of five cents
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per meal. The USDA has also supplied us with many surplus
commodities which have greatly aided us in providing better
lunches.
We wish to say "Thank you" for your help and support
and to extend an invitation to you to visit our lunchrooms
at your convenience.
The following is a financial report for the period from
August 24, 1952 when the programs were consolidated to
June 30, 1953.
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand, August 24, 1952 $667 11
Cash received from Childrens' Lunches $9,591 54
Cash received from Teachers' Lunches 589 94




Paid for food, milk etc. $7,673 30
Paid for labor 3,273 00
Paid for equipment 162 99
Paid for supplies, transp. on commodities 242 04
11,351 33







To the School Board and Citizens of Swanzey:
I have the honor to submit my seventh annual report.
Teachers: Mrs. Eileen D. Guilbeault was elected to the
second grade position at the Cutler School, replacing Mrs.
Stella C. Kiritsy who resigned to accept a similar position in
Keene. Mrs. Guilbeault is a graduate of Keene Teachers
College.
Mr. Edward A. Fairbanks was elected teacher of grade
seven at the new school. Due to a large enrollment in grade
one, an additional teacher, Mrs. Barbara S. Oles, was elected
to teach one division of that grade at the new school. Both
Mr. Fairbanks and Mrs. Oles are graduates of Keene Teachers
College.
Mr. Carroll K. Dunham, supervising principal of both
schools, is to be commended for his excellent work. A mod-
ern elementary school is a far cry from the one and two room
structures previously used. The hot lunch program alone
takes considerable time on the part of the administrator. The
two hot lunch programs in Swanzey did a business of approx-
imately $12,000 last year. A detailed account is furnished in
Mr. Dunham's report. It is interesting to note that Super-
visory Union No. 25, of which Swanzey School District is a
part, had expenditures of $36,388.35 in all six hot lunch pro-
grams in the towns of Hinsdale, Swanzey and Winchester.
Out of the forty-eight school unions, our union was eighth
from the top in the amount of business transacted. When
one notes that as the writer first took office, there was one
small program in existence in Winchester one can realize the
tremendous growth in this one phase of the educational pic-
ture alone.
Supervision and administration of the high caliber shown
by Mr. Dunham is needed for efficiency in a modern school
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setting. The following notice of a vacancy for this school
year appeared in another section of our state. "Supervising
principalship (elementary), 15 teachers, Grades I-VII, 3 or
4 buildings. Requires initiative and leadership in such ac-
tivities as pupil accounting, attendance, requisition and sup-
ply, substitutes, physical education, conservation, outdoor
education, integrating the audiovisual program, practical arts,
testing, pupil guidance, coordinating the program between
rooms of the same grade and between successive grades, liai-
son with high school, field trips, safety programs, home visi-
tation, cooperation with school health program, and curricu-
lum development in general, teacher meetings and other in-
service training features, as developed in conjunction with
the general supervisory and administrative program of the
superintendent, subject to the policy-making and legislative
actions of the school board, utilizing the resources of the
community, state department, and professional organizations.
If interested contact the undersigned, giving an outline of
your training and experience, qualifications for a credential,
interests and abilities, and salary required."
It is significant that in other sections of New Hampshire
also, the supervising principalship is considered a necessary
position in our schools of today.
Enrollment Trends:
ENROLLMENT TABLE AS OF JANUARY, 1954
Grade
School 12345678 Total
Center 41 35 30 32 31 28 30 27 254
Cutler 34 37 29 28 25 25 25 27 230
Total 75 72 59 60 56 53 55 54 484
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POSSIBLE FUTURE FIRST GRADE ENROLLMENTS
(Data taken from School Census Cards)
School 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958
Center 45 36 30 24 37
Cutler 30 26 20 30 18
Total
POSSIBLE ]






School Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total
1954-55 45 41 35 30 32 31 28 30 272
1955-56 36 45 41 35 30 32 31 28 278
1956-57 30 36 45 41 35 30 32 31 280





41 35 30 278
rTLER SCH
Grade
School 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total
1954-55 30 34 37 29 28 25 25 25 233
1955-56 26 30 34 37 29 28 25 25 234
1956-57 20 26 30 34 37 29 28 25 229
1957-58 30 20 26 30 34 37 29 28 234
1958-59 18 30 20 26 30 34 37 29 224
In both the Center and Cutler Schools, the 1953-54 and
future enrollments in the above tables are greater than those
estimated in last year's report. This indicates a growth in
Swanzey's population. New families are moving into town.
This trend, if continued, coupled with the increased birth rate,
will increase class size in all grades in the years ahead.
High school tuition is becoming an ever enlarging part
of the school budget. Next year the tuition rate at Keene
High School will be $304 per pupil. After allowing for drop-
outs, the Swanzey School Board has estimated that there will
be 162 pupils in Keene High School next year. This means
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a tuition item in the budget in the amount of $49,248. A
serious study of Swanzey's school structure should be made
to see if economies could be effected by other arrangements.
Hasty decisions, however, should be avoided because some
steps once taken cannot be retracted.
In conclusion, I wish to express my appreciation to the
teachers, pupils and parents, the Swanzey P. T. A., the School
Board, the School Building Committee and to the patrons of










Merton Clark Grade 8
Marilyn Britton Grade 7
Neil Phillips Grade 7
Charles Pratt Grade 7
Richard Whittemore Grade 7
Carl C. Clark Grade 6
Alice E. Daniels Grade 6
Leslie R. Harris Grade 6
Wesley G. Harris Grade 6
Marteile M. Phillips Grade 6
Sherry Clark Grade 3
Gary Phillips Grade 3
Sandra Phillips Grade 2
Merle Curtis Grade 1
SWANZEY CENTER SCHOOL
Daniel Emery Grade 8
Rodney Forsyth Grade 8
Lawrence Goodale Grade 8
Norma Batchelder Grade 7
Lawrence Jackson Grade 7
Pearl Lewis Grade 7
Gail Webb Grade 7
George Morse Grade 6
Robert Wilber Grade 6
Barbara N. Bridge Grade 5
Barbara Barton Grade 4
Linda Jackson Grade 4




































































































































The following pupils attended Keene High School only





















PUPILS ATTENDING THAYER HIGH SCHOOL
The following pupil attended Thayer High School, Win-
chester, during 1952-1953.
Beverly Wilber
The following pupil attended Thayer High School, Win-
chester, only part of the school year 1952-1953:
Wesley Durham
SWANZEY SCHOOL NURSE'S REPORT
Dec. 31, 1952 Cutler Consolidated Richmond
To School School School
Dec. 31, 1953 West Swanzey Swanzey Ctr. Richmond
No. Pupils Examined 224 246 29
Defective Teeth 115 96 15
Defective Tonsils 36 36 7
Defective Posture 18 11 2
Defective Speech 4 7 2
Defective Glands (neck) 32 23 2
Skin Disease 4 9 3
Nervous Condition 3 3 3
Vision Test (No.) 214 121 28
Orthopedic Condition 1 3 1
10% Underweight 10 12 3
Diphtheria Toxoid Clinic-
No. of children 126 68 31




CATHERINE C. NAPSEY, R.N.,
School Nurse
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List of Those Dying Outside State Whose Remains
Were Brought Here for Burial
Date of
Place of Death
Name and Surname of
the Deceased
Age
Death Y 1 M 1 D
1934
July 6 Boston, Mass. Polly Ann Lewis 1
1935
Aug. 17 Boston, Mass. Charles G. Lewis, Jr.
1953
Jan. 25 Cranston, R. 1. Grace May Dickinson 82 9 9
" 27 Boston, Mass. Meda Hill Lewis 51 4 13
Feb. 4 Longmeadow, Mass. Daisy S. (Whitcomb) Cronk 80 7 25
June 5 Augusta, Georgia Randy Lee Balcom 1
" 22 Meriden, Conn. Willard Gay 72
I hereby certify that the foregoing transcript of births,





BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES FOR
THE ENSUING YEAR JAN. 1, 1954 TO DEC. 31, 1954
COMPARED WITH
ACTUAL REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES OF THE




Interest and dividends tax
Railroad tax
Savings bank tax
For fighting forest fires
Reimbursement a/c old age assistance
From local sources except taxes:
Dog licenses
Business licenses, permits and filing fees
Rent of town hall and other buildings
Interest received on taxes and deposits
Yield tax
Motor vehicle permit fees
Sale of cemetery lots
From local taxes other than
property taxes
:
(a) Poll taxes—regular @ $2 2,258 00 2,200 00









$7,572 24 $7,000 00
243 52 240 00
412 39 400 00
363 50
01
1,134 32 1,000 00
448 00 400 00
392 00 375 00
531 51
1,275 80 1,000 00
11,250 37 11,000 00
175 00
Total revenues from all sources








Election and registration expenses
Whitcomb hall
Expenses town hall and other town bldgs. 998 03








Health department, including hospitals
















Memorial Day and veterans' associations
Aid to soldiers and their families
Recreation
:










1,022 80 1,000 00
7,946 56 9,500 00
400 00 400 00
2,000 00 2,000 00
2,000 00 2,000 00
1,331 94
2,108 17
14,484 38 11,000 00
1.74.-) 05 2.500 00
3,484 43 4,230 12
7,290 80 11.000 00
709 67 720 81
850 00 850 00
3.031 68 4,000 00
3,691 75 4.100 00
200 00







Year 1953 Year 1 954
Public Service Enterprises ;
Cemeteries 1,174 42 1,500 00
Unclassified :
Damages and legal expenses, incl. dog
damage 85 50
Advertising and regional associations 291 00 343 00
Interest
:
On temporary loans 784 58 850 00
Outlay for new construe. & perm, improve.:
I [ighways and bridges
:
Town construction 746 35 6,500 00
State aid construct ion—town's share 2,490 00 2,490 00
New equipment 3,200 00 11,500 00
Indebtedness
:
Payment on principal of debt:
Reappraisal tax comm. 5,000 00
Preeinct 4,660 00 5,000 00
Payments to other governmental divisions:
County taxes 7,553 79 8,000 00
School taxes 113,550 77
Total expenditures
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Swanzey in the County
of Cheshire in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Town Hall in said
Swanzey on Tuesday, the ninth day of March, next at nine
of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects
:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appro-
priations of the same.
3. Polls will be open at 10 a.m. Voting to be under the
rules of biennial elections. Polls will not close before 3 p.m.
4. To see if the voters will authorize the Selectmen and
Treasurer to borrow such sums of money as may be necessary
in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current mu-
nicipal year, and to issue in the name and on the credit of
the Town negotiable notes therefor, and said notes to be repaid
during the current municipal year from taxes collected within
the current municipal year.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $720.81
the State to give $4,805.39 for T.R.A. roads, so-called under
apportionment A.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$2,490.00 the State to give $2,490.00 for T.R.A. roads, so-called
under apportionment B.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$10,500.00 to oil the black top roads, or take any action there-
on.
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8. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$500.00 to cut brush along the highways, or take any action
thereon.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$2,500.00 for snow removal, or take any action thereon.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$11,000.00 for general expenses of the highways and bridges.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$150.00 for Memorial Day, or take any action thereon.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$200.00 for Old Home Day, or take any action thereon.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$9,500.00 for the maintenance of the Fire Department or take
any action thereon.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$2,000.00 for the District Nurse Association, or take any action
thereon.
15. To see if the Town will approve the permanent clos-
ing of that section of the old public highway, known as Route
10, running northerly from the Southerly intersection of the
Sawyer Crossing Road, so-called, through Yale Forest to the
intersection with the newly constructed highway built by the
State of New Hampshire which replaces the old highway, and
authorize the Board of Selectmen to petition the Superior Court
or take whatever action may be necessary to discontinue the
said section of the old highway, and until its final discontinu-
ance to close said section of highway subject to gates and
bars, or take any action thereon.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$400.00 for the Stratton Free Library, or take any action
thereon.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$300.00 for the Mt. Caesar Union Library, or take any action
thereon.
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18. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$150.00 for the Swanzey Community House Library, or take
any action thereon.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$1,000.00 for the maintenance of the Police Department or
take any action thereon.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$1,500.00 for the upkeep of the cemeteries, or take any action
thereon.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$300.00 for parks and playgrounds, or take any action thereon.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $740.00 (37 hydrants @ $20.00 each) same to be
paid to the North Swanzey Water and Fire Precinct for Hy-
drant Service furnished in that part of the Town of Swanzey.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$850.00 to defray interest charges during the ensuing year.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $343.00 (l/100th of 1% of the valuation of the
Town) to the Monadnock Region Association of Southwestern
New Hampshire for issuance and distribution of printed mat-
ter, newspaper and magazine advertising, and other means
calling attention to the resources and natural advantages of
the Town, in cooperation with the other thirty-seven Towns
of the Monadnock Region.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$4,230.12 for Street lights, or take any action thereon.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$4,100.00 for Old Age Assistance, or take any action thereon.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$4,000.00 for Town Poor, or take any action thereon.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $400.00 for the White Pine Blister Rust control
to be spent in cooperation with the State Forestry and Recre-
ation Department.
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29. To hear the report of the Planning Board and take
any action thereon.
30. To see if the Town will amend the Zoning ordinance
as follows.
Section 5. Paragraph 2. line 1, line 2 ... as follows.
All chimneys in any District shall be constructed of stone,
brick, concrete, or cinder block to the ground.
31. To see if the Town will add the following as Para-
graph 4, Section 5 of the Zoning ordinance. "Any discarded
or abandoned Ice box or Refrigerator shall have the hinges
and latches removed, and the door damaged to an extent to
render it unusable."
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$2,000.00 for the Elliot Community Hospital, or take any
action thereon.
33. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
secure the assistance of the State Tax Commission in reap-
praising the taxable property in the Town, in order to secure
greater equality as between taxpayers, and to insure the assess-
ment of all property in the Town on the same standard of
value, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to pay
for same, or take any action thereon.
34. To see if the Town will vote to the closing date for
registration of legal voters, to seven days prior to the date
of any election, or take any action thereon.
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
such sums of money as may be necessary to widen the Road
from the Carlton Road so-called to the State Road leading to
Rice's Bridge so-called, or take any action thereon.
36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,500.00 to re-surface and oil the Causeway Road,
so-called, in Swanzey Center, or take any action thereon.
37. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Selectmen
to apply to the Highway Commissioner for Town Bridge Aid
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for the purpose of reconstructing the bridge on the Causeway-
Road and to report the results to the voters at the 1955 Town
Meeting, or to see if the Town will take any action thereon.
38. To see if the Town will vote to raise by taxation the
sum of $11,500.00 for the purchase of a Farrar Fire Truck for
the West Swanzey Fire Department, and to authorize the
Selectmen of the Town of Swanzey to sell, exchange or dispose
of the 1926 Model Fire Truck formerly used by the West
Swanzey Fire Department.
39. To see if the Town of Swanzey will vote to elect four
fire wards by Australian ballot as provided by Chapter 34
of the Revised Laws of New Hampshire as amended by Chapter
22, Section 113 of the 1943 Session Laws, at each Annual Town
Meeting, beginning at the Town Meeting in March of 1955, or
take any action thereon.
40. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100.00 to survey Richardson Park, at Swanzey
Lake, and place permanent markers at its six corners, or take
any action thereon.
41. Shall the provisions of Chapter 171A of the revised
laws relative to playing games of beano be adopted in this
Town in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 292 of the
Session Laws of 1949.
42. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$350.00 for the perpetual care of the Wilcox-Lane lot and the
Hayward lot next North from the Wilcox-Lane lot in Mount
Caesar Cemetery, to be known as "The Allen C. Wilcox Fund."
43. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$150.00 for the perpetual care of the Lee W. Burke lot in Oak
Hill Cemetery.
44. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$200.00 for the care of the Andrew J. LaFountain lot in Oak
Hill Cemetery.
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Given under our hands and seal, this 17th day of February,
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RESIDENT INVOICE OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description
1
ation | Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
Adams, May L. Mrs. Poll & Head
|
7.00
Poll & Head Armstrong, Albert
Land and Head
buildings $3300 la unfinished
100a Ellis lot 300 house 1200
45a Capron lot 70 Soldier exempt 1000 200| 14.28
20a Sherman lot 100 Armstrong, Albert
4a Metivier lot 100 Mrs.
6a Metivier lot 100 $3970| $191.21 Poll & Head
|
7.00
Adams, Harry Aron, Edwin
Head Head
Land and 9% a land and
buildings 2400 buildings 3500
5a C. Hills Benware place 1700
meadow 25 Soldier exempt 1000 4200| 199.88
1 neat stock 100 Aron, Edwin Mrs.
6 cows 800 3125| 150.00 Poll & Head
|
7.00
Adams, Harry Mrs. Atherton, A. W. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Adams, Harriet Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 4000 4000| 192.60
Adams, Willard Atwood, Katherine
Head 5.00 Poll & Head
|
7.00
Adams, Harold Atwood, Herbert Mrs.
Poll & Head Land and
Land and buildings 2000 2000| 92.80
buildings 3800 3800| 183.32 Aubin, Joseph O.
Adams, Harold Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Silver place
Alexander, Leon S. C. 4000 4000| 190.60
Poll & Head 7.00 Aubin, Joseph O. Mrs.
Alexander, Leon Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Auger, Thomas and
Allan, John Katherine
Poll & Head Sullivan
Lot and new Land and
house 5000 buildings 2200 2200| 114.84
60a wood lot 150 5150| 274.96 Auger, Thomas
Allan, John Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Auger, Thomas Mrs.
Anderson, Richard Poll & Head 7.00
Head Austin, Stanley
Lot and Poll & Head 7.00
building 4200 Austin, Stanley Mrs.
Soldier exempt 1000 3200| 172.04 Poll & Head 7.00
Anderson, Richard Austin, Robert
Mrs. Building lot 50 50) 2.32
Poll & Head 7.00 Aveline, Edward Mrs.
Applin, Charles L. Poll & Head 7.00




Cottage 1700 42001 194.88 buildings 2000
Applin, Charles L. Soldier exempt 1000 1000| 46.40
Mrs. 1 Aylward, James and
Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description ation | Tax
Rita 30a sprout lot 100 2500| 116.00
%a land and Ballou, Willis
buildings 2000 2000| 92.80 Poll & Head 7.00
Aylward, Rita Ballou, Willis Mrs.
Poll & Head . 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Ayotte, Ernest Ballou, John
Head 5.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Ayotte, Ernest Mrs. Banks, George
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Bailey, Eugene Mrs. buildings 3000 3000J 139.20
Poll & Head Baptist Church Inc.
House and 3 tracts Fox house 2500
land 1700 New house 2700
Soldiers wife V2 & Spring lot 100 5300! 245.92
exempt 1000 700 1 39.48 Bardwell, Lydia Mrs.
Bailey, Eugene Land and
Head | 5.00 buildings 1000 10001 52.20
Baker, Frederick Bardwell, Walter
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 3000 3000| 139.20 20a land and
Baker, Walter Jr. buildings (V2 val-
Poll & Head 7.00 uation) 3000
Baker, Walter Jr. Bardwell farm 1000
Mrs. 23 cows 2300
Poll & Head 7.00 1 vehicle 1000
Ballou, Edgar 1 portable mill 1200 8500! 401.40
Land and Bardwell, Walter Mrs.
buildings 3600 Poll & Head 7.00
Cottage and lot Barden, James
S. L. 1000 4600| 213.44 Head 5.00
Ballou, Nellie Mrs. Barden, James Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 3000 buildings 1500
50a Strickland lot 50 Soldiers' wife
10a sprout lot 10 3060| 148.98 exempt 1000 500' 30.20
Ballou, Merle Barden, Donald
Poll & Head i 7.00 Poll & Head
Ballou, Charles Land and
Poll & Head buildings 2600
145a land and 4 cows 460 3060! 148.98
buildings 4500 4500| 215.80 Barkley, Donald
Ballou, Charles Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Ballou, Earl buildings 350
Poll & Head Soldier exempt 350 5.00
Land and Barrett, Harlan
buildings 3500 Poll & Head 7.00
6 cows 480 3980| 191.67 Barrett, Harlan Mrs.
Ballou, Earl Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Barrett, Forrest
Ballou, Earl and Poll & Head 7.00
Susan Barrett, Forrest Mrs.
30a Healey lot 100 100| 4.64 Poll & Head 7.00
Ballou, Leon E. Barrett, Willard H.
Land and Head 5.00

















































Beckman, H. O. Mrs.
Poll & Head





Lots 3 and 4 and
bldg., P. G. P. 1200
Lot No. 1 and bldg.,

































































































































Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation | Tax
Bell, Antonio Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2300
Bell, Antonio Mrs. Soldier exempt 1000 1300| 65.32
Poll & Head 7.00 Bixby, Harold Mrs.
Bell, Gerald Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Black, August
Bemis, Leigh Head 5.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Black, August Mrs.
Benoit, Alfred Poll & Head
I |
7.00
Poll & Head Blackmore, Ernest ,
Land and Land and
buildings 3500 3500 169.40 buildings 1800
Benoit, Alfred Mrs. Soldier exempt 1000 800| 42.12
Poll & Head 7.00 Biackmore,
Bent, Ellsworth Ernest Mrs.
Mr. & Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Blain, Wilfred
Soldier exempt 1000 2500 116.00 Head
buildings 3500 Land and
Bent, Ellsworth buildings 3000
Head 5.00 Soldier exempt 1000 2000J 97.80
Bent, Ellsworth Mrs. Blain, Wilfred Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Bennett, Carroll Blair, Martha
Head 5.00 Poll & Head
Bennett, Carroll Mrs Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2500
Bergeron, Edward Cottage and lot
Head 5.00 W. P. 1400
Bergeron, Lots 18-31-32
Edward Mrs. S. L. H. 75 3975| 199.56
Poll & Head 7.00 Blair, Richard
Berthiaume, Harvey Poll & Head
Head Blair, Richard I.
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 3200 Land and
Soldier exempt 1000 2200 119.84 buildings 2500
Berthiaume, Lots 33-34-42-43
Harvey Mrs. 44-45 S.L.H. 300
Poll & Head 7.00 Stock in trade 100
Berthiaume, Mills and
Joseph O. machinery 300 3200| 155.48
Land and Blair, Richard I. Mrs.
buildings 4500 Poll & Head 7.00
Soldier exempt 1000 3500 167.40 Blair, Harold
Berthiaume, Poll & Head 7.00
Joseph O. Mrs. Blair, Harold Mrs.
Poll Head Poll & Head 7.00
Besaw, Leo Blake, Harold
Poll & Head Head
Land and 100a land and
buildings 2000| 2000 11.40 buildings 2400
Besaw, Leo Mrs. 500 fowl 500 2900J 139.56
Poll & Head | Blake, Harold Mrs.
2 bldg. lots Poll & Head 7.00
W. P. 300| 300 22.66 Blake, Ralph
Bixby, Harold Head
Head 230a land and
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
buildings 8500| bldg. 5200|
16a Ball field Stock in trade 2300
1
7500| 355.00
lot 350| Boulay, Ernest Mrs.
5a Handy lot 101 Poll & Head 7.00
55a Lane lot 150| Bourassa, Edward
9 neat stock 1125| Poll & Head 7.00
54 cows 6750| Land and
200 fowl 200| 17085J 797.74 buildings 3200
1
320O| 174.04
Blake, Ralph Mrs. Bourassa,
Poll & Head 7.00 Edward Mrs.
Blethen, Lloyd Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Bourne, Lloyd
3a land and Poll & Head
buildings 2500 2500| 123.00 8a land and
Bloom, Oscar buildings 2500 2500] 123.00
Poll & Head Bourne, Lloyd Mrs.
3a land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 1100| Bouvier, J. Edward
22a sprout lot 100 Poll & Head
33a sprout lot 1001 1300; 67.32 Home place 3300





Boes, Karl 8a Nelson
Head meadow 25
5a John Allan 19a Whitcomb
place 4000 lot 300 4825 230.88
Mills and Bowden, Alice L.
machinery 200 Poll & Head
Slodier exempt 1000 3200 153.48 Dick Grogan
Boes, Karl Mrs. place 3300 3300 160.12
Poll & Head 7.00 Bowman, Lee D.
Bogue, Mary F. R. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Bowman, Frances
59a land and Poll & Head '
buildings 4500 Land and
17a Hill pastui e 20 buildings 9000 9000 4°4.60
2a Ward land 200 4720 226.01 Boyd, Ray
Bogue, Richard Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Boyd, Ray Mrs.
Bolles, Herman Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Boyer, Cleon Mrs.
Bolles, Jesse Poll & Head
Poll & Head Land and
7a Faulkner buildings 3200
R. R. lot 200 14 sheep 140 3340 161.98
20a Ware lot 60 260 19.06 Bradley, Homer S.
Bolewski, August Head
and Elsa Land and
Land and buildings 3800
buildings 3500 2a Prescott lot 5
3 cows 240 3740 173.54 2a Mill lot 25 3830 182.71
Bolewski, August Bradley
Poll & Head 7.00 Homer S. Mrs.
Bolewski, Elsa Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Braley, Wesley
Boulay, Ernest Head
Poll & Head Land and
Land and store i buildings 3500
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation | Tax
Saunders lot 200
1
Poll & Head 7.00
Soldier exempt 1000 2700 145.94 Brooks, William
Braley, Wesley Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Lot & cottage
Bragg, Harold S. L. 1500
Head 5.00 Soldier exempt 1000 500 28.20
Bragg, Harold Mrs. Brown, Earl
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Bragg, Richard Land and
Head buildings 5200
Frank Lincoln Stock in trade 100 6200 330.64
house 3000| Brown, Earl Mrs.




Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Brewer, Edwin 90a Greenleaf
Poll & Head place 5000
Land and 10a Hammond
buildings 2500 2500 137.50 lot 40
Brewer, Edwin Mrs. Emery lot 75
Poll & Head 7.00 95a Bennett Mason
Bridge, Roland lot 500
Poll & Head 100a Ward Bolles
Land and Parson lot 400
buildings 1800| Roswell Whitcomb
2 horses 100, 1900 95.16 lot 150
Bridge, 4%a Bolles
Roland Mrs. land 50
Poll & Head 7.00 23 sheep 230 6445 306.05
Bridge, Gordon F. Brown, Sumner
Head Poll & Head
Land and 104a land and
buildings 1800| buildings 10.000
Soldier exempt 1000| 800 42.12 228a Holbrook
Bridge, farm 7500
Gordon F. Mrs. 337a Brown Mt.
Poll & Head 7.00 lot 800
Brink, Max 50a Thompson
and Alfreda lot 700




J. Hale lot and 4a Bolles land 50
bldg. 500 5 horses 250
Soldier exempt 1000 1800 83.52 47 cows 8225
Brink Max 1000 fowl 1000 29025 1353.76
Head 5.00 Brown, Barbara
Brink, Alfreda Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 15a Marsh
Britton, Paul meadow 150 150 13.96
Head Brown, Karl P
iy2 & land and Head
buildings 3200
1
House & lot 4000
Soldier exempt 1000 2200 107.08 Soldier exempt 1000 3000 144.20
Britton, Paul Mrs. Brown, Karl P. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Britton, Robert Budzick, Joseph




N;imc Valu- | Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description ation | Tax
washroom 1500 Buswell, Ralph
Ice Cream Drive Poll & Head 7.00
Inn 2500 Buswell,
Soldier exempt 1000 3000| 144.20 Ralph Mrs. |
Budzick, Poll & Head 7.00
Joseph Mrs. Calkins. Eddie
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Buffum, Ewin Boarding
Head house 2000 20001 99.80
Land and Calkins, George Sr.
buildings 500 Poll & Head
Baker lot 10 Land and
Land & build- buildings 1800! 1800| 90.52
ings 100 Calkins, George Jr.
Piggery 100 Poll & Head
2 horses 40 163a land and
Soldier exempt 750 5.00 camp 700[ 700 39.43
Buffum, James Calkins,
Poll & Head 7.00 George Jr. Mrs.
j
Buffum, James Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Calkins, Guy
Buffum, Oliver Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Calkins, Roger
12a land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 1200 Calkins, Walter
Baker lot 50 Poll & Head
25a land Chester- 20a Capron
field Rd. 100 land 50 50 9.32
2 horses 50 Calkins, Oliver
5 neat stock 300 Poll & Head 7.00
8 hogs 160 1860| 93.30 Calkins, William
Buffum, Oliver Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Buffum, Gordon buildings 23001 2300 113.72
Poll & Head Calkins,,
Land and William Mrs.
buildings 250 250| 18.60 Poll & Head 7.00
Buffum, Cameron, Donald
Gordon Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2500 1 2500 116.00
Burgin, James Cameron,
Poll & Head 7.00 Donald Mrs.
Burgin, James Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Canterbury, Louis
Land and Head 5.00
buildings 4000 Canterbury,
Stock in trade 600 4600 1 220.44 Louis Mrs.
Bussier, Neil Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Cantlin, Paul
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 3000 3000| 146.20 Land and
Bussier, Neil Mrs. cottage 500 500 30.20
Poll & Head 7.00 Cantlin, Paul Mrs.
Burroughs, Harry Poll & Head 7.00
Head 5.00 Cantlin, John
Burroughs, Poll & Head 7.00
Harry Mrs. Cantlin, John Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description ation Tax
Carey, Charles W. Poll & Head 7.00
Head Castor, Leslie
75a land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 2800 Castor, Leslie Mrs.
Soldier exempt 1000 1800| 88.52 Poll & Head 7.00
Carey, Caswell, Francis
Charles W. Mrs. & Marjorie
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Carlton, Mark buildings 3800
1
Home place 2800 Soldier exempt 1000] 2800 129.92
la Whitcomta Caswell, Francis
lot 20 Head 5.00
25a Lane sprout Caswell, Marjorie
lot 100 Poll & Head 7.00
75a Taft lot 150 3070| 142.45 Caswell, Clayton
Carlton, Mark Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Bldg. lot W. S. 300J
Carpenter, Stanley Soldier exempt 300 5.00
Poll & Head Caswell,
Goyette house 4000 4000| 192.50 Clayton Mrs.
Carpenter, Poll & Head 7.00
Stanley Mrs. Chadwick, Elsie &
Poll & Head 7.00 Harold
Carpenter, James Morris Jr.
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Carlson, Erick buildings 300| 300 13.92
Poll & Head 7.00 Chadwick, Henry
Carter, Herbert Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Chadwick,
buildings 2300 2300| 106.72 Henry Mrs.
Casey, Gloria Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Chamberlain, Lena
Couture land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 4000 Chamberlain, Donald
\
2 lots across Rd. 300 Head
10a Hewitt lot 500 4300| 257.56 Land and
Cass, Eva buildings 3000
Land and Soldier exempt 1000 2000 97.80
buildings 2800 2800| 129.92 Chamberlain,
Castor, Clarence Donald Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Chamberlain, Paul
buildings 2800 2800| 153.16 Head 5.00
Castor, Champney. Ethel
Clarence Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Champagne, Leroy
Castor, Mae Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Champagne, Agnes
Sweet house Poll & Head
W. S. 1500 1500 76.60 Land and
Castor, Wesley R. buildings 1800
Marilyn N. Cottage & lot
Land and W. P. 1800! 194.92
buildings 4200 Chaisson, Raymond
Soldier exempt 1000 3200| 167.04 Poll & Head 7.00
Castor, Wesley R. Chase, Albert &
Head 5.00 Georgia
Castor, Marilyn N. Land and
Name Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation 1 Tax and Description ation Tax
buildings 4500 4500| 208.80 Poll & Head
Chase, Albert Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2600 2600| 142.72
Chase, Georgia Clement, Robert
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Cheney, Arnell Cleverly, W. Alvah
Poll & Head Head
Land and Land and
buildings 4000 4000| 192.(2 buildings 2500 2500| 121.00
Cheney, Arnell Mrs. Cleverly,
|
Poll & Head 7.00 W. Alvah Mrs.




Chickalas, Poll & Head 7.00
George Mrs. Coburn, William
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and 12a land and
buildings 1500 1500| 85.Z0 buildings 1300 1300| 67.32
Christopherson, Coburn, William Mrs.




Christopherson, „ Poll & Head
Carl Cottage 700 700| 39.48
Poll & Head 7.(0 Cole, Benjamin Mrs.
Christo, Louis & Poll & Head 7.00
Virginia Cole, Leslie
la land and Poll & Head
buildings 1300 1300| 67X6 Land and
Christo, Louis buildings 1000 1000| 53.40
Poll & Head 7.00 Cole, Bert Mrs.
Christo. Virginia Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.CO Land and
Clapp, Forest buildings 700
Head 5.00 1 cow 90 790| 43.66
Clapp, Forrest Mrs. Cole, Stacey
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and Red Crow
buildings 2000 farm 16000
Soldiers' wife Oakman lot 150
exempt 1000 10001 53.40 1 cow 90!
Clark, Alden 8 sheep 80
Head 2500 fowl 2500 18820| 880.25
Land and Cole, Mildred Mrs.
buildings 4500 Poll & Head
Soldier exempt 1000 3500| 167.40 Lot S. L. 250 250| 18.60
Clark, Alden Mrs. Coleman, Herbert &
Poll & Head 7.00 Alma
Clark, Carl Bldg. lot W. S. 200 200
1
9.28
Poll & Head Coleman, Herbert
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 1900 1900| 95.16 Coleman, Alma Mrs.
Clark, Carl Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Home place 400| 400
1
25.56
Clark, Harry Coles, Clifford
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Clark, Harry Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head
|
7.00 buildings 6300 6300 299.32







Cottage S. L. 1800

































2a Mountain lot 10
















































































































































Name Valu- | Total Name
|
Valu- | Total
;ukI Description ation | Tax and Description ation | Tax
buildings 2000 Daniels, George H.
Soldier exempt 1000 1000| 51.40 Head
Curtis, Merle Mrs. Russell place 2000
Poll & Head 7.00 Soldier exempt 1000 10001 51.40
Curtis Martin Daniels, George
Poll & Head H. Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 4500 4500| 215.80 Dardani, Humfert
Curtis, Martin Mrs. & Lucy
Poll & Head 7.00 4a Metivier
Curtis, Ralph place 4000 4000J 185.60
Head 5.00 Dardani, Humfert
Curtis, Ralph Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Dardani, Lucy
Curtis, Philla-Mae Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Davis, Alvin
Curry, Richard Poll & Head
Poll & Head Land and
Home place 2200 buildings 2700
Store building 1600 1 horse 50 2750| 134.60
Read lot 100 Davis, Florence Mrs.
Robbins lot 200 Poll & Head
Mills and Land and
machinery 700 4800, 229.72 buildings 4000 4000| 215.80
Curry, Richard Mrs. Davis, Franklin D.
Poll & Head 7.00 Head
Cuthbert, George Lot and new
Head house 3000
Taft place 4800 Soldier exempt 1000 2000| 97.80
Soldier exempt 1000 3800| 181.32 Davis, Franklin
Cuthbert, D. Mrs.
George Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Davis, Clifton &
Cutter, Lloyd Marion




buildings 500 5001 30.20 Soldier exempt 1000 18001 93.96
Cutter, Lloyd Mrs. 1 Davis, Clifton
Poll & Head 7.00 Head 5.00
Daniels, Albert J. Davis, Marion Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Daniels, Albert A. Day, Walter
Head Land and
la land and buildings 3200
buildings 3000 70a Stone lot 70
Soldier exempt 1000 2000| 109.40 24a sprout lot 100
Daniels, Albert Fames place 1800 (
A. Mrs. Part Occipinti




Head lot 100 5470| 253.81
Towsley place 700 Day, Earl
Soldier exempt 700 5.00 Head 5.00
Daniels, Burt Deering, Richard
Poll & Head Poll & Head
1 cow 75 75 1 10.48 Land and
Daniels, Burt Mrs. buildings 3000 30001 146.20
Poll & Head 7.00 Deering,
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Richard Mrs. Devins, Maude Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Deering, Ernest Land and
Head 5.00 buildings 1500
De Moya, Edwin Soldier's wife
Poll & Head exempt 1000 500 33.10




V2 Perham lot 50 3550 192.31 %a store
DeMoya, Edwin Mrs.
j
bldg. 2800 2800 136.92
Poll & Head 7.00 Devoid, Earl Mrs.
Denico, William Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Devoid, Howard
Land and Head 5.00
buildings 3200 3200 155.48 Devoid Howard Mrs.
Denico, Woodrow Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Dickinson, Lucy
Denico, Warren Poll & Head
Head 5.00 100a land and
Denico, Warren Mrs.
|
cottage S.L. 16800 16800 786.52
Poll & Head 7.00 Dickson, Carl
Derby, Clarence Head
Poll & Head Land and
Land and buildings 3300
buildings 1200 Soldier exempt 2000 1300 65.32
25a Lancey lot 100
1




Poll & Head 7.00 Dinagan, Virginia
Derosier, Bernard Poll & Head
Poll & Head Cottage and
Land and lot 3000 3000 163.60
buildings 2700| Dinagan, Florence
1 cow 90
j
2790 136.46 Poll & Head 7.00
Derosier, Dix, Morgan
Bernard Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 la land and
Desjardine, Robert buildings 3000
Poll & Head Cottage 800
Land and unfin-
J
Stock in trade 400
ished house 1200| 1200 69.64 Soldier exempt 1000 3200 172.04
Desjardine, Dix, Morgan Mrs.
Robert Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Domina, Frank Mrs.
Desnoyer, Denis M. &
|
Poll & Head
Oneta G. Land and
Hazzard cot- buildings 2800
tage 1500| 1500 78.30 Land and build-
Desnoyer, Denis M. ings N.S. 3200
Poll & Head 7.00 Bear Den lot 100 6100 308.60
Desnoyer, Oneta G. Domina, Frank
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Desrosiers, Ernest Land on lake
Poll & Head 7.00 W.P. 10 10 7.46
Desrosiers, Downing, Arlon
Ernest Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 10a land 200 200 16.28
Devins, William Downing, Dorothy
Head 5.00 Head
Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
3a land 300 Dunn, Mabel
Soldier exempt 300 5.00 Poll & Head
Doyle, J. Frederick buildings 1200 1200| 62.68
Head 5.00 Dunn, Francis
Doyle, Gertrude Head
Poll & Head Land and
V>i Cross place 1500 buildings 300
Soldier's wife Soldier exempt 300 5.00
exempt 1000 500j 30.20 Dunnell, A. M.
Doyle, Ervin Head
Head 5.00 Doner place 4000 4000| 190.60
Dubois, Joseph A. Dunnell, A. M. Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7.00
12a land and Durante, Clesson
buildings 3000 Poll & Head
Soldier exempt 1000 2000| 97.80 Land and
Dubois, Joseph buildings 1700 1700| 95.74
A Mrs. Durham, John
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Dubois. Joseph P. Land and
Poll & Head buildings 700 700| 39.48
Land and Durham, John Mrs.
buildings 2500 Poll & Head 7.00
Cottage 2000 4500| 215.80 Durham, Roland
Dubois, Joseph Head
P. Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2300
Dubois, George Soldier exempt 1000 1300| 65.32
Poll & Head Durham,
Land and Roland Mrs.
buildings 3700 3700| 200.14 Poll & Head 7.00
Dubois, George Mrs. Duquette, Peter
Poll & Head 7.00 Head 5.00
Dubriel, Alexander Duquette,
Poll & Head Peter Mrs.
Land & trailer 1000 Poll & Head
Unfinished Land and
house 500 1500| 76.60 buildings 2300
Dubriel, Soldier exempt 1000 1300| 74.86
Alexander Mrs. Duchesneau, Robert
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Dubriel, Julian Duchesneau,
Head 5.00 Robert Mrs.
Dubriel, Helen Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Dubriel, Rita buildings 4200
Poll & Head 7.00 Duplex house 2000 6200| 294.68
Dunham, Ernest Dudley, Arthur
Head Poll & Head 7.00
V2 int. home Dudley,
place 2000| Arthur Mrs.
9a land 600 Poll & Head
Soldier exempt 1000 1600| 79.24 Land and
Dunham, Carroll buildings 4500 450O| 215.80
Head 5.00 Duke, Arthur P.
Dunham, Head
Carroll Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2600
Name | Valu- 1 Total Name I Valu- I Total
and Description | ation 1 Tax and Description 1 ation Tax
Soldier exempt 1000
|
1600 79.24 Edwards, Leslie M.




Land and build- M. Mrs.
ings and green- Poll & Head
1
7.00
houses 5300 Ellor, Leon Mrs.
Stock in trade 200 Poll & Head
Soldier exempt 1000
|
4500 239.90 6a land and
Dunbar, buildings 2800] 2800 136.92
Malcolm Mrs. Emerson, Cleon E
Poll & Head 7.00 Head
1
Dunham, Harry Land and
!
Land and buildings 1500|
buildings 2000 65a Cross land 500j
Soldier exempt 2000 Higgings place
Dunham, Harry Mrs. P.G.P. 18001
Poll & Head 7.00 80a Patnode
j
Dunham, Barbara land 700[
Poll & Head 7.00 Lots 17-19-21
Dunham, Albert P.G.P. 300j
Poll & Head 40a Bullard
Land and lot 1251
buildings 2800 2800 136.92 Patnode lot Win-
Dunham, Albert Mrs. chester St. 200j
Poll & Head 7.00 1 horse 75|
Duquette, Donald E. 3 cows 225j 5425 268.90
Head Emerson,
Land and Cleon E. Mrs .
buildings 6000 Poll & Head 7.00
Soldier exempt 1000 5000 266.00 Emery, Leon
Duquette, Donald Poll & Head 7.00
E. Mrs. Emery, Forest
Poll & Head 7.00 Head
I
Duquette, Kenneth Meadow 10 10 5.46
Poll & Head 7.00 Emery, Forest Mrs.
Duquette, Fred Head 5.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Emery, Norris
Duquette, Fred Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Emery, Norris Mrs.
Earl, Dean Poll & Head 7.00
Head Emery, Cordelia Mrs. ;
Land and Home place 3500|
buildings 2000 Gould house 1500!
Soldier exempt 1000 1000| 51.40 Grogan house i500
Earle, Raymond Robbins house 2400i
Poll & Head 7.00 Woods house 2100:
Earle, Raymond Mrs. Evans house 2700
Poll & Head 7.00 Lafountain land 50j 13750! 638.00
Eastman, William Emery, Roger C •
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 4600 4600j 213.44 Land and
1
Eastman, Russell buildings 5000! 5000 229.00
Head Emery,
1 i
Land and Roger C. Mrs.


































































































































































Fisher, Paul Jr. &
Mary Lou











































































































































































































Name Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description ation | Tax
Land and Freihofer, Charles
buildings 2000 2000| 99.80 Poll & Head
Frazier, Alfred Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2300
Frazier, Richard Bldg. lot 200 2500| 123.00
Head Freihoffer,
Land and Charles Mrs.
buildings 2600
•
Poll & Head 7.00
Stock in trade 1500 Frieze, Fred
Mills & Poll & Head 7.00
machinery 2000 Frieze, Fred Mrs.
Soldier exempt 1000 5100| 241.64 Poll & Head
Frazier, Land and
Richard Mrs. buildings 3800 3800i 183.32
Poll & Head 7.00 Freize, Gus Mrs.
Frazier, Alan l%a land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2500 2500| 116.00
Frazier, Charles Fulford, Archie
Head Poll & Head
90a home place 4000 4a Maslen lot 25
100a Bullard 20a W. Talbot
lot 200 lot 20 451 9.09
76a Stanley lot 150 Fulford,
60a Capron lot 120
1
Archie Mrs.
53a Whitcomb Poll & Head 7.00
Prentiss lot 125 4595| 218.21 Fuller, Carl
Fragier, Charles Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Fuller, Carl Mrs.
Frazier Furniture Co. Poll & Head 7.00
Stock in trade 1000 Gale, Charles T.
Mills & Head
machinery 1000 2000| 92.80 Land and
Fraser, Leslie buildings 4200
Poll & Head Soldier exempt 1000 3200| 153.48
22a land and Gale, Charles T. Mrs.
buildings 3200 3200| 155.48 Poll & Head 7.00
Fraser, Leslie Mrs. Garfield, Ada
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Freeman, Henry Fred Gerald
Poll & Head 7.00 place 500 500 1 30.20
Freeman, Henry Mrs. Gauthier, George
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Gauthier, Cora G.
buildings 3000 3000| 146.20 , Poll & Head
French, Arthur Land and
Head 5.00 buildings 3300 3300| 160.12
French, Arthur Mrs. Gemmel, J. C.
Poll & Head Poll & Head
|
7.00
Land and Gemmel, J. C. Mrs.
buildings 4000 4000| 215.80 Poll & Head
|
7.00
French, Ernest Gerald, Fred
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
French, Ernest Mrs. Gerald, Fred Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Fred, Walter Getty, Earle
Poll & Head 7.00 Head




Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Soldier exempt 1000 3000 144.20 Fred Mrs.
Getty, Earle Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head | 7.00 Goodell, Harry &
Getty, Ernest Carroll
Head 5.00 Land and
Getty, Ernest Mrs. buildings 4000 4000 185.60
Poll & Head 7.00 Goodell, Carroll
Girard, Edgar Poll & Head
Head 5.00 30a Harper lot 100
Girard, Edgar Mrs. Patterson lot 20 120 12.57
Poll & Head 7.00 Goodell, Carroll Mrs.
Golden Rod Grange Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Goodell, Chester
buildings 1500 1500| 69.60 Poll & Head
Gomarlo, Joe Cottage & lot 500
Poll & Head Bldg. lot 50
Land and Clifford Goodell
buildings 4500 lot 50 600 34.84
1 horse 25 4525| 216.91 Goodell, Chester
Gomarlo, Joe Mrs. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Gomarlo, Stanley Goodell, Maurice
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Goodell, Maurice
buildings 3300 Mrs.
Cottage S. L. 2000 Poll & Head
Store bldg. 800 8a land and
Dunn lot 25 buildings 800 8001 44.12
5a Bemis lot 10 Goodell, Margaret
Barlow house 2800 Poll & Head
Savony house 3800 23a land and
Stock buildings 2600
in trade 10500 23235| 1085.10 Sprout lot 20 2620| 128.57
Gomarlo, Goodell, Elizabeth
Stanley Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Goodell, Agnes
Goodale, Jennie Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 2000 2000| 92.80 18a land and
Goodale, Robert buildings 2000 20001 99.80
Poll & Head 7.00 Goodell, Morton A.
Goodale, Head
Robert Mrs. 21a land, house &
Poll & Head 7.00 2 barns 1700
Goodale, Richard 8a meadow 150
Head 19 cows 2200 4050 192.92
Lot & unfinished Goodell, Morton
house 2500 A. Mrs.
Soldier exempt 1000 1500| 74.60 Poll & Head
Goodale, Goodell, Philip
Richard Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 la land and unfin-
Goodblood, Fred ished house 2000
Head Soldier exempt 1000 1000J 51.40
Land and Goodell, Philip Mrs.
buildings 2500 Poll & Head 7.00
Soldier exempt 1000 1500| 74.60 Goodnow, George &
Goodblood, Arlene
Name Valu- | Total Name | Valu- Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description | ation Tax
60a land and Alfred |
j
buildings 3000| Tenement |
8a Hinds land 50| house 3500! 3500 162.40
Soldier exempt 1000 2050| 95.12 Grant, Linwood
Goodnow, George Head
Head 5.00 Land and
Goodnow, Arlene buildings 2900|
Mrs. Soldier exempt 1000| 1900 104.18
Poll & Head 7.00 Grant, Linwood
Goodnow, George Jr. Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7.00
1 cow 90 90| 11.18 Grant, George
Goodnow, Poll & Head 7.00
George Jr. Mrs. Grant, Marion D.
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Goodnow, Howard Poll & Head
Poll & Head Land and
Land and buildings 5000 5000 239.00
buildings 2500 Graves, Carson
Hinds garage & Head 5.00
lot 500| Graves, Carson Mrs.
1 neat stock 75 Poll & Head 7.00
1 cow 90 3165| 153.85 Gregory, John
Goodnow, Howard Poll & Head 7.00
Mrs. Grover, Edwin
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Goodnow, John R. Land and
Poll & Head buildings 3000|
Land and Cottage 700 3700 178.68
buildings 5500 Grover, Edwin Mrs.
Lot 150 5650! 269.16 Poll & Head 7.00
Goodnow, John R. Grover, Louis
Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Home place 1500J
Goodnow, Theron Cottage 1500|
Poll & Head 7.00 Smith house 1300
Goyette, George 2a land 25
1
Poll & Head Baker place 1700| 6025 286.56
Lot & unfinished Grover, Louis Mrs.
house 3000 3000| 146.20 Poll & Head
Goyette, George No. 9 school house
Mrs. lot 10| 10 7.46











7.00 3a Metcalf lot 200 3400 164.76
Land and Grover, Reginald
buildings , 3000 3000! 163.60 Mrs.















Poll & Head 7.00




Name 1 Valu- I Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Description | ation f Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
15a Faulkner Mrs.
lot 100| 100| 4.64 Poll & Head 7.00
Guilbeault, Ernest Guyette, Bernard
Head Poll & Head
Land and 3a land and
buildings 4000 buildings 300 300 1 20.92
Soldier exempt 1000 1 3000 1 144.20 Guyette, Bernard
Guilbeault, Ernest Mrs.
Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Guymond, Alfred
Guillow, Chester R. Poll & Head
Head Bldg. lot W.S. 100 1001 11-64
Land and Guymond, Alfred
buildings 4500| Mrs.
Soldier exempt 1000 1 35001 167.40 Poll & Head 7.00
Guillow, Chester R. Hackler,, Jacob M.
Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 F. Handy lot 500
Guillow, Chester K.
|
1 neat stock 125
Poll & Head 13 cows 1625 2250| 114.40
Land and Hackler, Myrtie S.
buildings 4000 1 40001 192.60 Mrs.
Guillow, Chester K. | Poll & Head
Mrs. 134a land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 6000 6000| 285.40
Guillow, Chester K. | Hackler, H. Leroy
& Son Head
Stock in trade 1200] 1 2001 55.68 77a land and
Guyette, Donald buildings 2700
Poll & Head 2 neat stock 200
Land and Soldier exempt 1000 1900| 93.16




Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Guyette, Olive Hale, Edwin
Poll & Head Head 5.00
Land and Hale, Edwin Mrs
buildings 1500 1 1 500| 76.60 Poll & Head
Guyette, Joe Land and




38a Sabin lot 100| lot 75
61a Marsh lot 100] la pine lot 10
35a Atkinson & 2 horses 200
Whitcomb lot 125 3 neat stock 100
20a Collier lot 15| 9 cows 900 4785| 229.02
1 portable mill 300 1 1540| 71.46 Hale, Edwin &
Guyette, Richard Willard
Head 40a Lewis
Land and place 1400
buildings 2800
1
Soldier exempt 50 1350| 62.64
Soldier exempt 1000 1 1800| 88.52 Hale, Willard
1
Guyette, Richard Head
Mrs. U. Ballou lot 650
Poll & Head 7.00 4a Talbot lot 25
Guyette, Wayne A. y2 Willard Ballou
Poll & Head 7.00 lot 75
1
Guyette, Wayne A. 2 cows 200
1
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description
| ation Tax
Soldier exempt 950 5.00 Land and
Hale, John D. buildings 3500 3500| 169.40
Poll & Head Hanrahan, Charles
Land and Head
building 2100 2100 104.44 Land and
Hale, John D. Mrs. buildings 5000 5000| 237.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Hanrahan, Charles
Hall, Martin Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Hall, Martin Mrs. Hanson, Walter
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Hamel, Darius Land and
Poll & Head buildings 2500 2500| 137.50
Land and Hanson, Walter Mrs.
buildings 2000 2000 111.40 Poll & Head 7.00
Hamel, Darius Mrs. Harris, Leslie
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Hamlin, Harry Harris, Leslie Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7.C0
Alice Bowden Harrington, William
place E. S. 2500 Head
Soldier exempt 1000 1500 74.60 Land and
Hamlin, Harry Mrs. buildings 4800
Poll & Head 7.00 Soldier exempt 1000 3800| 181.32
Handy, Arthur C. Harrington,
Poll & Head William Mrs.
Lots 19-20-21 Poll & Head 7.00
W. P*. 700 Harrington, Weld
Lot A 18 100 Head 5.00
P. Underwood Haskins, Leon
land 200 Poll & Head 7.00
60a Handy lot 100 Haskins, Leon Mrs.
Talbot lot 50 1150 66.16 Poll & Head 7.00
Hanna, Charles Haverstein, Arnold
Poll & Head 7.00 Land & store
Hanna, Edward Jr. bldg. 1800
Head 5.00 Stock in trade 300 2100| 97.44
Hanna, Edward Jr. Haverstein, Arnold
Mrs. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Hanrahan, James Heath, Ralph
Head Poll & Head
53a land and Land and
buildings 4200 4200 199.88 buildings 2000 2000| 99.80
Hanrahan, James Heath, Ralph Mrs.
Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Heath, Ferd
Hanrahan, Robert Head
Head 5.00 Land and
Hanrahan, John buildings 3800
Mrs. Soldier exempt 1000 2800| 134.92
Poll & Head Hebert, Theodore
Land and Mrs.
buildings 4000 4000 192.60 Head
Hanrahan, John Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2800
Hanrahan, Martin Soldiers wife
Poll & Head exempt 1000 1800| 88.52
Name | Valu- | Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description | ation | Tax and Description ation | Tax
Hebert, Oscar buildings 3000
Head 5.00 1 neat stock 100
Hebert, Oscar Mrs. Soldier exempt 500 2600| 120.64
Poll & Head 7.00 Holton, Sadie
Heins, Rudolph Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Homestead Woolen
Land and Mills, Inc.
buildings 3500 3500| 169.40 Office bldg. &
Heins, Rudolph station 13500
Mrs. Peabody house 4000
!
Poll & Head | 7.00 B & M store-
Henwood, Malcolm house 600
Head 5.00 Thompson cottage
Higgins, George and bldgs. 5500
Poll & Head Redmond cot-
4 lots & bldg. tage 4000
S. L, 800 800| 42.12 Lodge 1300
Higgins, George Mrs. New cotage 3500
Poll & Head 7.00 Woods cottage 4700
High, John Tennis Ct. &
Head 5.00 horse barn 1200
High, Grace S. Whitcomb land 1500
Poll & Head Stock in
Land and trade 236400
buildings 6500 6500! 308.60 Mills & Ma-
Hills, Clifton chinery 120000 39620011838368
Poll & Head Hood, Bert
90a land and Poll & Head
buildings 2500 25001 123.00 Land and
Hills, Clifton Mrs.
1
buildings 3500 3500! 169.40
Poll & Head 7.00 Hood, Bert Mrs.
Hildreth, William Poll & Head 7.00
Mrs. Hood, Alan
Poll & Head 7.00 Head 5.00
Hodsdon, Harriet Houghton, Jerome
Poll & Head 7.00 Head
Holbrook, Leonard Lots 18-20 &
Poll & Head house 2700
Land and Soldier exempt 1000 1700J 93.74
buildings 3300 Houghton,
16a Collier lot 40 Jerome Mrs.
75a Stratton lot 200 3540| 171.26 Poll & Head 7.00
Holbrook, Leonard Howard, Morris
Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Holbrook, Bertha house 3200; 3200 155.48
Land and Howard, Morris Mrs.
buildings 2500 2500, 116.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Holt, Annie G. & Howard, Norman
Mildred R. Poll & Head
Pete Holbrook Kristof house 3800' 3800! 205.36
house & Howard,
land 6000 6000| 278.40 Norman Mrs.
Holt, Mildred R. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Hubbard, Leroy
Holton, Charles & Poll & Head
Sadie Land and
Land and buildings 30001 3000 146.20
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total





Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Huckins, Clifton Jardine, Victor
Head 5.00 Poll & Head
Huesing, Fred Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2900| 2900| 141.56
Huesing, Fred Mrs. Jardine, Victor Mrs.
|
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Hudson, Ernest Jarvis, Herbert
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and Land and





Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Hurd, Albert & Vera
|
Jary, James
130a Crouch Poll & Head
place 2800| Land and
100a Charles buildings 1000 10001 53.40
Crouch place 400 Jary, James Mrs.
10a Dan Hill lot 30
1
Poll & Head 7.00
9 cows 810 4040 187.46 Jeffery, Blanch
Hurd, Albert Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Hurd, Vera buildings 2800 2800| 153.16
Poll & Head 7.00 Jefts, Carl E.
Ingham, Edith Head
Poll & Head Land and
Land and buildings 1000 1000 51.40
buildings 4500
j
4500 241.90 Jefts, Carl E. Mrs.
James, George H. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Jefts, Russell
James, George E. Head
Head Land and
Land and buildings 400
buildings 1000 Soldier exempt 400 5.00
Soldier exempt 1000 5.00 Jefts, Russell Mrs.
James, George Poll & Head 7.00
E. Mrs. Jefts, Douglas
Poll & Head 7.00 Head
Jalonen, Frank Cottage 600
Poll & Head Soldier exempt 600 5.00
Taylor, small Jefts, Douglas Mrs.
cottage 300 300 20.92 Poll & Head 7.00
Jardine, Bernard Jefts, Gale
Head 5.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Jardine, Jefts, Gale Mrs
Bernard Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Jenks, Edward
Jardine, David Head
Head Land and
Land and buildings 2200
buildings 300 Soldier exempt 1000 1200 60.68
Soldier exempt 1000 2000 99.80 Jenks, Edward Mrs.
Jardine, David Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Jennison, Lome Mrs.
Jardine, James Poll & Head
Mead lot 300 Land and
Gravel bank 200 500 23.20 building 3000 3000 163.60
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Johnson, Henry Joslyn, Howard Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Jcslyn, Janet
buildings 3500 Poll & Head 7.00
40a Diamond Juniper, Charles
Match lot 100 Head
20a L. Ballou Land and
lot 400 buildings 1700
7 cows 875 Soldier exempt 1000 700 41.54
1230 fowl 1230 6105 290.27 Juniper, Charles Mrs.
Johnson, Henry Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Kaiser. Henry
Johnson, Alfred Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Lot and new
Johnson, John R. house 4800
Head 5.00 Soldier exempt 1000 3800 203.36
Johnson, John Kaiser, Henry Mrs.
R. Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Kantor, Carolyn
Jones, Carroll Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Kapilof, Edward &
Thompson cot- Lawrence
tage S.L. 1000C 10000 471.00 Nest-to-You
Jones, Carroll Mrs. Farm 6500
Poll & Head 7.00 3a Short land
Jones, Davd Mrs E.S. 150
Poll & Head Soldier exempt 1000 5650 262.16
Land and K ipilof, Max
buildings 3500 3500 169.40 Head 5.00
Jordan, Tony L. K.ipilof, Max Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 1500 1500 78.30 K.ipilof, Edward
Joslyn, Daisy Head 5.00
Poll & Head Kiuppi, Waino
House & lot Poll & Head
W'.S. 1200 R. Rollins
House & lot place 2000 2000 99.80
W.P. 700 Kiuppi. Waino Mrs.
Cottage Cobble Poll & Head 7.00
Hill 100 2000 38.80 X Bating, Richard
Joslyn, Clinton Poll & Head 7.00
Head 500 K Bating,
Joslyn, Edmund Richard Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Keebler, Charles
cottage 500 500 30.20 Head
Joslyn, Edmund Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 3500
Joslyn, Ervin Soldier exemptlOOO 2500 121.00
Poll & Head KBebler, Charles Mrs.
4a land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 1600 1600 81.24 Keith, M. M. Est.
Joslyn, Ervin Mrs. Land and
Poll & Heal 7.00 buildings 2600 2600 135.72
Joslyn, Howard K:ith, Charles
Poll & Head Head 5.00
Land and Kelley. Carl








































































































































































































































































































































































Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description ation | Tax
Landers, Edwin Mrs. Myrtle
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Landry, Arthur & buildings 1800 1800| 83.52
Luella Lane, Russell
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 4300 4300| 224.46 Lane, Howard E.
Landry, Arthur & Blanche
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Landry, Arthur Mrs. buildings 800
Poll & Head 7.00 Soldier exempt 800
Lane, Emma Est. Lane, Howard
Land and Head 5.00
buildings 5000 5000| 232.00 Lane, Howard Mrs.
Lane, Vera M. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Lane, Robert
Cottage 1500 Head
Safford cottage 800 Lots 24-26-
Underwood land Bldgs. 2000
and cottage 600 Soldier exempt 1000 1000| 57.20
Patterson lot Lane, Robert Mrs.
and bldgs. 2300 Poll & Head 7.00
Small cottage 500 5700| 304.54 Lane, C. L. Co.
Lane, Zora 95a Nancy Hale
Poll & Head 7.00 lot 200
Lane, Chester E. 98a Murphy lot 200
Poll & Head 30a Holbrook lot 60
4a land and 85a Wilcox lot 500
buildings 2500 2500| 123.00 110a Belding
Lane, Kenneth P. Ware lot 225
Poll & Head 24a Williams lot 50
Bldg. lot 200 200| 16.28 100a Holbrook
Lane, Kenneth lot 200
P. Mrs. 12a P. Ballou lot 30
Poll & Head 7.00 40a Bullard lot 80
Lane, William Mrs. 26a Streeter lot 100
Poll & Head 7.00 20a L. Stone lot 45
Lane, Raymond L. 66a Read-Hale
Head lot 200
4a land and 58a Henry Taylor
buildings 4500 lot 100
64a Shoddy 12a Ross Whit-
land 200 comb lot 25
12a sprout lot 25 20a Carolyn Taft
49a Wright lot 100 lot 20
30a Fuller lot 60 25a Whitcomb
16a Stone lot 30 Lane lot 110
150a Ward lot 200 5115| 242.34 248a Oliver Hill
Lane, Raymond lot 500
L. Mrs. 219a Bald
Poll & Head 7.00 Hill lot 300
Lane, Richard 1440a Troy Hill
Head lot 2500
Land and 19a Ramsdell-
buildings 3000 Wetmore lot 25
Soldier exempt 1000 2000| 109.40 57a Williams
Lane, Richard Mrs. Colony lot 150
Poll & Head 7.00 110a Hamblet
Lane Russell & lot 110
1
N"ame 1 Valu- Total Name | Valu- | Total





lot 35 Lavigne, Randolph
14a Gravel bank Head
lot 300 • Land and
Brick house 2700 buildings 2500
Office bldg. 2700 Soldier exempt 1000 1500| 83.30
Boarding house 2000 Lavigne, Randolph
Cottage 900 Mrs.
2 store houses 1400 Poll & Head 7.00
Stock in trade 7000 Lavigne, Paul
Mills and Head
machinery 1200 23965| 1111.98 Land and
Lang, Carroll buildings 1300
Head Soldier exempt 1000 300 20.66
%a land and Lavigne, Paul Mrs.
buildings 3200 Poll & Head 7.00
Soldier exempt 1000 2200| 107.08 Lawrence, Horace
Lang, Carroll Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Langill, Mary buildings 2800 2800; 153.16
E. Mrs. Lawrence, Horace
Poll & Head Mrs.
Bldg. lot 100 100J 11.64 Poll & Head 7.00
Langill, William Lawrence, Lucy
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Laplant, Eugene Lawrence, Leonard
Land and build- Poll & Head 7.00
ings 50 Lawrence, Leonard
Bailey lot 100 150| 6.96 Mrs.
Laplant, John R. Poll & Head 7.00
Head Lazzaro, Antonio
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 700 13a land and
Land and buildings 3000 3000, 146.20
buildings 700 Lazzo, Antonio Mrs.
Soldier exempt 1000 400| 23.56 Poll & Head 7.00
Laplant, John R. Lazzaro, Alderico
Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Lot and unfinished
Lapoint, Louis Mrs. house 1200 1200J 69.64
Poll & Head Lazzaro, Aderico Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 1000 LaClair, Richard
Cottage 300 1300| 74.86 Head
Lapoint, Parker Land and
Head 5.00 buildings 3000
Lapoint, Parker Mrs. Soldier exempt 1000 2000i 109.40
Poll & Head 7.00 LeClair, Richard
Lavigne, John & Mrs.
Ruth Poll & Head 7.00
3a land and Lefebre, Oliver
buildings 3000 Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 1800 buildings 800 800, 44.12
Soldier exempt 1000 3800| 186.76 Lefebre. Oliver Mrs.
Lavigne, John Poll & Head 7.00
Head 5.00 Lsmieur, Clifton































































































































































































MacKenzie, R. W. E.
Poll & Head



















































































































































































Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Matson, Rudolph E. Poll & Head 7.00
Mrs. McLellan, William
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Maxi'ield, Kenneth Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head McLellan, Hugh M.
Snow place 2800 2800 136.92 Poll & Head 7.00
Maxfield, Kenneth McShinsky, Robert L.
Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Maynard, Harrison buildings 1400
Head Soldier ex-
Land and exempt 1000 400 23.56
buildings 3500 McShinsky, Robert L.
Soldier ex- Mrs.
empt 1000 2500 121.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Maynard, Harrison Meade, Charles J.
Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
McGrath, William buildings 1500 1500 85.30
Poll & Head 7.00 Meade, Charles J.
McGrath, William Mrs.
Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Megenis, P.
McClure, Alfred J. Poll & Head
Head Bowie place 100 100 11.64
75a land and Megenis, P. Mrs.
buildings 3500 Poll & Head 7.00
2 cows 160 Metcalf, Joseph &
20. fowl 20 Mildred
Soldier ex- Mt. Huggins
empt 1000 2680 129.35 cabins 4000
McClure, Alfred J. Land and
Mrs. buildings 1800 5800 292.32
Poll & Head 7.00 Metcalf, Joseph
McCullough, Charles Poll & Head 7.00
Head Metcalf, Joseph Mrs.
15a land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 2300 Metcalf, Ernest
Soldier ex- Poll & Head
empt 1000 1300 65.32 Land and
McCullough, Charles buildings 4000 4000 215.80
Mrs. Metcalf, Ernest Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
McKinstry, Philip Metcalf, Charles
Head Head
Land and Land and
buildings 2700 buildings 2000
Soldier ex- Soldier ex-
empt 1000 1700 93.74 empt 1000 1000 51.40
McKinstry, Philip Metivier, Neil J.
1
Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
McKnight, Frank buildings 2000
Head 5.00 Soldier ex-
McKnight, Frank empt 1000 1000 51.40
Mrs. I Metivier, Neil J. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00
j
Poll & Head 7.00



























































































































Fuller place 2600 2600
Morris Auto Parts















































Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- | Total
and Desci iption ation i Tax and Description ation | Tax
Qd and empt 2000| 1200, 62.64
buildings 1700 1700| 85.88 Navish, Douglas
Morse, Elmer Mrs. Head 5.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Navish, Douglas Mrs.
Mulligan, Matthew Head 5.00
Land and Nelson, Benjamin
camp 100 100 4.64 Head
Nallett, Joseph Land and
Land and buildings 2700
buildings 1500 Soldier exempt 1000 1700| 83.88
3a mowing 200 Nelson, Benjamin
4a pasture 200 19001 88.16 Mrs.
Napsey, Catherine Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Newell, John
Naramore, Glenn Poll & Head 7.00
Head Newell, John Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head «
buildings 3000 3000| 144.20 Land and
Nash, Rosie Ellen buildings 1200
Land and Unfinished
buildings 4500 house 200 1400J 71.96
Shop and land 900 5400 250.56 Nichols, Theodore
Nash, Don I. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Nichols, Theodore
Land and Mrs.
buildings 4500 Poll & Head 7.00
6a Snow land 250 Nikiforakis,
775 fowl 775 5525| 263.36 Katherine
Nash, Don I. Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Riverside Farm 3200 3200| 155.48
Nash, Eldridge Nikiforakis, Peter
Poll & Head Head
Land and Hotel property 3800
buildings 3200 3200| 174.04 Evans house 2000
Nash, Eldridge Mrs. Soldier exempt 1000 4800| 227.72
Poll & Head 7.00 Nikiforakis i
Nash, Rodney Peter Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Nash, Bay Nims, Everett
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Nash, Bay Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2000
Nash, William Stock in trade 500 2500| 123.00
Land and Nims, Everett Mrs.
buildings 4000 4000' 185.60 Poll & Head 7.00
Nash, William Mrs. Norton, Evelyn
1 1
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Nash, Robert Land and
Head 5.00 buildings 1100|
Nash, George 12a meadow 100 1200| 62.68
Poll & Head Oberg, Carl
la land and Poll & Head
camp 100 100| 11.64 Land and
Navish, Douglas & buildings 4000 4000J 215.80
Elsie Oberg, Carl Mrs.







Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Land and Osgood, Robert Mrs.
buildings 3000 Poll & Head 7.00
10 cows 1100 4100 197.24 Overlan, Mildred & |
O'Brien, Carl Mrs. Mabel P'ercival
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
OBrien, Evelyn buildings 38001 3800 198.36
Poll & Head 7.00 Overlan, Mildred
O'Brien, Merton Poll & Head 7.00
Head Packard, Glenroy &
|
Home place 2000 Bessie
Knapp place 2000 Land and
Stock in trade 500 buildings 4000
j
4000 208.80
Soldier exempt 1000 3500 167.40 Packard, Glenroy
OBrien, Merton Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Packard,
O'Brien, Leon Glenroy Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7.00
Barn 200 Packard, Kathleen
20a Lane lot 40 Poll & Head 7.00
13 cows 1625 Packard, Russell
Soldier exempt 1000 865 45.14 Head 5.00
OBrien, Leon Mrs. Page, Leander Est.
Poll & Head 7.00 140a land and
O'Brien, Kenneth buildings 16000;
Head 5.00 60a Hill pasture 100
OBrien, Frank 7a Blake lot 45
j
Poll & Head | 7 00 10a Butler lot 85
O'Brien, Frank Mrs. 5a Richardson
Poll & Head 7.00 meadow 85j
Ollis, Luke 3 bldg. lots
Head W.P. road 150|
Land and Gravel bank 300|
buildings 1500 80a Willis-Mt.
Soldier exempt 1000 500 28.20 Huggins lot 100|
Ollis, Luke Mrs. | Cottage W.P.
Poll & Head 7.00 Rd. 1000;
Olmstead, Wesley 4 neat stock 500
Vehicle 800 800 41.76 36 cows 4500; 22865 1191.15
Olmstead, Page, Leander Mrs.
Wesley Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Page, Leander Jr.
Olmstead, George Head 5.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Page, Mary G.
Olmstead, Poll & Head
George Mrs. 5a land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 12001
Orcutt, Carl Soldiers wife
Poll & Head exempt 1000 ; 200 17.44
Cottage and Page, Kendall
cabins 3500 Poll & Head 7.00
Lot D 100 3600 193.92 Page, Kendall Mrs.
Orcutt, Carl Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Page, Wendall Mrs.
Osgood, Robert Poll & Head 7.00
Head Page, Douglas
Land and Head 5.00
building 4000 Page, Douglas Mrs.
Soldier exempt 1000 3000 161.60 Poll & Head 7.00
Name Vain-
j
Total Name Valu- Total







Land and Land and
buildings 2500 25001 123.00 buildings 2200
1
Paige. Harry O. Mrs. Soldier exempt 1000 1200| 60.68
Poll & Head 7.00 Parent, Robert Mrs.
Paige, Richard W. Poll & Head 7.00
Head 5.00 Parsons, Emily B.
Paquette, William Poll & Head
Head Land and
Land and buildings and
buildings 3500 cabins 12500 12500| 659.50
Soldier exempt 1000 2500J 121.00 Parenteau, Katherine|
Paquette, Poll & Head
|
7.00
William Mrs. Pasno, Louis
Poll & Head 7.00 Head 5.00
Paquette, Neree Pasno, Louis Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Patnode, Joseph
buildings 3000 3000| 146.20 Poll & Head
Paquette, Neree Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2500 2500J 123.00
Paquette, Gracien Patnode, Joseph Mrs.
Head 5.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Paquette, Patnode, Charles
Gracien Mrs. Poll & Head |
|
7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Patnode,
Paquette, Sheila Charles Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Parker, Ralph J. Land and
Head buildings 3200 3200| 155.48
Land and Patnode, Victor
buildings 6500 6500| 306.60 Poll & Head
Parker, Ralph Land and
J. Mrs. buildings 3800
1
Poll & Head 7.00 32a Verry-East-
Parker, Carl & Nora man lot 75
Land and 15a Joe Little
buildings 2500 2500| 116.00 lot 50
Parker, Carl 79 M> a Corey lot 100
Poll & Head 7.00 Higgins-Bigelow
Parker, Carl Mrs. lot 100
Poll & Head 7.00 Mills and ma-
Parker, George Jr. chinery 300 4425| 212.32
Head Patnode, Victor Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 2500 Patnode, James







Poll & Head 7.00 Soldier exempt 1000 200| 14.28
Parker, James Patnode, James Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7.00
Tellia cottage 200 200| 14.28 Patnode, Raymond
Parker, Robert Poll & Head
Head 5.00 Land and
Parker, Robert Mrs. buildings and
Poll & Head 7.00 cellar 3800 3800| 183.32
Name 1 Valu- Total Name 1 Valu- Total
and Description 1 ation Tax and Description 1 ation Tax
Patnode, Pereault, Lillian
Raymond Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Perry, Harry
Peabody, Benjamin Poll & Head
Poll & Head |
1
18a Forbush
Land and lot 50
buildings 2500 2500| 123.00 20a sprout lot 50 100J 11.64




Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Pelletier, Louis buildings 3000 3000| 146.20
A. Est. Perry, Arthur B.
Land and Poll & Head





Land and place 2500
buildings 3800 3800| 203.36 72a Sprague
Pelletier, pasture 600
Lester Mrs. 6a Snow lot 25
Poll & Head 7.00 Frazier land 50
Pelletier, Clarence Methodist
Head 5.00 property 6000
Pelletier, 2% a Hinds
Clarence Mrs. land 100
Poll & Head 7.00 4 cows 360
Pelletier, Robert 2425 fowl 2425
Poll & Head 1 portable mill 300
Lots 73-75 and Stock in trade 1200 21060| 984.18




Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Pellerin, Romain buildings 3500 3500| 169.40
Poll & Head 7.00 Ferry, David &
Pellerin, Alice Ernest
Poll & Head Cottage S.L. 500 500| 23.20
Land and Perry, Ernest
buildings 1300 1300| 74.86 Poll & Head 7.00
Pendleton, Wallace Perry, Ernest Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Perry, Gladys
buildings 3500 3500| 169.40 Poll & Head 7.00
Pendleton. Perry, Herman Est.
Wallace Mrs. 175a Perry
Poll & Head 7.00 place 2400
Perham, Fred 57a Perry-Whit -
Poll & Head comb lot 200
Land and 200a Corlis lot 400
buildings 6000 6000J 285.40 2a Gunn lot 10 3010| 139.66
Perham, Fred Mrs. Perra, Andrew
Poll & Head 7.00 Head
Pereault, Ludger 3 lots and
Head buildings 3200
Land and Soldier exempt 1000 2200| 119.84
buildings 2400 Perra, Andrew Mrs.
Soldier exempt 1000 1400| 78.08 Poll & Head 7.00
Pereault, Ludger Mrs. Phair, Hanford
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation | Tax
Phair, Hanford Mrs. Head
Poll & Head Land and
Land and buildings 900
buildings 4000 4000 192.60 Soldier exempt 900 5.00
Phair, Thomas Mrs. | Plante, William Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Phillips, Francis Plummed, Freda Mrs.




Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Phillips, Bernice Plummer, Albert
Poll & Head 7.00 2a land 50 50| 2.32
Pickett, Forrest Plummer, Cecil &
Poll & Head Vivian
Land and 9oa Kempton
buildings 3000| 3000 146.20 place 3500
Pickett, Forrest Mrs. 35a Chamberlain
Poll & Head 7.00 lot 100
Pickett, Francis 5a Stoddard
Head lot 25
Land and 2a Chesterfield
buildings 4500
1
lot 10 3635| 168.66
Soldier exempt 1000 3500 167.40 Plummer, Cecil
Pickett, Francis Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Plummer, Cecil Mrs.
Pickett, Wilmer Poll & Head
|
7.00
Poll & Head Plummer, Ralph
Land and Head








Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 3000 3000 146.20 buildings 1700 1700| 85.88
Pierson, Walter Pollard, Richard
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Piper, Robert E. 27a land and
Head 5.00 cottage 200
Piper, Robert E. Mrs.
|
1 horse 60
Poll & Head 1 cow 75 335| 22.54




Soldier's wife 3a land and
1
exempt 1000) 2000 99.80 buildings 2800
Pitcher, Frederick Soldier exempt 1000 1800| 83.52
Head Pollard, Lawrence




Soldier exempt 1000| 1800 98.96 Lawrence Mrs.
Pitcher,
j
Poll & Head 7.00
Frederick Mrs. Porada, Peter &
Poll & Head 7.00 Mary
Pitcher, Francis Land and






Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Plante , William Porada, Peter Mrs.
Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation I Tax and Description ation | Tax
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Poreda, William Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2800 2800! 136.92
Poreda, William Mrs. Putnam,
Poll & Head 7.00 Willard Mrs.
Porter, Alonzo Poll & Head
Head Land and
Lots A16-A17 buildings 1500
and bldgs. 1000 2a R.R. land 25 1525| 77.76
Soldier exempt 1000 5.00 Pyne, Ernest
Porter, Alonzo Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 2a land and
Pratt, Joseph P. buildings 2500
Poll & Head Cottage 600
Pollard place 3700 5a Russell land 500
|
Carl Parker lot 200 3900| 210.58 Stock in trade 700 i
Pratt, Joseph P. Mrs. Soldier exempt 1000 3300] 158.12
Poll & Head 7.00 Quintillio, Tullio
Pratt, Perley Head
Poll & Head la land and
16a land and buildings 3000
buildings 1500 1500! 76.60 Soldier exempt 1000 2000 ! 109.40
Pratt, Perley Mrs. Quintillio, Tullio
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Pratt, Charles Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Ramsay. Charles
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 2300 2300 113.72 39*L>a land and
Pratt, Charles Mrs. buildings 6000
Poll & Head 7.00 1080 fowl 1080 7080 335.51
Proulx, Nelson D. Ramsay, Charles
Head Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 1800 Randall, Henry
Soldier exempt 1000 800 46.76 Head 5.00
Proulx, Nelson R?ad, Karl
D. Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Puffer, Herbert buildings 2800 2800 136.92
Poll & Head Read. Karl Mrs.
Bldg. lot S.L. 250 250! 18.60 Poll & Head 7.00
Puffer, Herbert Mrs. Reed, Gordon
Poll & Head 7.00 Head 5.00
Puffer, Edward Reed. Gordon Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Reindeau, Jesse Mrs.
buildings 4500 Poll & Head 7.00
Soldier exempt 1000 3500! 167.40 Reney, Eben
Puffer, Edward Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Renev, Eben Mrs.
Purrington, Richard Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Reynolds. Albert
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 2300 23001 113.72 15a land and
Purrington, buildings 2700 2700! 132.28
Richard Mrs. Reynolds, Albert
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Putnam, Marion G. Poll & Head 7.00
Name I Valu- Total Name 1 Valu- Total
and Description | at ion Tax and Description [ ation
I Tax
Reynolds, Clifford Ridley, Edwin Mrs.
Head Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Ridley, Lorna
buildings 4000| Poll & Head 7.00





: a land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2000| 2000 99.80
Ricci, Albert Ridley, Kenneth
Head Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 3500| Riley, Earl
Soldier exempt 1000| 2500 121.00 Poll & Head
Ricci, Albert Mrs. 4a land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 3000
j
Rice, Carroll 100 fowl 100J 3100 150.84
Poll & Head Riley, Earl Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 1800! 1800 90.52 Riley, James
Rice, Carroll Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 1 vehicle 700 700 37.48
Rice, Eleanor Riley, James Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Rice, Raymond Rines, Ralph
Poll & Head Head
Garage & 6a land 100
office 1900| 11 cows 990
Land and Soldier exempt 10001 90 9.18
buildings 500 1 2400 118.36 Rines, Ralph Mrs.
Rice, ,David Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Rinta, Walter
70a land and Head
buildings 2800| 2800 136.92 32a land and
Rice, David Mrs. buildings 1500i
Poll & Head 7.00 Soldier exempt 1000| 500 28.20
Richardson, Eugene Rinta, Walter Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7.00
17a land and Rixford, Arthur Mrs.
|
buildings 2700 1 2700 132.28 Poll & Head
Richardson, Land and
Eugene Mrs. buildings 1400|
Poll & Head 7.00 35a Hunt lot 100|
Richardson, 18a Talbot lot 20| 1520 77.53
Theodore Roakes, George &
Poll & Head Arline
Land and Atkinson place 1000| 1000 46.40
buildings 4200| 4200 201.88 Robb, Fred
Richardson, Poll & Head
Theodore Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 3000| 3000 146.20
Rhoades, Ora Mrs. .| Robb, Fred Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 3800 1 3800 176.32 Robb, Walter
Ridley,, Edwin Head
Head 14a land and
Land and camp 500
buildings 2200| Soldier exempt 500
1
5.00
Soldier exempt 1000| 1200 60.68 Robb, Walter Mrs.
Name 1 Valu-
I
Total Name 1 Valu- 1 Total
and Description 1 ation | Tax and Description 1 ation 1 Tax
Poll & Head | 7.00 buildings 4300 4300| 206.52
Rabbins, Mary Roy, Leonard Mrs.
13a land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 2000 2000| 92.80 Ruffle, Josephine
Roberts, Theresa P. Land and
Poll & Head buildings 2700 2700| 125.28
Seraichick Ruffle, Leonard
place 6000 6000| 285.40 Poll & Head 7.00
Roberts, Lawrence Russell, Charles E.
Poll & Head | 7.00 Poll & Head
Robinson, Cecil J. Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 1000 10001 59.20
Robinson, Cecil J. Russell, Charles E.
Mrs. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Rogers, Helen Russell, George &
Poll & Head | 7.00 Grace Hanna
Rogers, Iolona 2% a land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 8000 8000J 371.20
Rollins, William Russell, George
Poll & Head 56a Capron lot 500
la land and 100a Stratton lot 300
buildings 2000 55a Pond lot 125
100 fowl 100 2100| 104.44 80a Stratton-Reed
Rollins, William lot 200
Mrs. 15a Dickinson
Poll & Head 7.00 lot 50
Rollins, William Jr. 105a Hanrahan
Head lot 300
2a land and 20a Cogswell lot 50
buildings 3500 31a Hannah Whit-
Soldier exempt 1000 2500| 121.00 comb lot 50 1575| 73.08
Rollins, William Jr. Rutter, Bessie
Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 5a new house 4000
Rose, Edward Small cottage 350
Head 30a part Goodell
68a James lot 400
place 2500 Bldg. lot S. L. 20 4770 253.56
Soldier exempt 1000 1500| 74.60 Rutter, Whitman
Rose, Edward Mrs. Head 5.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Rutter, Whitman
Roscoe, Leander Mrs.
la land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 2300 2300| 106.72 . Sabosky, Adams
Roscoe, Leander Head 5.00
Mrs. Safford, Perley
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Ross, James 30a Home
Head place 8000
Land and 30a near Graves
buildings 2500 place 100
Soldier exempt 1000 1500J 74.60 30a Whitcomb
Ross, James Mrs. lot 300 8400! 396.76
Poll & Head
|
7.00 Safford, Annie Mrs.
Roy, Leonard Poll & Head
Poll & Head 12a Kersis land
Land and and buildings 200 200| 16.28
Name Valu- Total ftame Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Safford, Franklin | Poll & Head
|
Poll & Head 7.00 Mclntyre place 600 600 38.32
Safford, Franklin Schuck, Albert
Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Safford, Norma buildings 2000
Poll & Head 7.00 Soldier exempt 1000 1000 57.20
Sanderson, Selena Schuck, Albert Mrs.
Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Schwartz, Isaac
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 4000 4000] 192.60 25a Bedorr
Sarsfield, Mary Mrs. place 4000 4000 192.60
Head 5.00 Schwartz, Isaac Mrs.
|
Saunders, Charles & Poll & Head 7.00
Marion Scribner, Ivan
Land and Land and
buildings 2800 buildings 4500
Stock in trade 150 2950 153.99 30a Ware lot 100 4600 220.44
Saunders, Charles Scribner, Ivan Mrs.
Head 5.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Saunders, Charles Scribner, Leland
Mrs. Head 5.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Seaver, Chester
Sausville, James Poll & Head
Poll & Head Land and
9a Perham place & buildings 2700 2700 132.28
cabins 7500 7500 355.00 Seaver, Chester Mrs.
Sausville, James Poll & Head 7.00
Mrs. Selecky, John &
Poll & Head 7.00 Mary
Savard, Winfred Land and
Poll & Head buildings 1500 1500 78.30
Land and Selecky, John
buildings 1800 Poll & Head 7.00
1 neat stock 120 Selecky, John Mrs.
1 cow 80 2000 99.80 Poll & Head 7.00
Savard, Winfred Sharkey, Fred W.
Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Land & unfinish-
Sawyer, Caroline ed house 2500 2500 123.00
Poll & Head Sharkey, Fred W.
Lot & cottage Mrs.
W. P. 2000 2000 114.40 Poll & Head 7.00
Schnyer, Alice Sherman, Ernest
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Schnyer, George W. Sherman, Ernest
Head Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 4000 Short, Leo
Soldier exempt 1000 3000 144.20 Poll & Head
Schmidt, Otto & Blodgett
Margaret place 1500 1500 76.60
Land and Short, Emma
buildings 4200 4200 219.24 Poll & Head 7.00
Schmidt, Otto Shortlidge, R. J.
Head 5.00 Poll & Head
Schmidt, Margaret Crossroad Inn 6000
Name Vaiu-
j
Total Name Valu- I Total
and Description ation 1 Tax and Description ation [ Tax
2 horses 100 6100| 325.42 Smith, John D.




Shortlidge, Margaret buildings 2500 2500J 137.5C
Poll & Head 7.00 Smith, John D. Mrs.
Simeneau, Carl Poll & Head 7.0C
Poll & Head 7.00 Smith, Clarence &
Simeneau, Carl Mrs. Edyth
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Simonds, Everett buildings 3500 3500| 162.40
Head Smith, Clarence
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 3000 Smith, Clarence
Soldier exempt 1000 2000| 97.80 Mrs.
Simonds, Everett Poll & Head 7.0C
Mrs. Smith, Lena
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Simonds, Maude Land and
Land and buildings 2000 2000 99.80
buildings 2000 Smith, Cassius
Meadow 10 Poll & Head
Soldiers wife Smith, Halsey
exempt 1000 1010| 46.86 Head
Skinner, Dewitt Land and
Poll & Head buildings 2800
Land and Soldier exempt 1000 1800 88.52
buildings 4500 Smith, Halsey Mrs.
Lot 53 P.G.P. 70 4570| 245.56 Poll & Head 7.00
Skinner, Dewitt Mrs. Smith, Muriel
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Sloan, J. Richard Smith. Robert
Poll & Head , Head 5.00
Land and Smith, Robert Mrs.
buildings 3700 3700| 200.14 Poll & Head 7.00
Sloan, J. Richard Smith, Robert Sr
Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Sloan, John buildings 3000
Land and 1 horse 50
buildings 2200 2200| 114.84 2 cows 160 3210' 155.95
Small, E. S. Smith, Robert Si
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Small, E. S. Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Smith, Robert Ji
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 5500 5500| 262.2C Land and
Smead, Claude buildings &
Head meadow 1210 1210 63.14
Stock in trade 500 Smith, Robert Jr
Mills and Mrs.
machinery 250 750| 39.80 Poll & Head 7.00
Smead, Claude Mrs. Smith, Louis
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Smith, Laura Conboy place 1500 1500| 76.60
Land and Smith, Louis Mrs.
buildings 2000 2000| 92.80 Poll & Head 7.00
Smith, Rose Smith, William
Head 5.00 Poll & Head
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
Lot 22 A & unfin- Mrs. |
ished house 2500 2500 123.00 Poll & Head 7.00




Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Smith, Russell buildings 2800 2800| 136.92
Poll & Head 7.00 Spring, Rolland
Smith, Russell Mrs.
Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Stack, Michel
Snelling, Everett Poll & Head
Head Land and




Soldier exempt 1000| 1800 88.52 Poll & Head 7.00
Snelling, Everett Starkey, Gladys E.
Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Snow, Carl I. buildings 3800 3800| 183.32
Head Staubach, Jos.
Land & unfinish- j Norman
ed house 3200 Head
Soldier exempt 1000; 2200 119.84 1 7/ 10a land and
Snow, Carl I. Mrs. buildings 6000
Poll & Head 7.00 .08a land and new
Sorette, John L. & house 5500
Ruth R. 1.6a Dunham
Land and land 200 11700J 547.88
buildings 3500J 3500 162.40 Staubach, Edith
Sorette, John L. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Steadman, Elsie
Sorette, John L. Mrs.
|
Land and
Poll & Head *| 7.00 cottage 500 500| 23.20
Sparhawk, William Stevenson, Carlon
Poll & Head Poll & Head
la home Land and
place 3500 buildings 1200 1200| 62.68
Rice place 3000| Stevenson, Carlon
2 cottages S.L. 2400 Mrs.
5a mowing 100 Poll & Head 7.00
45a pine lot 150 Stevenson, Elliot
12a Marcy lot 100 Poll & Head 7.00
23a Capron lot 100 9350 440.84 Stevens, Kenneth
Sparhawk, William Head 5.00
Mrs. Stevens, Kenneth
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Spears, Charles Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Stevens, Hanson
Land and Poll & Head
camp 200 200 16.28 Land and
Spears, Charles buildings 2500 2500| 137.50
Mrs. St. John, Arthur
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Spencer, Richard Poll & Head
Head Land and
Hinds holel buildings 2800
property 3000| 3000 144.20 17a Ward lot 20 2820| 137.85
Spencer, Richard St. John Joseph
Name Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation 1 Tax and Description ation Tax
Head 5.00 buildings 4000
St John, Joseph Mrs. Cottage S. L. 1500 5500 262.20
Poll & Head Stone, Howard Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 3200 Stone, Joyce
Soldiers wife Poll & Head 7.00
exempt 1000 2200| 109.08 Stone, Raymond
Stoddard, Arthur Head
Poll and Head 7.00 Land and
Stoddard, Etta buildings 3500
Poll & Head Soldier exempt 1000 2500 135.50
Land and Stone, William
buildings 2800 2800| 136.92 Poll & Head 7.00
Stone, Dwight Est. Stone, William Mrs.
2a Home place 7500 Poll & Head 7.00
231a farm 6000 Stone, Francis Ii
50a John Stone Head
lot 400 la land and
8a Taft lot 10 buildings 4000
40a Crouch-Bailey Soldier exempt 1000 3000 144.20
lot 50 Stone, Francis E.
100a Dickinson Mrs.
lot 100 Poll & Head 7.00
90a Maslen lot 200 Stowell, Charles
20a Marsh lot 50 Poll & Head
60a Wilber lot 125 Cottage and
15a Charles Hol- lot 100 100 11.64
brook lot 15 Stowell, Alton
20a R.R. lot 40 Head 5.00
23a Mark Carlton Stowell, Robert
lot 50 Head 5.00
85a Guy Howes Stowell, Robert Mrs.
lot 150 Poll & Head 7.00
40a Douning lot 100 Stowell, Albert
300a H. E. & Mary Head
Carter lot 400 Land and
25a K. Hamel lot 50 buildings 2000
40a Foster lot 100 Soldier exempt 1000 1000 51.40
17a Thompson Stowell, Albert
lot 50 15390| 714.10 Mrs.
Stone Lumber Co. Poll & Head 7.00
18a Becky Henry Stoodley, Roland Sr.
j
lot 50 50| 2.32 Head
Stone, Clarence Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2500|
Stone, Clarence Soldier exempt 1000, 1500 74.60
Mrs. Stoodley, Roland Sr.
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Stone, Chester Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Strack, Henry
Stone, Nellie Poll & Head
Poll & Head Land and
%int. Stone buildings 1000| 1000 59.20
cottage 1000 Stratton, George
Bids, lot 250 1250| 65.00 Mrs.
Stone, Howard Poll & Head




Total "Hame Valu- 1 Total
iikI Description ation
I
Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
place 2300 Poll & Head 7.00
3a Rockwell Tabor, Raymond
land 150 Head
2 horses 100 35a land and
3 cows 200 6250 297.00 building 800
Strathern, Leslie Soldier exempt 800
|
5.00
and Helen Tabor, Raymond
Snow cottage Mrs.
W. P. 1500 1500 78.30 Poll & Head 7.00
Strathern, Leslie Taft, Harold
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Strathern, Leslie land and
Mrs. buildings 1000 1000| 53.40
Poll & Head 7.00 Taft, Beatrice
Streeter, Harry Poll & Head
Head 75a Farr lot 225 225| 17.44
15a land and Talbot, Jennie Mrs.
buildings 2500[ Poll & HeaR 7.00
Soldier exempt 1000| 1500 74.60 Talbot, Lyle
Sullivan, Maurice Poll & Head
Head 10a land and
7a land and buildings 2800 2800| 136.92
buildings 3200 Talbot, Lyle Mrs.
Soldier exempt 1000} 2200 107.08 Poll & Head 7.00
Sullivan, Maurice Talbot, Paul
Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Talbot, Paul Mrs.
Sullivan, Katherine Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Swan, Daniel buildings 2800
Head 1 cow 75 2875| 140.40




Soldier exempt 1000 1 3500 167.40 Land and
Swan, Daniel Mrs. buildings 1200
Poll & Head 7.00 Soldier exempt 1000 200| 15.44
Sweeney, Orlo Talbot, Roger Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Sweeney, Orlo Mrs. Tardiff, Alfred &
Poll & Head 7.00 Eunice
Sweet, Phillips & Albert Plummer
Ruth place 1900
Land and Soldier exempt 1000 900| 41.76
buildings 2000 1 . Tardiff, Alfred
16a sprout lot 50 2050| 95.12 Head 5.00
Sweet, Phillips Tardiff, Alfred Mrs.




Poll & Head 7.00 Head
Symonds, Edward Land and




Soldier exempt 1000 1800| 98.96
Mrs. ] Taylor, Walter C.
|
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Symonds, Harold Poll & Head 7.00
Head 5.00 Taylor, Florence G.
Symonds, Harold Poll & Head 7.00
Mrs. Taylor, George |
Name 1 Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description f ation | Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Taylor, George Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Thompson, Willard
Tedford, Robert C. H.
Head Head
Land and Land and
buildings 300 buildings 1700
Soldier exempt 300|
|
5.00 Soldier exempt 1000 1700 41.54
Tedford, Robert C. | Thompson, Willard
Mrs. H. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Tenney, Ray & Leila
]
Thompson, Bert




55a Ball lot 100 5600 259.84 buildings 2000
Tetreault, T. G. 1 horse 75 2075 103.28
Poll & Head Thompson, Florence
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 1800 26y2a land and
5a P'ierson land 350 2150 106.76 buildings 3000 3000 146.20
Tetreault, T. G. Mrs.
|
Thompson, James
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & Head 7.00
Tetreault, Raoul Thrasher, Philip




house 1000| 1000 53.40 buildings 1800
Tetreault, Raoul Mrs.
|
Cottage 700 2500 123.00







36a land and Building lot 50 50 9.32
buildings 2600 Thrasher, Chester
2 cows 1601 2760| 135.06 Poll & Head
Thayer, Leon Mrs. 2 x/4a land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2000
Thayer, Elmo Land between road
Poll & Head and R. R. 50 2050 102.12
Land and Thrasher, Chester
building 1500J 1500| 85.30 Mrs.
Thomas, Theodore Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Thrasher, Cullen
Hewitt place 3800) 3800) 205.36 Mrs.
Thomas, Theodore Land and
Mrs. buildings 3000 3000 139.20
Poll & Head 7.00 Thrasher, Waldo
Thompson, George | Poll & Head
20a land and 30a Eames lot 100 100 11.64
buildings 1200| 1200| 62.64 Todd, Catherine
Thompson, Wesley Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Todd, Clarence
1% a land and Head
buildings 2500 2500| 137.50 la land and
Thompson, Willard buildings 3800
Poll & Head Soldier exempt 1000 2800 134.92






% Perham lot 50| 2550] 140.11 Todd, George
Thompson, Willard Head
Name Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
Land and Trombley, Thelma
buildings 2500 Poll & Head
|
7.00
Soldier exempt 100 1 1500| 74.60 Trombley, Byron
Tcxld, George Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Tolman, Winifred buildings 1200
Poll & Head 7.00 Cottage 500 1700| 85.88
Tolman, Winifred Trombley, Fred
Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Tolman, Carroll buildings 3200
Head 1 horse 50
Land and 20 cows 1600 4850| 232.04
buildings 1500| Trombley, Fred Mrs.
Soldier exempt 1000| 500| 28.20 Poll & Head 7.00
Tolman, Carroll Mrs. Trombley, Henry
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Tolman, Raymond Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 800 800| 44.12
Tolman, Margarite Trombley, Henry
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Tolman, Harry Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Trombley, William
Towne, Charles Poll & Head
Poll & Head Land and
F. Davis land | buildings 1700 1700| 95.74
and bldgs. 300
1




Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Towne, Martha Trombley, Clarence
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Tracy, Warren Land and buildings
Poll & Head and lots 36, 38,
Land and unfin- 42, 44 2700
ished house 2200| 25 fowl 25 2725| 149.25




Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Travis, Robert Turner, Charles E.
Head 5.00 Head
Travis, Jean Mrs. | Land and
Poll & Head buildings 3500





exempt 1000| 1200 1 62.68 Poll & Head 7.00
Travis, Lewis Twitchell, Olan I.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Travis, Lewis Mrs. 64a land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 4500
Travis, Ruel | 100a Twitchell
Head 5.00 lot 400
Travis, Russell K. Frazier house
Poll & Head 7.00 N. S., lots
Travis, Russell Mrs. | 59-61 1200
Poll & Head 7.00 2 horses 75
Trombley, Jed 13 cows 1300
9 cows 810| 810| 37.58 Stock in trade 300 7775| 374.72
Name j Valu- j Total Name Valu- Total




Mrs. Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Vorse, Windsor Mrs.
Twitcheil, Clifford Poll & Head 7.00
Poll & Head Wade, Elmer
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 3000| 3000 146.20 Land and
Twitcheil, Marcia buildings 3800 3800 183.32
Poll & Head Ward, John P.
Land and Head
camp 100| 100 11.64 Land and
Tyo, Mary buildings 2800
Lots and build- Soldier exempt 1000 1800 88.52
ings 82-83 800| 800 41.76 Ward, John P. Mrs.
Underwood, Karl Poll & Head 7.00
F. Jr. Watzer, Tyko
Head Head
Land and Land and
buildings 3000 buildings 850 850 44.44
Soldier exempt 2000| 1000 57.20 Way, Frank Jr.
Underwood, Karl Head 5.00
F. Jr. Mrs. Way, Frank Jr. Mrs.
|
Head 5.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Underwood, Ray- Webb, Borden
mond Head 5.00
Head 5.00 Webb, Borden Mrs.
Underwood, Ray- Poll & Head 7.00
mond Mrs. Weeks, Robert Mr.
Poll & Head 7.00 and Mrs.
Vallier, R. E. Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head buildings 2300 2300 106.72
Lots 80-81 and Webster, James
buildings 1800| 1800 100.96 Poll & Head 7 CO
Verburg, John G. Webster, James Mrs.
Poll & Head Poll & Head 7.00
% int. land and Wells, Leonard
buildings 750 1 750 41.80 Head 5.00
Verburg, John A. Wells, Mildred Mrs.
Head Poll & Head
% int. land and Land and
buildings 750 buildings 5800: 5800 276.12
Soldier exempt 750 5.00 Wellington, Glenn
Verburg, John A. Poll & Head
Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 2000 ! 2000 111.40
Vincent, Anna Wellington, Glenn
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Vincent, John Poll & Head 7.00
Land and Wellington, Preston
buildings 2500 2500 116.00 Head 5.00
Vincent, John Mrs. Wellington, Preston
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Vincent, Laurence Poll & Head 7.00
Head Wellington, Ralph




Soldier exempt 1000| 1800 88.52 Poll & Head
Vincent, Laurence Land and
Name Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation | 'lax
1800] 90.52
and Description ation | Tax
buildings 1800 Whipple, Eurtis
Wesley, George Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Wesley, George Jr. buildings 3000 3000| 146.20
Head Whipple, Eurtis Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 200 Whippie, William
Soldier exempt 200 5.00 Head
Wesley, George Jr. Land and
Mrs. buildings 2000
Poll & Head 7.00 Soldier exempt 1000 1000| 51.40
Wesley, Leonard Whippie, William
Poll & Head Mrs.
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 1500 1500| 76.60 Whippie, Victor
Wesley, Leonard Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Wesley, Ora Mrs. buildings 2000
Land and Soldier exempt 1000 1000| 51.40
buildings 2700 2700| 125.28 Whippie, Victor Mrs.
Wescott, Albert Poll & Head 7.00
Head 5.00 Whittemore, David
Wescott, Albert Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 64a land and
West Swanzey A.A. buildings 2500
Store building 4500 4500J 208.80 6 cows 600 3100| 148.84
Wetmore, Eliza Whittemore, David
Poll & Head Mrs.
Vz int. land and Poll & Head
buildings 1250 Whittemore, Clar-
Colony lot 100 1350| 69.64 ence E.
Wetmore, David Poll & Head
Head %a land and
% int. land and buildings 2300
buildings 1250 15a Prime and
Ward meadow 25 Dickson lot 50 2350| 116.04
Soldier exempt 1000 275| 17.76 Whittemore, Clar-
Wheeler, Louis ence E. Mrs.
Head 5.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Wheeler, Louis Mrs. Whittemore, Mary
Poll & Head Poll & Head
19a land and Land and
buildings 2000 buildings 2500 2500| 123.00
30a Howes lot 100 Whittemore, Clark
Soldier's wife Head 5.00
exempt 1000 1100[ 58.04 Whittemore, Clark
Wheelock, Edward Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Wheelock, Thelma Whittemore, Lillie
Poll & Head Poll & Head
Land and Land and
buildings 3700 3700| 178.68 buildings 5800
Wheelock, Shirley Stock in trade 200 6000J 320.20
Poll & Head 7.00 Whitcomb, Otis
Whipple, Myrtie Land and
Poll & Head buildings 2800 2800| 129.92
Land and Whitcomb, Cecil I.
buildings 1000 1000| 53.40 Land and
Name 1 Valu- Total Name
1 Valu- Total
and Description 1 ation Tax and Description
1 ation Tax
buildings 4500 10a J. Brooks
12a Prentice place 2000 2000| 99.80
place 2000 Whitney, John Mrs.
15a Prentice lot 50 Poll & Head 7.00
40a Schoolhouse Wiinikka, Arvo
lot 200 Head
12a sprout lot 150 6900| 320.16 Land and
Whitcomb, Addie buildings 2500
Land and Lot A &
buildings 3000 3000| 139.20 garage 250
Whitcomb, Edna Soldier exempt 1000 1750| 96.35
Building lot 300 300j !3.92 Wiinikka, Arvo
Whitcomb, G. E. & Mrs.
Edna Poll & Head 7.00
Rome place 9000 9000| 417.60 Wilber, Mabel
Whitcomb, Poll & Head
George E. Land and
A. H. Whitcomb buildings 6000
house 4000 Stock in trade 4200 10200| 539.44
Cottage S. L. 3000 Wilber, Morris
80a Marsh lot 400 Poll & Head
70a Pish lot 150 Land and
%a Thompson buildings 4000 4000| 217.80
land 25 7575| 351.48 Wilber, Morris Mrs.
Whitcomb, Poll & Head 7.00
Martha G. Wilber, Ellsworth
Land and Poll & Head
buildings 1500 1500| 69.60 Land and
White, Leander buildings 4500 4500| 241.90
Head 5.00 Wilber, Ellsworth
White, Leander Mrs. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Whitten, Pauline Wilber, Eva
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Whitney, Richard Wilber, Hollis
Poll & Head Head
Land & R. Rule place 1600 1600| 79.24
unfinished Wilber, Hollis Mrs.
house 1000 1000| 53.40 Poll & Head 7.00
Whitney, Richard Willard, Henry
Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Whitney, George E. buildings 2200
Poll & Head Soldier exempt 1000 1200| 60.68
Land and Willard, Henry Mrs.
buildings 300| 300| 20.92 Poll & Head 7.00
Whitney, George Willard, Elbert
E. Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 12a Rixford lot
Whitney, Norman & cottage 525 5251 31.36
Poll & Head Willard, Elbert Mrs.
E. Shea lot Poll & Head 7.00
No. A 15 100 100| 12.22 Wills, Frank C.
Whitney, Norman Poll & Head
Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 500
Whitney, John C. Smith
Poll & Head house 500
1
1000| 53.40
Name 1 Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Description 1 ation 1 Tax and Description ] ation 1 Tax
Willis, Prank C. Dix cottage 600 600 1 38.32
Mrs. Wilson, Walter
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.
Willis, Russell Poll & Head 7.00
Head 5.00 Wilson, Clayton
Willis, Russell Mrs. Poll & Head
|
7.00
Poll & Head 7.00 Wilson, Clayton Mrs.
Willis, Ronald Poll & Head 7.00
Head Winn, Harold
Land and Poll & Head
cottage 700 Land and
Soldier exempt 700 5.00 buildings 1800 1800| 90.52
Willis, .Ronald Mrs. Winn, Harold Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Williams, Earl Winn, Lester
Head Poll & Head 7.00
P. Bowen place 2700 Winn, Lester Mrs.
Soldier exempt 1000 1700| 83.88 Poll & Head 7.00
Williams, Earl Mrs. Wirth, George
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Wilson, Francis camp 150 150j 6.96
Poll & Head Woods, Robert
Shoddy place 3000 3000| 146.20 Poll & Head
Wilson, Francis Mrs. 35a land & build-
Poll & Head 7.00 ings &
Wilson, Frank pasture 3200 3200| 155.48
Poll & Head Woods, Mabel
Land and Poll & Head 7.00
buildings 3300 3300| 160.12 Wood, Fay
Wilson, Frank Mrs. Poll & Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Wilson, Harry buildings 2700
Head 5.00 7 cows 700
Wilson, Harry Mrs. Mills &
Poll & Head machinery 400 3800| 183.32
5a land and Wood, Fay Mrs.
buildings 2800 Poll & Head 7.00
Mills & Wood, Leon
machinery 850 Poll & Head 7.00
Soldier exempt 1000 2650| 129.95 Wood, Leon Mrs.
Wilson, Ralph Poll & Head
Poll & Head Land and
Land and buildings 2000 2000| 111.40
buildings 2500 2500| 123.00 Woods, Richard
Wilson, Ralph Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 H. Woods
Wilson, Fred & place 2000
Sarah Soldier exempt 1000 1000| 51.40
Land and Woods, Richard Mrs.
buildings 500 500| 23.20 Poll & Head 7.C0
Wilson, Fred Woods, Henry Sr.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Wilson, Fred Mrs. F. Brown
Poll & Head 7.00 place 2500 2500| 123 00
Wilson, Esther Woods, Henry Sr.
Poll & Head 7.00 Mrs.




Name 1 Valu- Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description f ation Tax and Description ation | Tax
Mr. & Mrs. Worcester, Harry
%a land and Mrs.
buildings 3000| 3000 139.20 Poll & Head 7.00
Woods, Henry Jr. Worcester, Elwin
Poll & Head | 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Woods, Henry Jr. Worcester, Elwin
Mrs. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Wood, Jeanette Worcester, Alice
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Woodward, Leon Wright, James
Poll & Head Head 5.00
Land and Wright, James Mrs.
buildings 2500J Poll & Head 7.00
Meadow 10| 2510 123.46 Wright, Harold K.
Woodward, Leon Poll & Head
Mrs. Land and
Poll & Head 7.00 buildings 3500
Woodward, Philip Bldg. lot 100 3600| 194.92
Poll & Head Wright, Harold K.
Land and Mrs.
buildings 4000| 4000 192.60 Poll & Head 7.00
Woodward, Philip Wright, Kenneth
Mrs. Head




Poll & Head 7.00 Stock in trade 100
Worcester, Anderson | Soldier exempt 1000 HOOj 62.42
Est. Wright, Kenneth
Land and Mrs.
buildings 2500| 2500 116.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Worcester, Clarence Wright, John G.
& Carrie Poll & Head




Cottage No. 1 1500| Gift shop 1500
Cottage No. 2 15001 Stock in trade 300 5800| 276.12
2 bldg. lots 150| Wright, John G.
Cottage S. L. Mrs.
road 200 Poll & Head 7.00
75a Fields Wright, Raymond
lot 150| 6500 337.27 Poll & Head
Worcester, Clarence Land and
Head 5.00 buildings 4000 4000 215.80
Worcester, Clarence Wright, Raymond
Mrs. Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head
Worcester, Harry Wyman, Ellis
Mr. & Mrs. Head
Home place 3800 100a land and
Emery place 3800 buildings 5500
R. R. land 200
j
100a Downing
Gary lot 50| farm 5500 110001 515.40
Rust lot 50 Wyman, Ellis Mrs.
Crouch lot 200 Poll & Head 7.00
Soldier exempt 1000| 7100 329.44 Wyman, Elmer
Worcester, Harry Poll & Head
Head 5.00 Land and
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Description at ion Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
buildings 200 200 16.28 buildings 200 200| 9-^8
Wyman, Elmer Mrs. York, Harry
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Wyman, Whitney Jr. York, Harry Mrs.
Poll & Head 7.00 Poll & Head 7.00
Wyman, Whitney Jr. Young, Gale P.
Mrs. Head
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Yardley, Wallace buildings 4000
Poll & Head Cottage W.P. 1300
Land and Soldier exempt 1000 4300| 229.46
cottage W.P. 2300 2300 127.06 Young, Gale P. Mrs.
|
Yardley, Wallace Poll & Head 7.00
Mrs. Young, Leila
Poll & Head 7.00 Land and
Yardley, Herbert buildings 2200 22001 11484
Land and
1
NON-RESIDENT INVOICE OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
Name Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- |
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Abbott, Charlotte Ayers, Cassius &
J. Burnell Margarite
place $1100 $1100 $51 04 Land & unfinished
|
Abbott, James F. house 2500 2500 116 00
Bldg. lot 100
1




Ira land 1700 1700 88 74
Handy farm 5000 5000 232.00 Ballon, Hazel Mrs.
Aldrich, Francis & 58a Day & Safford|
Margaret & land 250 250 11 60
Eleanor Grogan Baird, James &
Cottage S. L. 1800 1800 83 52 Jeanette
Amidon, Leon Cottage S. L. 2500 2500 116 00
30a Holmes lot 50 50 2 32 Barden, Harold &
Anctil, Albert Bessie
87% Coombs Cottage W. P. 1500]
lot 200 200 9 23 Lot A 23 50 1550 80 91
Antilla, Roy & Bardwell, Roger &
Ellen Rachel




Fisher land 100 325 15.08 Bldg. lot 500
Anderson, Charles Soldier exempt 500
W. Baver, Faith
50a Myrtie Smith Hopkins house 4000 4000 185 60
lot 50 50 2 32 Beauregard, Beatrice
Arsenault, Mildred F. Land and buildings
la Faron land 10 10 46 W. S. 500 500 23.20
Applin, Robert & Beauregard, Lindsey
Dorothy 112a Bolt lot 250 250 11 60
Bldg. lot 500 500 23 20 Belding, William &
Avery, Loyal Genevieve
Lot 14 Brooks la bldg. lot 100 100 4 64
Cottage Benoit, Napoleon
W. P. 1400 1400 73 08 Bumpus lot &




and Description | ation Tax and Description
j ation 1 Tax
bldg. 1000 Steve Donahue
Soldier exempt 1000 cottage
Bergeron, Edward & W.P. 600 600 31 32
Lillian Buntlin, Lawrence
Recreation Lot 25 part 28
Park 11000
|
11000 1 574 20 P.G.P. 150 150 9 69
Blair, Clarence & Camp Jewell
Helen 20a land and build-
Lots 19-20 S. L. ings boats 8000
Heights 100
|
100 4.64 2a land and
Boebel, May Mrs. buildings 100
|
8100 375 84




Boston & Maine R.R. Lot & bldg. 100 100 4 64
Land at W. S, 500 Cantlin, Chester





700 1 32 48 Capron, Dora M.
Boufford, Ernest Cottage W. P. 2100 2100 109 62
Lots 3 -3A H. Carey Chair Co.
Wrights 500 Hall lot 300 300 13 92
Soldier exempt 500 Carey, Forrest
Boufford, Arthur 105a Thompson
Lot W. P. 200 10 44 lot 200 200 9 28
Boufford, Nora Carey, Franklin
Lot W. P. 200 10 44 167a Appleton-
Boufford, Oscar Goddard
Cottage W. P. 1500 1500 78 30 Batchelder-
Boufford, Joseph R. Goodnow lots 350 350 16 24
Cottage W. P. 2800 2300 146 16 Casassa, Mario C.
Bourne, Jennie Mrs. 2a land Troy rd. 400 400 20 88
120a Fields lot 120 120 5 57 Chagnon, Francis &
Bowman Flying Sophie
Service Inc. 11 Bolles place 1200 1200 55 68
Public Service Cheshire Fair Assoc.
Bldg. 3000 Fair Grounds 10,000 10000 464 00
Office bldg. 3000 Cheplick, John C.
Hangar bldg. 3000 9000 469 80 Public Service Co.
Brooks, Mary A. Est. L & B 500!
10a Little Soldier exempt 500
Warmac 2000 2000 92 80 Chickering, Gert-
Brown, Robert D. rude L.
40a Part Watson Land and
place 200 200 9 28 buildings 4500 4500 208 80
Bryant, Virginia Clark, Norman B.
Lot S. L. 50 50 2 32 Lot No. 66 100 100 5 22
Buckminister, W. W. I Cohen, Abraham
Mrs. Land on Ash
100a Huggins
1
Brook & R.R. 100 100 4 64
lot 200 200 9 28 Coll, Mary & !




Cottage S. L. 3500 3500 162 40 place 3500 3500 162 40
Butterfield, Andy Colony, Laurence D. '
Mrs. Mrs.
xk int. Fitzgerald 30a Wheeler &
place 810 810 37.58 Cole lot 50 50: 2 32




Name 1 Valu- 1 Total Name 1 Valu- Total
and Description 1 ation Tax and Description 1 ation Tax
38a Black lead Dickinson, W. E.
mine lot 100 2nd
40a Bergeron Cottage S. L. 2500 2500 116 00
lot 150 250 11.60 Dickinson, Paul
Colony, John J. 5a J. Dickinson
16a Cocran lot 100 place 4700
26a D. Hill lot 60a J. Dickinson
E. side 150 lot 300 5000 232 00
65a D Hill lot Dickinson, Ansel &
W. side 250 Son
J
25a Williams lot 100 20a Holbrook
7a Foster lot 50 650 30 18 lot 100
Compagna, Rodolph Wilcox lot 100 200 9 28
Carkins lot 40 40 1 86 Donahue, Anna B.
Conboy, Gordon A. Lots 27-28 &
Cottage S. L. 4500 4500 208 80 cottage 1500
Croteau, Evelyn Mrs. Lot A 25 W. P. 50 1550
Lots 6-7 & Cot- Dunton, Walter &
tage W. P. 1300 1300 67 86 Susie
Cumings, Margaret Lots 10-24 S. L.
Part Bellows lot 25 25 1.16 Heights 150 150 6.96
Curtis, Herman Dunham, Edward V.
Lots 25-26 & Lots 15-16-17-28-
cottage 1800 29-30-39-40-41
Lot A 24 W. P. 50 1850 95 57 bldgs.
Curtis, Nelson S. L. H. 1200
Daniels lot on W. Soldier exempt 1000 200 9 28
Day 50 Earle, Carl
Soldier exempt 50 Alden Clark
Curtis, Leland & place 3500
Dorothy Soldier exempt 1000 2500 116 00
Lots 29-30 W. P. 100 100 5 22 Eckhard, Felix &
Davis, William E. & Nora
Naomi Perkins cottage 1200
85a Cram Doyle lots 10-11
place 2500 2500 116 00 S. L. 200 1400 64 96
Davis, Russell Ellis, John H. M.
Cottage W. P. 1800 93 9S 69a Gage &
Davis, Verna Capron lot 150 150 6 96
Bldg. lots Ellery, Dorothy
S. C. 1000 1000 46 40 Lots 35-36-37-38-
Davis, Paul Mrs. 46-47 48 S. L.
6a land near J. Heights 300
I
300 13 92
Little place 50 50 2 32 Elliot, William
Denico, Lucius Bldg. lot near Leon
Bldg. lot W. S. 150 150 6 96 Martins 10 10 46
Desrosiers, Rolland & Ellwanger, Helen &
Faye Margaret
Flat Roof Mill Lots 14-15 &
property 800
|
800 37 12 bldgs. 3800
!
3800 198 36
DiBiccari, Bruno & Emden, Ernest C.




3500 162 40 S. L. 30,000 ! 30000 1392 00
Dickinson, W. E. Emerson, Cedric





3500 162 40 Ethier, Anna T.
Name
j
Valu- 1 Total Name Valu-
|
Total
and Description 1 ation Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
H. Weeks cottage Grogan, Margaret
W. P. 600 600 31 32 2a land and
Everett, Robert H. & buildings 4000 4000 185 60
Caroline Hall, Walter S.
S. Carpenter place 70a Olcott lot 100 100 4 64
E. S. 1800 1800 83.52 Harris, Dwight
Parrar, Julia 20a land Sylvan
Cottage W. P. 2000 2000 104 40 Way 100 100 5 22
Farina, Adelina Hayward & Merrill
Home place 8000 Inc.
Honey Hill Ice Cream
place 7000 15000 696 00 stand 4000 4000 208 80
Fish, George E . Helff, J. R. Dr.
Hurricane cottage 10a land and
S. L. 700 700 32 48 buildings 5000 I 5000 232 00
Fleming, William & Helie, Norman &
Anna Pauline
Underwood cottage Bert Emery lot &
W. P. 1500 1500 78.30 bldg. S. L. 1200 1 1200 55 68
Fletcher, Charles & Henry Sz Johnson
Odna Anstey house
Bldg. lot 400 400 18 56 W. S. 3000 3000 139 20
Foley, Mervin Henry, James &
Lot 30 & part lot Grace
28 P. G. B. 100 Noble cottage 2200
!
22O0 102 08
Soldier exempt 100 Henkel, August
Forsyth, Roy & Cottage W. P. 4500 4500 234 90
Chester Higgins, Guy H.
Fred Patnode 3a Gorman lot 45 45 2 09
place 1700 1700 78 88 Hildreth, L. G. Est,
Forsyth, Roy M. D. 20a sprout lot 50 50 2 32
Bldg. lot Mat- Kmelinko, Edith
thews Rd. 1000 1000 46 40 Lots 98-99 Red
Freeman, Laurel & Roof 4500
Ora Lots 95-96-97
4a W. Day land 100 100 4 64 Midway 2400
Frink, Julie Lots 89-90-91-92-93
Cottage W. P. 2700 2700 140 94 & house 3000
Frink, Marjorie Mrs. Lots 52 100 ' 10000 522 00
Oakman cottage Holbrook, R. S.
,S. L. 2400 2400 111 36 Admr.
Ga^kins, Arthur Mrs. Wm. F. Holbrook
Ervin Joslyn Est.
place 500 500 23 20 Massey land 100 100 4 64
Golding-Keene Co. Holbrook, Wayne
4V2 a James land & Mrs.
silos 2500 2500 116 00 30a land and
Goodell, Clifford buildings 1500
215a Honey 12a S. Holbrook
Hill lot 600| lot 25
5a Downing 30a E. B. Holbrook
meadow 10 610 28 30 lot 100
Goodnow, Bertha 14a Gage lot 25
Land and 48a French lot 150
buildings 600 600 27 84 43a Maslen lot 65 1865 86 53
Green, Elbridge Jr. Holbrook, Peter
Cottage 300 300 13 92 Stock in trade 300 300 13.92
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Holbrook, John Dickinson-Wilcox
40a Howes lot 100 100 4 64 lot 85
Houghton, Ida Mrs. Frazier-Trask
J. Aro place meadow 20
|
275 12.76
P. G. P. 800 800 41 76 Keene Forestry Asso.
Houghton, Andrew Land and
97a Thatcher-Rust buildings 5500 5500 287 10
lot 200 200 9 28 Keene, City of
Hubbard, W. E. 565.6a airport
Cottage James land 25,700
Rd. 100 100 4 64 Kershaw gravel
Hughes, William & bank 500
Marcia 4a Bianchi land 50 ' 26250 1370 25
Lot #17 Fish Keene City Club
cottage S. L. 1700 1700 78 83 Cottage W. P. 1000 1000 52 20
Hutchins, Guy Keene Kennels Inc.
3a land and Cottage S. L. 1800
cabins 200 200 9.23 Bryant lot 200 2000 92 80
Iwaniki, Henry & Kennedy, Kenneth &
Helen Mary
Store bldg., West- J. Lavigne cottage
port 1500 1500 69 60 W. P. 1000 1000 52 20
Jefts, Rosa Keene Oil Co.
Land and buildings Smith house 2000 2000 92.80
W. S. 150 150 6 93 Lafferty, Martin &
Johnson, Selma Est. Mary
Land and Ballou place
—
buildings 6000 6000 278 40 Winch Hill 1500 1500 69 60
Johnson, Carl Lackey, Frank
Cottage S. L. 1500 1500 69 60 Lot 53 W. P. 200 200 10 44
Johnson, Harry Lahouse, Edmond
5a Edwards Lots A31-A32
mowing 800 800 37 12 W. P. 100 100 5 22
Johnstone, George & Lane, Josephine
Eliza Land and
99a Goddard & buildings
Stone lots and E. S. 1000 1000 46 40
buildings 1500 1500 69 60 Laplant, Norman
Jones, Edgar R. Land Base Hill 50 50 2 32
50a Twitchell Laurent, Eugene Miss
place 2000 2000 92 80 Cottage W. P. 1300 1300 67 86
Jordan, Clement Est. Laurent, Hortense
Cottage W. P. 1000 1000 52 20 Holman cottage
Joslyn, Arthur 2000
Bardwell land 100 100 4 64 Lots E. F. G. 150 2150 112 23
Joslyn, Clarence Lawrence, George
Land and Land and
cottage 200 200 9 28 buildings 1100 1100 57 42
Karr, Dana Mrs. Lawrence, Charles
Land and 100a Twitchell
cottage 200 200 9 28 lot 100
Kelley, Joseph & Portable mill 500 600 27 84
Ida LeBlanc, F. & E.
35a Eaton-Bloom Bldg. lot on
lot 70 Saunders 200 200 10 44
Dickinson-Stone Lehto, George E.
lot 100
|






and Description ation I Tax and Description 1 ation Tax
Leland, Foster W. Metivier, Alamanzo
Cottage W. P. 1900 1900 09 18 Land Matthews
Lenois, George Rd. 1000 1000 46 40
Land and Mexcur, George L.
buildings 1700 1700 78 88 24a land and
Lindsey, William F. buildings 3000
|
3000! 139 20
Hopkins cottage Morningside Comm.
S. L. 2000 2000 92 80 Center
Lovering, Forrest C. 75a Monroe Smith
Lot #27 P. G. P. 100 100 5 22 lot 100 100| 4.64
Lower, Clyde G. Moore, Julius Est.
4 lots & 10a land near
buildings 3000 3000 156 60 Loomis Brook 50 50 2 32
Lucey, Catherine Moore, Henry F.
Miss Mach. Co. Inc.
la land 50 50 2.32 Mills and
Lynch, Richard W. machinery 3000 ! 3000 139 20
Land and camp 200 200 9 28 Monadnock Savings
Mackey, Francis Bank
Couter land 25 25 1 16 Congdon cottage
Maclean, Anna M. S. L.
Lots 3-4 Piispanen Lots 21-22-23-
cottage S. L. 1800 1800 83 52 7-8-9 2000 2000] 92 80
Macarthy, Earl & Morrison, Morris &
Doris Theresa
Capron place 4000 4000 185 60 Downing place 2800 2800 129 92
Madden, Edgar Murdock, E. Co.
1
Lot & unfinished 115a Taft lot 400 400j 18 56
house 2000 2000 92 80 New England Box Co.
Magnani, Dino 43a Faulkner lot
Ward land 500 500 23 20 lot 100
Marsh, Marion & 35a Stearns lot 125
Doris 23a Cobble Hill-
Cottage S. L. 1900 1900 88 16 Fields lot 100
Marshall, Carl Est. 21a Verry lot 100
Forbush place 4000 121a Wheeler-
New house 4000 Capron lot 200
House #2 3700 13a Prentice
142a Forbush lot 25
lot 400 62a Atkinson
6a Carrie Whit- lot 200
comb lot 500
|
12600 584 64 50a Grogan lot 100
Ma^len, Emily 55a Marble-Gary
18a Ballou lot 200 200 9 28 lot 125
Melvin, James T. 8a Oakman lot 20
80a Robinson-Cole 91a Whitcomb-
lot 200 200 9.28 Handy lot 200
Meleones, George N. 35a Mt. Huggins
Edgewood Res- Blake lot 100
taurant 1800 1800 93 96 43a Olcott lot 100
Merrill, Elizabeth 121a Robbins lot 125
Lots 62-64 153a Snow-Eames
P. G. P. 200 200 10 44 lot 300
Metcalf , Sadie 38a Carter-Emery
Sargent lot & lot 200
bldgs. 400 MH1 & land 1500







Land at R. R. 100












11a Verry lot 50
Nichols, William &
Sadie








N. H. Pythian Home
Cottage W. S. 2000
O'Brien, William H.
Cottage W. P. 1700
3 lots 150
O'Brien, Russell
Bldg. lot E. S. 200
Olson, Nils
15a Wood lot 300
Page, Frances Mrs.
Cottage S. L. 1800
Paige, Walter H.













































































3a land & unfin-
ished house 1200
Platts, George W. S.








10a Nelson lot 100
Plummer, Robert




Pratt, Roland C. Sr.
Lot A 19 & bldgs.
W. P. 900
Prevost, Jeanne Mrs.
Cottage W. P. 2800

































































































Lots 42-43 S. L.
Platts 100
Rowe, Sidney
S. L. Platts 500
Rubeor, Robert














































































60a Fisher lot 120
48a Gunn lot 100
Stone, Roy P.
% int. land and
buildings S. C.
1000
Cottage S. L. 200
6%a land S. C. 400
Storey, Fred D.






Cottage S. L. 2200
Suder, Marjan






























Name I Valu- Total Name Valu- | Total
1 Description [ at ion Tax and Description ation | Tax
Schneiderm; Pasture 250 250 11 60
Louis Wheeler & Taylor
Mills and 129a land and
machinery 8500 8500 394 40 buildings 6200 6200 287 68
Talbot, Walter Whitcomb, Arthur
2V'a land and Inc.
buildings 2000 2000 92 80 Land and buildings
Taliaferro, William N. S. 40,000
C. Gravel bank &
4a land near H. equip. 10,000
Perry 50 50 3 32 l%a Allen land 300
Taylor, Grace 35a Buckminister
Land and land 500
buildings 2400 ! 2400
1 125.28 Road machinery
Thompson, James 24,000
la land and Stock in
buildings 200 200 9 28 trade 11,000 85800 4308 82
Thompson, Leslie Whipple, Clara
Bldg. lot Goodell 67a land 200 200 9.28
Ave. 100
1
100 4 64 Wilber, Weston
Todd, Jesse D. Home place 800
Land near A. Cottage 300
Whitcombs 150 150 7 83 Hotel lot 100
Towne, Maurice D. 4a sprout lot 20 1 1220 56 61
Cottage S. L. 1500 1500 69 60 Wilcox, Alfred
Trask, Norman D. Demond cottage
26a Dicknison W. P. 2000 2000 104.40
Whitcomb lot 50 50 2 32 Winchester, Town of
Underwood, Frank Gunn land 50 50 2 32
H. Est. Winberg, Ferdinand
5a land and la land and
buildings 1500 1500 69 60 camp 300 300 13 92
Underwood, Frank G. Wood, Marcia
Est. Land and
30a Hill pasture 100 cottage 2500
13a land on Mt. Lot A 21 75
|
2575 134 42
Huggins 50 Wright, Karl B.
Gravel bank land Lot No. 2 &
W. P. 200 350 17 40 bldgs. 1300
Verry, Edith M. Soldier exempt
la Lewis land 50 50 2 32 1000 300 15 66
Vermouth, Neil Mrs. Wright, Karl B. &
Land and buildings Bertha Peterson
S. C. 4500 4500 208 80 Lot No. 1 and
Viette, James J. building 400 400 20 88
Cottage W. P. 3500 3500 182 70 Wyman, Leonard
Voight, William & Lot 11 &
Lois cottage 2000
la bldg. lot 100 100 4 64 Soldier exempt
Watson, William H. 1000 1000 52 20
Adms. Wyman, Wayne A.
George Rice Est. Lots 12-16 S. L.
Land and camp 100 100 4 64 Heights 100 100 4 64
Wentworth, Fred Wyman, Clarence L.
Land and buildings Part Wilson
& cabins 3500 3500 182 40 Rec. 1500
1
West, George Mrs. Harris land 500 2000 104 40
Name Valu- I Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation 1 Tax and Description ation Tax
Yale University Fisher lot 150|
48.7a Bidwell- 49a Handy lot 100
1
Gale lot 100 11a Butler lot 100
[
25.1a Blake East 34a Porter lot 100|
lot 125 5a Kenney lot 50
16.2a Blake West 87a Dunn lot 400
1
6000 278 40
lot 100 Zipp, Rebecca
82.3a Capron 130a Winch
lot 500 place 350OJ 3500 162 40
97.6a Carey-
Hutchins lot 500 Cheshire Oil Co.
41.7a Davis lot 200 3 electric 255!
78a Hills lot 400 4 computing 60CH 855 39 67
40.9a Perham Keene Oil Co. |
lot 200 3 computing 450
j
450 20 88
52a Swamp lot 250 Esso Standard Oil
38a Seeley lot 200 Co.
174.1a Whitcomb 2 electric 170 170 7 89
lot 900 Norwood Oil Co.
50a Worcester 2 computing 300' 300 13 92
lot 150 Socony-Vacuum Oil
73.7a Keith- Co.
Lafountain- 2 hand pumps 60;
Forsyth lot 500 3 computing 450
j
510 23.66
48a Kirk-Morse Sibley Oil Co.
lot 200 1 electric 85 85 3 94
94a Buckminister Tide Water Assoc.
lot 325 Oil Inc.
21.3a Colony lot 50 4 computing 600 600 27.84
41.3a Fairfield National Bank Stock
lot 100 Ashuelot-Citizens 59 00
50.3a Hill-Goodwin Cheshire National 90 00
lot 250 Keene National 6 50
7a Hutchins lot 50 Winchester





S, E. Brown $10 77 15 40
Henry Johnson 2 93 Clarence F. Rhoades 261 14
Joseph R. Kelley 97 45 George E. Rokes 101 60
C. L. Lane Co. 772 01 Leo Alfred Short 10 00
N. E. Box Co. 76 65 C. D. Stone 31.17




